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Good afternoon. It is a pleasure to participate in this meeting on the important topic of
spent or used fuel management. I would like to thank the organizers of the meeting, including
Jeffery England and David Blee for the opportunity for NRC to participate. I'd also like to thank
you, the audience, for participating this afternoon. The events that precede this meeting have
been momentous, including the nuclear emergency at Fukushima-Daiichi last spring and the
release of the final report and recommendations by the Blue Ribbon Commission on America's
Nuclear Future at the end of last week. The emergency at Fukushima-Daiichi occurred during
the deliberations of the Blue Ribbon Commission and commanded a significant amount of
attention by the Commissions, both the Blue Ribbon Commission and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The emergency at Fukushima-Daiichi also heightened the awareness and interest
of the public about nuclear safety, both for the nuclear power plants and for the spent fuel that
they produce. Indeed, during the emergency, there was a considerable amount of concern
about the safety of the spent fuel at Fukushima-Daiichi and the potential consequences of a
large release from one or more spent fuel pools. As the Blue Ribbon: Commission statesin it

rpr,"~...we have witnessed ~an accident that has remindea Am-ericans that we have little
pyial capacity at present to do anything with speint nuclepar fuel other thanlto leave it wheri
Spent fuel in the dry casks at the site weathered well the earthquake, tsunami, and nuclear

emergency, but we experienced several anxious days Until the operators and the Japanese
authorities confirmed that the spent fuel in the poois was safe.
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Consequently, in my presentation this afternoon, I will summarize the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission's response to the ernergencv ,,3 FK1.1hirna--Daiich. ill place special
emphasis on what are we doing based on the lessons we rive ;earned, 7s weWl as on the safety
and security of soent fuei, which is the ove -rminn theme ,t this meeting. At the outset, I would
like to expi-ess nr, sympathies ic Japan -,, -,Le tragic ioss I II:;-- and devastation caused by the
earthquake and tsunami that preceded tne nuclear emergency and my respect and appreciation
to all who responded to this tragedy and ensured the safety of the nuclear power plants and
spent nuclear fuel. [Pause]. Plant conditions continue to stabilize and the reactors and spent
fuel pools no longer pose an immediate threat. The response in Japan has progressed with
continued stabilization and control of the plants, cleanup of contamination, and the long process
of assessing the damage, decommissioning and vwaste manac.ement.
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The mission of the NRC is to reg'Ati"'i ( Nations use ,f radicactive material to protect
tpublic health ands•fety, pr E mseuriyandp6tct the ...
enionment. 'This mission estabiished our roerin he: response to the Japanese
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arthqTuake and tsunaei. First, we worked to ansure protection of U.S. citezers both in the
UnitecStates and abroad. Second, based ond a ton-sptandins ?nd healthy collaborative
pawtnerhip with our regulatoiy countereartsae Jan pan, we worked. to assist the Governmientho

a intheir response. Because. the earthquake, hthsami, and nuclear emergency occurr-e
thpousnds of arway in Japatry, we workedtoasist he .S. koepartment olw State and ofhserl
agencies of the U.S. ]ove~rnme):nt - w& nespý,ndef ,` eter

The nuclears mo eriency at expertshima-faiic. Tegan with the earthquake and tsunami
on March 11, 201re. NRC prompty 2spnded and that response continues to this day. Once
we concluded that U.S. citizens were safe and while conditions at the site were stabilizing, the
Commission promptly directed the NRC staff on March 2 3gd to convene a task force and conduct
a methodical and systematic review and recommend whether NRC should make near-term
improvements to our regulatory system. The Near-Term Task Force was comnprised of several
of the agency's most experienced and expert staff. They concluded their review and released a
report with recommendations on July 12, 2011. The Task Force made iWelve overarchinwi

eenrecommendations:
J n Six for industry acd ttod enhance af&h

b Two for action tovenhne NRC prograrns

i p Four for longer-term to stiudy by the NRhnc

Based on the Commission's initial review of the report, the staff recommended how to proceed
with the Task Force's recommendations, taking safety, priorities, and resources into account in
early September and October. The NRC divided the recommendations and actions into 3 tiers,
with Tier 1 being the highest priority and most pressing. The Commission approved proceeding
without delay with the highest priority recommendations in October after some consultation with
external stakeholders. In December, after additional consultation, the Commission approved
proceeding with the next highest priority recommendations. At about the same time, the
Japanese authorities announced that cold shutdown of Fukushima-Daiichi units 1, 2, and 3 had
been achieved. Today, we are actively working within the NRC and with external stakeholders
in preparation for issuing orders to require specific enhancements and requests for information.
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Of greatest significance is the Task Force's conclusion with respect to current safety of
nuclear power plants in the United States. The task force concluded that a similar sequence of
events is unlikely to occur in the U.S. and that existing mitigation measures could reduce both
the likelihood of core damage and radiological release. On this basis, the Task Force
concluded that there is no imminent risk from continued operation of nuclear power plants in the
United States and from continued licensing, both exisrng and new nuclear power plants.
Notwithstanding these conclusions and in light of the expectation that over 100 reactors will
continue to operate for decades to come, the Task Force concluded that enhancements to
safety are warranted. This conclusion has been embraced by the NRC staff and the
Commission, and fuels our focused and dedicated efforts today to achieve the enhancements
as quickly and effectively as practicable.

[Slide 5]

So what are these enhancements? The first three enhancements that we are pursuing
aggressively are re-evaluating external hazards, including seismic and flooding hazards,
performing walkdowns of the nuclear power plants to ensure the effectiveness of design and
mitigating measures, and modifying our existing requirements to enhance the ability of the
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plants to mitigate a prolonged Station Blackout event, where sites lose offsite and onsite AC
power sources. We expanded the first enhancement beyond what was recommended by the
Near-Term Task Force at the direction of Congress in the Fiscal Year 2012 appropriations law.

[Slide 6]

The next three Tier 1 enhancements are requiring licensees to provide mitigating
strategies for beyond design basis events, such as the large earthquake and tsunami that
occurred at Fukushima-Daiichi, provide reliable hardened vents in Boiling Water Reactors with
Mark I and II containments in case containment venting is required during a severe accident,
and provide spent fuel pool instrumentation with reliable indications of the level of water in the
pool and other conditions. You may recall that there was considerable uncertainty during the
emergency at Fukushima about water levels in the spent fuel poois. More on that later.
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The last two Tier 1 enhancements are to strengthen and integrate onsite emergency
response capabilities and to require site staffing for emergency responses involving multi-unit
events and prolonged Station Blackout events.
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In addition to the Tier 1 recommendations, the NRC staff also identified a number of Tier
2 and 3 recommendations. Tier 2 recommendations are those high priority actions tnat cannot
be initiated in the near term due to resource and skill set limitations on the NRC staff. This
includes actions that need further technical refinement and alignment or are dependent upon
the Tier 1 actions. These actions do not require long-term study and will be initiated when
sufficient technical information and resources become available. These actions include

ring licensees to provide sufficient spent luel pool maKe-up capabiliy with safety-related
ACeletrical power, technical specifications for ensuring at least one train~ of onsite emergecy

wer is orable forspent fuel pool rnakeup and instrUnentatiosnr regardless of the operain
moe f the r~eactorand insta~tation of a seismically qualified men~a~s to.spray water into the

spent flpoofs including an easily accessible connection to supply the water You mayr
seein e photo of heiicopter bucKets, fire trucKs, and creepumps being used to pp

werto the spent fuel poois at Fukushima.

The second set of Tier 2 actions include enhancementsto emergency preparedness
easures, including the capability for multi-unlt dose assessment, training and exercises for
M ultipiets anc, proiurlj.d t,, n Blar . .ents, prac(ýce n th,.ý idenification and

uisiion of osie reources, emergecy preparedness equijrnent and
f•cilities are sufficient for responding to mUJI ie Unit and poiorged Station Blackout events.

Tier 3 rec@sT-rneriaiors equire Lp :- s r-rp i o support a regulatory action,
have an assoclatoc snort1•dei , ;i rý - D " _. &: 2 ted. tr- ceCuendent on
critical skii! sets, .-)r are depertde',• on FEx;i. r (;/ e -'r- n ]as,( Focue Re,.ornmendation 1.
Recommendation 1, you may recall, was mqat the Commissicr should establish a logical,
systematic, and coherent regulatory framework for adecuate orotection that appropriately
balances cefense in death and rik;- cor"-io-r.•-•l s. h Comrnission plac;ed a higher priority on
the shorte:-terrn, ;npott t ,, -- y - :r< . ,c;• ii sts( - : !:le,<.ts
evaluation 7t . .a .:7 ,:.;. 2> 3 : :.3 ,,Lr•te!\I
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assess the Tier "E ,;c-i ,, ic.... .r'- --
re om end:atior,4; " '1-o.ri `:. =e -... " U .. ".. .

Ten-year refresh of a.-ismac anrd flooding hazards
* The capability to prevent or mitigate seismically induced fires and floods
o Reliable hardened verts for contarirrent designs other than Mark i and 2

containments
, Hydrogen control aMc2, mitigalion inside containrnent or in other buildings

Additiona• EP eiham eritsfo ed and rnuti-unit events
* Ennanced Emergency Response Data " Systerr (ElS, DS)Y capabililies

Enhanc EP decinIovrnakinq, Fadii monitoring, and public education
* -raining on severe accidents anci Severe Accident Management Guidelines
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The staff also identified additional issues oeyond those listed in the Task Force report,
which the staff believes should be considered as part of the longer-term review. Issues are
identified,'assessed. and screened for safety significance by the NRC staff and then considered
by a committee of senior NRC maneaers. What are these issues'? Fltration of containment
vents, enhanced seismic monitorinq instruments, recoonsideration of the adequacy of the
existing sizes of Emergency Planning Zones, poiass,um iodide KI) should be pre-staged
beyond current planning zones. 7-h:.! emergency also raised questlons about trie potential
benefit of offload'ng spent fuel from '.he pools inro c. i casks soo;er to reduce risks. We are
also planning to examine me risk ,i;rnificance ov ,:he loss of an ultimate heat sink at U.S. plants.
Interruption of access to the uitimate heat sink is oeing considered as a Tier 1 issue. Losing the
water source that is the ultimate hsat sink is being considered as a Tier 2 issue.

The NRC is not alone in our quest to understand what happened at Fukushima-Daiichi
and to make enhancements to nuclear safety based on these lessons learned. The Japanese,
other nations, multilateral organizations, other agencies. the Institute for Nuclear Power
Operations, Nuclear Energy Institute licensees, American Nuclear Society, and standards
organizations are working together to pursue this quest. We are participating with the IAEA,
OECD's Nuclear Energy Agency. G8 and G20 grOUrS of rations, ICRP, National Academy of
Sciences. and other organizations ar the multinational level and national level to discuss the
lessons learned and work together toward making them lessons implemented.

[Slide 10]

The staff is currently pursuing the near term enhancements, Tier 1 actions, through
orders, requests for information, and rulemakings. We're also seeking additional input from
stakeholders. We expect these interactions will help identify what needs to be done to
implement the recommendations, how they sho,.:Id be implemented, and how the NRC should
assess the implementation. The Ccmmission wi!l review and approve any orders and
regulations that are issued to impus D new requireli•rn2s. The 50.54(f) letters request licensees
to provide information on the adequacy of the design basis, whether the plant configuration is in
compliance with the design basis, and other matters. The staff is also planning to issue an
Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on the Station Blackout rule changes.

[Slide 11]
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As compressed as we thought our schedule was, Congress directed that we accelerate
the schedule. NRC's current plan is to issue the Tier 1 orders and information requests by the
March 11 anniversary date of the earthquake and tsunami. We are planning to provide drafts of
the orders and letters to the Commission no later than mid-February, and then the Commission
will direct the staff on how to proceed. Our overall goal is to complete the enhancements within
5 years. We recognize that this is an ambitious schedule. As we proceed, we will be
particularly focused on enhancing safety and in avoiding unintended consequences that could
be detrimental to safety and security.

[Slide 12]

Licensees would be required to provide responses to orders and the requests for
information. NRC will review ihe responses and establish the necessary framework for
regulatory oversight, including using the Reactor Oversight Process for inspections and
codifying the orders through rulemaking. The information obtained in response to the requests
will be used for determining appropriate actions, such as ordering additional enhancements or
modifying the regulations.

[Slide 13]

Given the focus of this meeting, as I pointed out in the beginning of my presentation, it is
important to dwell a bit on the safety of spent fuel. in the U.S. and abroad, a large inventory of
spent fuel is stored in spent fuel pools at nuclear power plants and other installations. Typically
a quarter to a third of the nuclear fuel in the core is replaced with fresh fuel every 18 to 24
months, and the highly radioactive and thermaliy hot spent fuel is removed to the spent fuel
pools. In the U.S., spent fuel is stored in the pools for a minimum of 5 years after offloading
from the reactor. During this storage perioa, thermal and radiation levels decline significantly.

[Slide 14]

Spent fuel pools were originally designed for limited storage of spent fuel until it was
removed off site, nominally in the 3 to 5 year range. During this storage, safety is achieved
primarily by maintaining the fuei in a large pool &f water for cooling and radiation shielding, as
well as through maintaining the geometry of tne fuel and use of soluble and fixed boron for
criticality control. Re-racking of The fuei in the 80s and 90s allcwed for denser packing and
higher inventories in the existing pools. T-he ,)o,-ls are robust structures built to withstand a
variety of design basis insults, such as earthcuakes, floods, and weatner-reiated missiles. If the
concrete and steel pool crack ano cause a large drain down of the water in the pool, the fuel can
be uncovered, heat up, and ultimately cause the lai-ge release of radionuclides.

[Slide 15]

The risk of this occurring s quile iow due to a varie-.y of factors, including the very low
likelihood of damaqe to tne tnock reinforK.;ecI ,)o wivs an.: fioOrs. The NRC has estimated the
likelihood of a lu.ei uncovet, asor, 3ent ,s on the -,rcer of* 'ne in T: million per ,fear (in the rangeof
6 x 107 to 2 x 10- per year). if it aces o,:-ur, h- ever th. oo`rantial cotrse uenices of such an
event couid be large resulting from the heaýuo cf the ooot Lliniateiy iead:ng to a zirconium fire
and large release of the inventory of radionuclides in the spent luei, inciuding Cesium-1 37 and
other radienuclides. The spem fuel pools are generally ,ocated outside of primary containment.
Although secondary containment provides some confinement in the event of a release, it is not
nearly as robust as primary containment as we saw at the Fukushima-Daiichi plants.
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Consequently, if there was a large release from the nool, the release can reach the environment
much easier than from the reactor core.

[Slide 16j

The NRC evaluates the safety of spent fuel rigorously in licensing and overseeing the
operation of the nuclear power planvs. After the terrorist attacks, of 9-11, the NRC and other
organizations, such as the National Academy of Sciriccs, extensively re-examined the safety
and security of spent fuel storage These re-evalUaiions confirmed the low vulnerability of the
spent fuel to attack and also identified active and passive measures that could be taken to
further reduce risk. Licensees improved the configuration of the spent fuel in the pools to
substantially improve the passive cooling through natural convection.

[Slide 171

NRC also required licensees to install a spray capability to improve active cooling should
it be necessary in a pool uncover event. In addition, licensees conducted site-specific
evaluations, installed additional measures, and were insoected by the NRC to confirm the
adequacy of these measures. As a result, the coolability of fuel within the pools has been
enhanced and the risk reduced. The NRC is conducting additional research to confirm our
understanding and validate our risk and consequence assessments.

[Slide 18]

For example. over the years there has been considerable debate about whether
zirconium fires in a spent fuel pool were possible. NRC worked with Sandia National Laboratory
and other organizations to assess the likelihood of such a fire, especially the conditions in the
pool that would affect the initiation and propagation of a fire. Here you see the experimental
configuration of a prototypic simulated full length 9x9 BWR fuel assembly. We conducted
similar experiments with simulated PWR assemblies.

[Slide 19]

And here are the results. As you can see, under representative conditions that could
occur in the spent fuel pools in the event of pool drain down, the zirconium cladding in the
simulated fuel assembly caught fire, burned energetically, and formed very weak zirconium
oxide residue. These experiments confirmed that zirconium fires can occur under the right
conditions.

[Slide 201

In response to experiments like these, risk and consequence assessments, and the
nuclear emergency at Fukushima-Daiichi, we have been considering whether there are potential
benefits of removing spent fuel from pools earlier than planned and achieving lower density
storage in the spent fuel pools. It is important to point out that there are several competing
factors that need to be considered. Althoucgh removal of the spent fuel would decrease the
inventory of radionuclides in the pools, it also raises risks of cask drops and increases worker
doses. Consequently, we are currently conducting a Spent Fuel Pool Scoping Study for an
initial quantitative assessment of the impacts on risk associated with offloading the fuel.

[Slide 21]
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This graph depicts the potential reduction in thermal loading of a spent fuel pool by
removing spent fuel older than 3 years and 5 years. For a large spent fuel pool with many
assemblies (2500 or so), removing the spent fuel older than 3 years achieves as much as a
25% reduction in thermal load. The reduction of radionuclide inventory would be significantly
greater, and may be a significant contributor to reducing potential land contamination, but may
not have a significant impact on any prompt fatalities from a unmitigated spent fuel pool release.

[Slide 22]

To better assess the potential benefits of removing older fuel from the spent fuel pools,
the Spent Fuel Pool Scoping Study will estimate the change in accident consequences
associated with removing the fuel and placing it in dry storage. As a scoping study, we have
limited the scope to a single representative spent fuel pool and operating cycle for low and high
density racking. At this stage, we are not olanning to consider the tradeoffs associated with
impacts of moving fuel, but this kind of analysis would be needed to support a broader
determination.

[Slide 231

The scoping study is using realistic, expedient, and technically defensible deterministic
methods and assumptions, including seismic and structural assessment:, accident progression,
emergency planning assessment, and offsite consequence analysis. Our current schedule
includes publishing a draft of the analysis ihis summer for public review and comment. We are
also continuing with our assessment of integrated spent fuel management, including extended
storage and transportation, reprocessing, and u!timate disposal. With the delay in the
availability of a geologic repository, the Commission's upda-L-eo waste confidence decision in late
2010 signaled the expectation that spent fuel may need to be stored safely and securely for a
longer period than previously estimated. NRC's objective remains to ensure that such extended
storage and associated spent fuel management alternatives remain safe and secure. Our other
objective is to conduct our regulatory oversight of spent fuel management most effectively and
efficiently. You will hear more about these topics from NRC presenters later in the meeting.

[Slide 24]

As I hope my presentation has made ciear, the NFRC has already taken a number of
actions to ensure nuclear safety, in light of the Fukushima nuc',ear emergency. Based on all
that we have reviewed to cate, we continue to have confidence in the safe operation of nuclear
power plants, including spent fuel poois arid dry storage facilities, and other nuclear facilities in
the United States. Consequently, we are continuing with license renewal and new reactor
licensing, as well as licensing of other new nuclear fuel cycle facilities. VVe recognize, however,
that our work is far from done. We will continue to move forward with the post-Fukushima
enhancements on an aggressive schedule. As we receive more information about the causes
and consequences of the Fukushtirna-Daiichi emergency, we will evaluate that information and
take the appropriate actions working in the .•pen and enigaging a full array of stakeholders. One
thing will not change - spent fuei must be mrn!g-ed saf~ev .n- securely. We mrust remain
focused on ensuring the safety ' securi.v .:f -. sting irv•t;'iie. af spent fuel.

On beha!f of the NRC, thank you for your attention airnd best wishes for a successful
meeting. I would be pleased to respond to any questions or to listen to your comments.
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Chen, Yen-Ju

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 5:13 PM
To: Virgilio, Martin
Cc: Bowman, Gregory; Chen, Yen-Ju; Skeen, David; Sheron, Brian; Holian, Brian; Brock,

Kathryn; Kotzalas, Margie
Subject: RESPONSE - Update on Spent Fuel Scoping Paper

Sounds good. We'll have this discussion with the Chairman and Anna next week at the DEDO Weekly Status meeting.

From: Virgillo, Martin
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 8:52 AM
To: Weber, Michael
Cc: Bowman, Gregory; Chen, Yen-Ju; Skeen, David; Mitchell, Matthew; Monninger, John; Sheron, Brian; Borchardt, Bill
Subject: REPLY: RESPONSE - Update on Spent Fuel Scoping Paper

Mike

I suggest we correct the record with Anna and SECY, noting that we have not yet had a discussion with the Chairman.

Based on our internal discussion yesterday the current plan is as follows:

* RES will be providing a notation vote options paper to the Commission on economic consequences in July. This
paper will include within the background section a summary of all NRC ongoing initiatives related to economic
consequences with an assessment of any differences in approach. One such summary will be of the work RES
will have completed (scoping/consequence) around moving fuel from wet to dry storage. Other summaries will
be provided to address, for example, the work being performed in the area of source security and spent fuel
storage security.

* The Commission will receive a notation vote paper sometime later from JLD that will address moving fuel from
wet to dry storage with a supporting regulatory analysis. The approach for the supporting regulatory analysis
could either be based on today's methods or could follow new commission direction based on the paper
discussed above. This is a Tier 3 action that will be based in large measure on the work RES is doing (noted
above). The schedule for this paper will be provided to the Commission, along with the schedule for other Tier 3
items in a JLD paper due in July.

* JLD will also be providing a notation vote paper on filtered vents in July. The approach for the supporting
regulatory analysis will be based on today's methods for addressing economic consequences.

* JLD will also be providing a notation vote paper in July that addresses the plans and schedules for Tier 3, the 6
month update and disposition of new issues that have been raised by stakeholders and screened by JLD.

" It is our understanding that in parallel with the staff papers, OGC is developing a legal analysis for the
Commission on the issue of economic consequences.

Marty
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From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 8:01 AM
To: Bradford, Anna
Cc: Virgilio, Martin; Bowman, Gregory
Subject: RESPONSE - Update on Spent Fuel Scoping Paper

Be glad to.

From: Bradford, Anna
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 7:59 AM
To: Weber, Michael
Subject: Fw: Update on Spent Fuel Scoping Paper

Hi Mike,

Can you please mention this to the Chairman at the DEDO meeting on Monday?

Anna Bradford
Deputy Chief of Staff
Office of Chairman Jaczko
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission

From: Bavol, Rochelle
To: Bradford, Anna
Sent: Wed Apr 04 06:26:51 2012
Subject: Update on Spent Fuel Scoping Paper

Good Morning Anna,

I understand from OEDO staff that at yesterday's Fukushima steering committee meeting, it was decided that
the staff would not be providing an information paper on spent fuel scoping to the Commission. All that they
would have is just the results of the study, no analysis. Staff plans to wait for the Commission's decision on
the economic consequences and filtered vents papers before moving forward on the spent fuel scoping
paper. I believe Marty, Mike, Brian Sheron were there. I would guess they would mention this to the
Chairman.

Rochelle
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Boyer, Rachel

From: Merzke, Daniel
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 6:57 AM
To: Johnson, Michael; Weber, Michael
Subject: FW: Final slides for Chairman Macfarlane spent fuel presentation - Jan 10
Attachments: Spent Fuel Pool Presentation to Chairman Macfarlane rev 3 final.pptx -

Attached is the staff presentation on spent fuel pool risks for the Chairman this afternoon, to be provided by
NRR and RES. The areas of interest have been refined over the past couple of weeks based on input from the
Chairman's office.

Dan

From: Wertz, Trent
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:16 PM
To: Merzke, Daniel
Subject: FW: Final slides for Chairman Macfarlane spent fuel presentation - Jan 10

FYI

From: Casto, Greg
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:16 PM
To: Wittick, Brian; Wertz, Trent; Scales, Kerby
Cc: Davis, Jack; McGinty, Tim
Subject: Final slides for Chairman Macfarlane spent fuel presentation - Jan 10

Attached are the final slides for our presentation tomorrow with RES to the Chairman. Note that we had some
additional conversation with the Chairman's staff and level of detail and some topics changed a little. If questions,
please call or email me. Tx greg

Greg Casto
Balance of Plant Branch
Division of Safety Systems
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington DC 20555
telephone: 301,415,0565
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Spent Fuel Pool Presentation
to Chairman Macfarlane

January 10, 2013

NRR, Division of Safety Systems

RES, Division of Risk Assessment



Requirements - General Design Criteria

Prevention of a Significant Reduction in Coolant Inventory under
Accident Conditions

- Robust reinforced concrete structure (> 4 feet thick)

- Liner penetrations above fuel with anti-siphon features

- Special provisions for heavy load (e.g., dry cask) handling

- Spent fuel pool make-up water to maintain inventory

* Prevention of Criticality under Accident Conditions

- Seismic design of storage racks to control fuel geometry

- Fixed neutron poisons (Pressurized Water Reactors credit soluble boron
also)

- Administrative control of fuel (burn up and enrichment)
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Requirements - General Design Criteria

Heat Removal Consistent with Importance to Safety

- Three common cooling system configurations:
* Redundant, safety-related cooling loops at newest plants

* Non-safety cooling system with capability to configure safety-related Residual Heat
Removal system to cool spent fuel pool (BWR-4/5s and Combustion Engineering PWRs)

* Single non-safety cooling loop (single safety-related backup loop at first units to re-rack)

- Large coolant inventory ensures >2 hours before boiling following
sustained loss of forced cooling system

Fuel Storage Instrumentation

- Temperature and Narrow-Range Level

- Radiation

3



TypicalI Pool Configurations

Spent Fuel Cooling

Figure 2.1 PWR Spent Fuel Cooling Systems
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Operational Characteristics

* High Density Racks
- Increased heat generation relative to coolant flow

- Dispersed fuel storage required after time allowance

* Refueling Practices
- US licensees perform shorter/faster outages

- US Boiling Water Reactors shuffle fuel; lower heat load in pool -

occasional full core offloads for reactor vessel inspection

- US Pressurized Water Reactors have high heat loads during
refueling

* Pressurized Water Reactors perform full core offloads for shutdown risk
management

• High heat load during outage
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Spent Fuel Pool Evaluations (Pre-9/1 1)
* Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools (Generic

Issue 82) (NUREG-1353 - 1989)
* Spent Fuel Storage Action Plan (1996)

- Identified spent fuel pool design outliers
- Examples of voluntary industry enhancements at some sites:

" Procedures/equipment to power Spent Fuel Pool pumps from Emergency Diesel
Generators

° Blocked.potential siphon paths
* Installed additional level instrumentation/alarms
* Installed leak detection line isolation capability

" Study of Spent Fuel Pool Risk (NUREG-1 738 - 2001)
- Generally conservative evaluation of risk to support rulemaking
- Identified dominant accident contributors

0 Loss of pool integrity
- Beyond design-basis seismic events (2.0 E-06/yr - LLNL data)
- Cask drop accident (2.0 E-07/yr)
- Boiling Water Reactors have lower margins for both events (elevated pool)

* Sustained loss of cooling without makeup (2.0 E-07/yr)
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Spent Fuel Pool Enhancements
(Post 9/11 )

* Security Orders of 2002 and 10 CFR 50.54 (hh)(2)
- Enhanced Physical Security
- Mitigating Strategies for Fires/Explosions

* A few pools are inherently protected against loss of water
* Most facilities implement:

- Fuel dispersal
- Internal makeup capability
- Alternate pumping capability for pool makeup or spray

Japan Orders of 2012 (EA-12-049 and 051)
- Considered multi-unit/pool impact from beyond design-basis

external events
- Evaluation of personnel resource needs
- Performance criteria promote redundancy and diversity of

mitigation equipment to enhance survivability,
- Reliable pool level instrumentation (normal level to top of fuel)
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Additional Post 9/11 Actions
° Development of Spent Fuel Pool Event Progression Models (RES)

- Quantification of pool structure damage state and drain time for various
initiators

- Experimental determination of runaway zircalloy oxidation reaction
kinetics

- Development of thermal-hydraulic models of stored fuel benchmarked to
full-scale experiments (continuing)

- Consequence evaluation of runaway zircalloy oxidation underway
(Spent Fuel Pool Scoping Study)

- SFP PRA being developed as part of Vogtle Site Level 3 Probabilistic
Risk Assessment (SECY-1 1-0089)

Evaluation of Expedited Transfer of Fuel to Dry Casks as Part of
Japan Lessons Learned Activities (Tier 3)
National Academy of Sciences Study of Spent Fuel Storage (2006)
- NRC actions have generally conformed with findings and

recommendations related to pool storage
- Exceptions related to requiring additional in-reactor decay prior to fuel

movement and completion of site-specific studies of expedited fuel
transfer

8



Radiological Consequences

* Fuel assembly clad breach, fuel or activated
component removal, other unexpected dose rate
increase

Onsite radiological event
- No public health/safety consequences

* Spent fuel pool drain down
- Onsite radiological event
- No public health/safety consequences
- Precautionary public notification or protective actions

* Zirconium fire
- Offsite radiological releases
- Public protective actions



Insights for Zirconium Fire Events
* Very Low Frequency

- Robust pool structure designed to preclude inadvertent loss of coolant
- Large coolant inventory and low heat load result in slow event evolution
- Heat load insufficient to reach runaway oxidation (fire) during a large

fraction of the possible operating cycle/damage state combinations, given
regulatory requirements

- Simple systems prevent fuel damage and can mitigate radiological
consequences

* Significant Consequences
- Immediate health effects unlikely
- Extensive land contamination possible

" High temperature fuel damage releases volatile fission products
° Large inventory of long-lived volatile isotopes (esp. Cs-137)
* Weak structure around pool to contain releases

° Complicating Factors
- Propagation between fuel assemblies
- Steam oxidation and hydrogen generation during partial drain states
- Oxygen limited conditions if building is intact and low-leakage

10



Ongoing Actions to Minimize
Spent Fuel Pool Risk

* Limiting challenges from high heat load scenarios
- Spent fuel stored in a dispersed configuration to enhance cooling
- Strategies to maintain or restore spent fuel cooling through

makeup and spray following damage to large areas of the facility
from fires or explosions (10 CFR 50.54 (hh)(2))

Additional enhancements and evaluations of vulnerabilities
- Orders EA-12-049 and EA-12-051 address enhancements to

strategies and purchase of additional mitigation equipment
- Human factors considerations part of EA-12-049 review
- Evaluating effect of Tier 3 recommendation for expedited spent

fuel transfer
- Consideration of additional research and analysis (optimization

of fuel configuration, fire breaks, spray effectiveness)

!1



Weber, Michael

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 5:22 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Subject: RESPONSE - One pagers under prep for Feb E&C Hearing

Right. It may come up under the topic of the Fukushima enhancements. Expectation is that Mike J. will be with the
Commission for the hearing to address Fukushima related items.

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 5:00 PM
To: Weber, Michael
Subject: RE: RESPONSE - One pagers under prep for Feb E&C Hearing

My thought was that if they got a question about what the agency was doing regarding SFP and fuel transfer, we should
at least give them a summary of what we are doing and when we plan to give them (the Commission) an answer.

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 4:58 PM
To: Sheron, Brian
Subject: RESPONSE - One pagers under prep for Feb E&C Hearing

Good point. We'll loop back to OCA and inquire. This is a House hearing, so I do not expect that the accelerating spent
fuel transfer issue to arise.

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 4:56 PM
To: Weber, Michael
Subject: RE: FYI - One pagers under prep for Feb E&C Hearing

Mike, I don't see SFPs on the list. The Chairman told me at our last periodic that she wanted a brief on the subject before
the hearing. Also, in past hearings a number of senators were pushing the Commissioners regarding why they weren't
requiring old fuel to be moved from pools to casks.

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 4:52 PM
To: Arildsen, Jesse; Brock, Kathryn; Campbell, Andy; Chen, Yen-Ju; Correia, Richard; Foster, Jack; Haney, Catherine;
Holian, Brian; Jackson, Diane; Langan, Scott; McCrary, Cheryl; Moore, Scott; Satorius, Mark; Sheron, Brian; West, Steven;
Zimmerman, Roy
Subject: FYI - One pagers under prep for Feb E&C Hearing

Please find attached the guidance that we received to update background information in advance of the upcoming
House Energy and Commerce Committee hearing on 28 February. I noted back to Roger Rihm that "Nonproliferation"
needs to be assigned to NMSS with OIP input, rather than FSME.



Weber, Michael

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:59 PM
To: Sheron, Brian; West, Steven
Cc: Rosales-Cooper, Cindy; Johnson, Michael; Holian, Brian; Foster, Jack; Brock, Kathryn
Subject: RESPONSE- NUREG ON OFFSITE PARAMETERS

As we discussed, don't worry, we will.

From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:52 PM
To: Weber, Michael; West, Steven
Cc: Rosales-Cooper, Cindy; Johnson, Michael; Holian, Brian; Foster, Jack; Brock, Kathryn
Subject: RE: FYI/Query - NUREG ON OFFSITE PARAMETERS

We know which graphs pose communication challenges. What we need help with is figuring out how we can present
complex, technical information in a manner that the public can understand. If you have any ideas or insights, please let
us know.

From: Weber, Michael
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 7:18 AM
To: Sheron, Brian; West, Steven
Cc: Rosales-Cooper, Cindy; Johnson, Michael; Holian, Brian; Foster, Jack; Brock, Kathryn
Subject: FYI/Query - NUREG ON OFFS1TE PARAMETERS

Good morning, RES. I saw on last night's posting that you issued two NUREGs recently, including
NUREG/CR-7161 entitled Syntheses of Distributions Representing Important Non-Site-Specific Parameters in
Off-Site Consequence Analyses. I enjoyed reading through this NUREG this morning. It looks quite
useful. Did we use and are we using these parameter distributions in SOARCA, the Spent Fuel Pool Scoping
Study, and the Level 3 PRA?

On a related matter, Mike J. and I asked FSME (Brian Holian) to have a couple independent reviewers read
through the SFPSS to highlight graphs, diagrams, and tables in the report that might pose special
communications challenges for the agency as we roll this report out to the public. FSME will coordinate this
input with Kathy.

Michael Weber
Deputy Executive Director for Materials, Waste, Research,
State, Tribal, and Compliance Programs
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-415-1705
Mail Stop 016E15
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Expedited Transfer of Spent Fuel from Pools to Dry Cask Storage
Tier 3 - SECY 11-0137 Additional Recommendation 5

Highlights - July 2012

Issue - Whether the transfer of spent fuel from pools to dry cask storage should be expedited?

Present Policy

" Both wet and dry storage of spent fuel can be accomplished safely
" Licensees determine when to transfer spent fuel from pools to dry casks to meet

operational needs in accordance with NRC requirements

Background

0 NRC studies from the 1980s to the present confirm that both wet and dry storage of
spent nuclear fuel maintain safety in accordance with NRC requirements; the likelihood
of an accident involving a radiological release from a spent fuel pool is extremely small

, NRC enhanced the safety of pool storage following the terrorist attacks on 9/11/01 by
requiring a variety of additional measures including redistribution of fuel in the pools and
mitigating measures, including pumps and sprays

• During the nuclear emergency at Fukushima-Daiichi, the NRC was initially quite
concerned about the potential for a large-scale release from the Unit 4 Spent Fuel Pool;
a zirconium fire or major structural collapse of the pool containing a significant number of
recently offloaded fuel assemblies could have resulted in a large scale release of
radioactive material to the environment

• No new information is available from Fukushima that indicates expedited transfer of
spent fuel from pools to casks is necessary

• Nevertheless, the heightened concerns about Unit 4's pool have re-raised the issue
about the potential benefits of transferrirng spent fuel earlier than licensees would plan to
do based on business and operational needs

Plan

* Conduct the Spent Fuel Pool Scoping Study (RES) to evaluate the consequences of a
large seismic event and its impact or. a spent fuel pool

o Rare, but credible seismic event
o Leverage the State of the Art Reactor Consequence Analysis (SOARCA)
o Analyze structure.! damage, event progression, and consequences of resulting

fission product release
o Consider the effects of change in pool configuration during the operating cycle
o Conduct a Human Reliability Analysis of the likelihood of deployment of

mitigating measures

=FICI ONLY "SITIVE IN INF6R 5z
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* Conduct additional research on
o Operational and radiological risks associate, with expedited transfer
o Industry capabilities (both nuclear power plant and spent fuel cask

manufacturing)
o Costs
o Impacts on spent fuel management and final disposal

* Consider insights from Tie, I and' 2 iterns and waste confidence analyses in accordance
with the Commission Safety Goals

* Gather stakeholder input, seek ACRS review, and complete a regulatory analysis for any
new or revised regulatory action

* Provide a recommendation to the Commission (- 2014 est.)

Results to Date (preliminary results of Spent Fuel Pool Scoping Study)

* Radioactive release from a spent fuel pool damaged by a catastrophic earthquake
represents a classic high consequence, low likelihood event

* Initiating seismic event us.d in the study is rare (1 in 60,000 years)
* Boil-off scenarios resulted in no elevated radioactive release within 3 days
* Pool drain-down is not expecied (10% probability of pool liner failure for this seismic

event)
* Most drain-down scenarios did not lead to an elevated radioactive release within 3 days

(elevated releases only occurred if seismic event happened just after fuel offload)
* Release frequency (107/yr or less)

o Pool loading does not have a significant effect
o Successful deployment of mitigating measures has a significant effect
o Time to diagnose the reed for mitigating measures did not have a strong effect

* Release consequences for this low likelihood event
o For high-density loading, the size of the release could be up to 2 orders of

magnitude larger (associated with H2 combustion events)
o If a release occurs,

a No prompt fatalities are expected
a For high density loading, latent cancer fatalities could be an order of

magnitude higher than low-density loading (dominated by long-term
exposures)

M For high density loading, 'uninhabitable land" could be up to two orders of
magnitude nigher

a For high density loading, extent of contamination could extend several
hundred miles from the reactor site and pose elevated latent cancer risks
(in the range of 1x10 11 to lxl10 -°/year)

0 Still assessing implications for emergency preparedness

FF'C\L'USE 0 - E INT AL MAUlO



From: Helton, Donald
To: Aolignani, Peter
Subject: RE: Spent fuel pools .... FW: NRC Publications Posted Between Wednesday, March 13, 2013 and Tuesday, March

19, 2013
Date: Thursday, March 21, 2013 3:43:00 PM

Thanks Pete.

I'm often not aware so thanks for the email. In this case, it's DSA publicly documenting
experiments that I was involved with about 4-6 years ago, that were previously
documented as proprietary. Our current MELCOR SFP modeling utilizes some of the
results of these experiments for validation/modeling decisions.

From: Appignani, Peter
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:13 AM
To: Helton, Donald
Subject: Spent fuel pools .... FW: NRC Publications Posted Between Wednesday, March 13, 2013 and
Tuesday, March 19, 2013

Don

Just in case you were not aware of this NUREG on Spent fuel pools

Pete

From: NRC Announcement fmailto:nrc.announcernentC(rrc.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 9:45 PM
To: NRC Announcement
Subject: NRC Publications Posted Between Wednesday, March 13, 2013 and Tuesday, March 19, 2013

NRC Publications Posted Between Wednesday, March 13, 2013 and Tuesday, March 19, 2013

The following publications are now available internally and are pending replication and release to the public. See
Management Directive 3.4, "Release of Information to the Public," for more information.

" NUREG/CR-7143 - Characterization of Thermal-Hydraulic and Ignition Phenomena in
Prototypic. Full-Length Boiling Water Reactor Soent Fuel Pool Assemblies After a
Postulated Compnlete Loss-of-Coolant Accident

" NUREG-1556 Vol 4 Rev I DFC - Consolidated Guidance about Materials Licenses:
Program-Specific Guidance about Fixed Gauge Licenses (Draft Report for Comment)

" NUREG/BR-0333 Rev. 1 - Know Your Rights: Equal Employment Opportunity is the Law



* From: Helton, Donald
To: Chana. James
Cc: Wagner. Brian
Subject: RE: CR / TSC Habitability
Date: Monday, April 01, 2013 2:39:00 PM

James,

A very quick skim of Appendix EE of the SAM TBR Update suggests that MCR and TSC
habitability due to SFP shine are not mentioned (though I definitely could have missed it).
As you can see simply by looking at the bold text in the appendix, a huge emphasis is
placed on personnel safety on the refuel floor. For this aspect, it reads more conservatively
than SFPSS or the limited work I've done for Vogtle so far. Perhaps this is justifiable in the
difference between a 'planning document' and a 'consequence/PRA assessment', but it is
something we should anticipate getting questions on at some point, since it gives the
appearance that we're on the non-conservative side of things.

Don

From: Chang, James
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 12:52 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Cc: Wagner, Brian
Subject: RE: CR / TSC Habitability

Don,
Sure. Let's talk next week. I am reading the EPRI report, not for MCR habitability issue

specifically.

James

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 12:35 PM
To: Chang, James
Cc: Wagner, Brian
Subject: CR / TSC Habitability

James,

I was at a public meeting today on Japan Lessons Learned Recommendation 8, and the
BWROG Chair mentioned during his presentation that one of the things they've given
thought to is the possibility of control room habitability issues prompted by 'shine' from a
drained SFP for BWR designs. This was a major motivation in a decision to call out SFP
monitoring in Revision 3 of the BWROG EPG/SAGs that were recently completed (but
have not yet been implemented at the sites). Calling out SFPs in the EPG/SAGs raises
their priority, relative to their current treatment in the AOPs. I mention this because it is an
interplay between the SFP and reactor that doesn't affect the way we've done things in
SFPSS per se (because of the scope), but might warrant mentioning (if you see fit).

The only documented (publicly available) reference for this that I can think of would be if it



is called out in the SFP appendix (Appendix EE?) of EPRI TR-1025295 (the SAM
Technical Basis update). Unfortunately, I won't have access to my copy of that before
Monday, and can't get this touchdown computer to download it properly from the EPRI
website.

Let me know if you want me to follow up on this next week...

Best,
Don



From: Helton, Donald
To: Wood. Kent
Cc: Aloama. Don; Wagner, Brian; Esmaili, Hossein
Subject: EPRI Report of Interest
Date: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 1:29:00 PM

Kent,

I wanted to draw your attention to EPRI TR-1025295 (2012) in case I haven't done so
already, which discusses SFP accident management in the overall context of NPP accident
management. SFP accident management is discussed in places in the main report, with
the technical basis for the discussion being in Appendix EE. While the main report
generally agrees with the notion that ICE is a secondary concern compared to zirconium
fires, the report (and Appendix EE) have some discussion that would be of interest to your
ongoing work. For instance pg. EE-8/EE-9 discuss melting characteristics of Boral and
Boraflex, while EE-12 suggests limiting flow rates in consideration of the possibility of re-
criticality (though ensuing text still indicates that this should be prioritized below re-flooding
to a point well above the racks).

In case you are not familiar with the report, it is an update of a 1992 EPRI report that was
the technical basis for the original Accident Management Programs at US plants. The 2012
update is the starting point for ongoing work by the PWROG and BWROG to revise the
OG-generic SAMGs.

The report is quite large (so I haven't attached it), but it is downloadable (and publicly
available) from the www.epri.com website by searching the above report number in to the
site search box.

Best,
Don H.

Don Helton
Division of Risk Analysis
NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Physical address: 21 Church Street, CSB4-C9, Rockville, MD 20850
Postal address: US NRC / MS CSB4-C7M / Washington, DC 20555
Ph: 301 251-7594



From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Helton, Donald
Sullivan, Randy; Schrader, Eric
Nosek. Andrew; Comoton. Keith; Alaam Don
FW: TAG Meeting #8 (Level 3 PRA Project)
Monday, April 08, 2013 10:11:00 AM

Randy & Eric:

I wanted to make you aware that, at the risk of kicking the hornet's nest, I've
proposed the item below for the Vogtle Level 3 PRA Technical Advisory Group (SLs
and the like) to discuss during a meeting on Wednesday afternoon. While we'll need
to work together at the staff level to decide how we want to approach this issue in
terms of modeling, I wanted to spin up the TAG in anticipation that getting broad
agreement on the modeling approach isn't likely (basically, even if we can align at the
staff level, the SFPSS experience shows that different perspectives are shared at
higher levels as well).

Trish Milligan is NSIR's rep on the Vogtle Level 3 TAG.

Best,

Don

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 3:53 PM
To: Kuritzky, Alan; Gonzalez, Felix
Cc: Wagner, Brian; Drouin, Mary; Compton, Keith; Wagner, Brian; Cooper, Susan
Subject: RE: TAG Meeting #8 (Level 3 PRA Project)

Alan,

Given time to solicit feedback from the TAG on the Vogtle SFP analysis (next week),
the issue I would choose to raise is:

0 Treatment of offsite resources in onsite mitigation - Historically, studies
have not considered offsite mitigation (e.g., local fire station support, federal
assistance coordinated by the NRC) in terminating accidents. As onsite accident
management and EP has evolved, as best-estimate reactor accident analysis has
predicted more slowly-moving accident progression for some types of scenarios, and
with the inclusion here of SFPs that are slowly-evolving by nature, this exclusion may
not be tolerable. SOARCA took the approach of canvasing the local and regional
infrastructure for the 2 sites and asserting (via a few paragraphs in the report) that
containment could be flooded by 48 hours (with the exception of 1 scenario that was
carried out to 72 hours because releases were in the midst of ramping up at 48
hours), but without performing an HRA-like assessment. Meanwhile, analogous
assumptions for the RES SFP Scoping Study have become a lightning rod (internally)
for contentions from NSIR, which have been partly responsible for significantly
delaying that project's completion. This issue affects the reactor and SFP Level 2
analysis, and has no clear organizational ownership (it is a hybrid of an onsite GPO
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accident management, EP, and HRA issue).

Best,

Don

From: Kuritzky, Alan
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 3:21 PM
To: Helton, Donald; Gonzalez, Felix
Cc: Wagner, Brian; Drouin, Mary
Subject: RE: TAG Meeting #8 (Level 3 PRA Project)

Don/Felix,

Per the TAG meeting agenda below, instead of giving your general TAAP briefing (as you will

do for the ACRS), the TAG meeting is an opportunity for you to raise any issues related to

the SFP or DCS portions of the Level 3 PRA project that you want TAG feedback on. Please

let me know by the end of next week (4/5) what issues you plan to raise.

Thanks,

Alan

----- Original Appointment -----
From: Ning, Lauren (Killian)
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 12:02 PM
To: Ning, Lauren (Killian); Damon, Dennis; Fuller, Edward; Laur, Steven; Milligan, Patricia; Munson,
Clifford; Pires, Jose; Schaperow, Jason; Siu, Nathan; Stutzke, Martin; Kiper, Kenneth; Lewis, Stuart;
Drouin, Mary; Helton, Donald; Gonzalez, Felix
Cc: Kuritzky, Alan; Coyne, Kevin; Harrison, Donnie
Subject: TAG Meeting #8 (Level 3 PRA Project)
When: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 2:30 PM-4:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada).
Where: HQ-CSB-03C19-18p

When: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 2:30 PM-4:30 PM (GMT-05:00) Eastern Time (US &

Canada).

Where: HQ-CSB-03C19-18p

Note: The GMT offset above does not reflect daylight saving time adjustments.

L3PRA TAG,

We are planning to discuss the following topics at the next Level 3 PRA Technical
Advisory Group meeting:

1. Integrated site risk (current thinking on the approach to modeling &
quantifying)
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M. Stutzke [1 hr]

2. Quality Assurance Plan (the revised version)

M. Drouin

3. Spent fuel pool

[Note: tentative topic - the TAG meeting may only discuss specific technical issues
while the ACRS will be discussing the Technical Analysis Approach Plan (TAAP)]

D. Helton

4. Dry cask storage

[Note: tentative topic - the TAG meeting may only discuss specific technical issues
while the ACRS will be discussing TAAP]

F. Gonzalez

Please note:

* This meeting will be held at the Church Street Building (shuttle schedule
available here: http://www. internal. nrc.gov/RES/now/rockville-office-move/index.html
)

* The L3PRA Project will be presenting at an ACRS Subcommittee meeting
on May 22, 2013 on the above 4 topics. The L3PRA Project would like TAG feedback
on the integrated site risk approach by April 15th so it can be incorporated into the
revised TAAP that will be sent to the ACRS soon thereafter.

Thank you,

Lauren Ning

L3PRA TAG Coordinator

Lauren (Killian) Ning

Reliability and Risk Engineer

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Lauren.Ning~cnrc.gov

301-251-7475



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Helton, Donald
Corson. James
Vogtle SFP assembly layout from August 2012 SNC-provided data.xlsx
Thursday, April 11, 2013 11:13:00 AM
Vootle SFP assembly layout from August 2012 SNC-provided data.xlsx

The attached simply adds headers and footers to any print-outs to indicate that the
information is OUO (voluntarily submitted under 2.390). Please use this version going
forward. I'm pretty sure I didn't affect anything by adding the headers/footers, but its
probably worth a 10-second look to confirm.

Thanks,
Don

U



From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Helton, Donald
Esmaili. Hossein
FW: ASAMPSAE and Marina slides
Tuesday, April 16, 2013 1:56:00 PM
Item 4 Germany Presentation WGRISK 2013.ootx

FYI - The presentation describes GRS work, but not at a level that is any more detailed
than a previous presentation we've seen (perhaps MCAP)...

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 5:36 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Subject: FW: ASAMPSA-E and Marina slides

Don -

Here's the electronic version of the slides from WGRisk on the GRS presentation and
ASAMPSAE...

Kevin

From: Siu, Nathan
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 4:52 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: ASAMPSAE and Marina slides

Sorry I forgot...

b
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From: Helton, Donald
To: Stutzke, Martin; Comoton. Keith
Subject: RE: 7-Day MACCS2 Truncation Limitation
Date: Friday, April 19, 2013 11:20:00 AM

It's not on my calendar...

From: Stutzke, Martin
Sent: Friday, April 19, 2013 11:07 AM
To: Compton, Keith; Helton, Donald
Subject: RE: 7-Day MACCS2 Truncation Limitation

I've included the 7-day MACCS2 truncation limitation on the list of technical issues for the
integrated risk task. Have either of you been invited by Mary Drouin to participate in next
week's brainstorming session on integrated risk? The Level 2 and Level 3 discussions will
be held on Wednesday starting at 8:15.

Marty

From: Compton, Keith
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 4:55 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Cc: Nosek, Andrew; Stutzke, Martin; Barr, Jonathan
Subject: RE: 7-Day MACCS2 Truncation Limitation

Don,

I would tend to agree with Randy, but I would want to do my own workup just to make sure. Joe's
question plays into the planned sensitivity scoping runs that we plan to run anyway to examine
multisource timing issues, particularly the staggered releases that you mention. These are precisely the
kinds of releases that we had intended to gain insights on. We might try some quick sensitivity
calculations using composite MACCS simulations, and refine our examination of the relationship between
a multisource simulation versus individual source simulations. For example, in addition to modeling a
multisource release occurring within whatever time windows are allowed in MACCS2, we may be able to
design a composite run - essentially, start the second run that reflects the fact that you start off in an
ongoing emergency phase, meaning that the initial evacuations, and maybe some of the
relocations, have already been completed. Might be a little complicated with keyhole evacuations but
we could see what kind of analysis we could design. For the intermediate and long-term phases, I don't
think that we would have as much to worry about, given that we are less worried about the specific
time pattern of exposure than the total depositon (with due regard to additional wind variability
associated with longer releases).

Rather than attempting to have a technical discussion via email, it may be best to discuss this at a
scheduled meeting after we have done a bit of homework. It would help to get a more concrete idea
from Joe about what he thinks may be signficant so that we could focus our investigations more
effectively. It would also help to review exactly what the MACCS2 code does in relation to this
particular question, so that we don't inadvertently mislead anyone (including ourselves!) about the
capabilities of the current MACCS2 codes. Thanks!

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 1:56 PM
To: Stutzke, Martin; Compton, Keith
Cc: Kuritzky, Alan; Drouin, Mary; Nosek, Andrew
Subject: 7-Day MACCS2 Truncation Limitation



Marty & Keith:

Joe Jones of Sandia posed a question to Randy Sullivan about whether we/they should be
concerned about the 7-day limitation inherent to MACCS2 for how long of a release could
be modeled. Randy said that he didn't think so (greatly boiling down his reaction since I
wasn't there when it was given), and pinged me for confirmation (as the person
responsible for providing source terms).

I agreed that it was "nearly inconceivable" (my words) that we'd be modeling such a long
release. The only hesitation that Randy and I both had was a staggered release situation
where, for instance, a reactor accident with a release lasting 48 hours causes
inaccessibility to the SFP prompting a release that starts 96 hours after the end of the
reactor release and lasting for 48 hours (for a total of 8 days). I think our ability, or lack
thereof, to realistically model such a situation makes the MACCS2 limitation the least of
our concerns, but wanted to make you aware of the discussion such that you could
engage if you so chose.

For reference, MELCOR runs at less-than-real-time, and while releases are slower and
longer than previously modeled in studies like NUREG-1 150, the bulk of the release still
takes place during the first 48 hours following core damage.

Don

Don Helton
Division of Risk Analysis
NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Physical address: 21 Church Street, CSB4-C9, Rockville, MD 20850
Postal address: US NRC / MS CSB4-C7M / Washington, DC 20555
Ph: 301 251-7594



From: Helton, Donald
To: Corson. James
Subject: RE: simplified SFP model and calc notebook
Date: Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:17:00 PM

James,

Thanks. I will review the documentation as soon as practical. I'll wait until the next revision
(more shakedown, my documentation review, call with SNC) before engaging Hossein or
others...

Best,
Don

From: Corson, James
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:03 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Subject: simplified SFP model and calc notebook

Don,

I have attached a working version (call it Rev. 0 if you want) of the simplified spent fuel
pool model for Vogtle. The zip file includes the calc notebook, the melgen input file, and
two melcor input files. SAO.cor sets up the steady state for OCP SAO, while LOCA.cor
models a 1,000 gpm leak at the bottom of the Unit 2 SFP. I am not including the SNAP
model because I would like to write a simple tutorial on how to use it, because it's not very
intuitive. I hope to get around to that next week, at which point I can send out the tutorial
and the model.

There are still a few things that I know I need to add to the model. For example, I have
not included logic for sloshing, and I have not included the equipment hatch to model
OCPs in which containment is open. Both of those should be relatively quick to add. I
have done some quick calculations to shake down the model. Everything appears to be
working correctly, but I'm sure there is something that isn't working as intended. I will
continue my testing in parallel to your review of the model, so hopefully I can catch more
of the bugs in the model.

Feel free to distribute this to whomever else you would like to review the model (such as
Hossein or Brian). Let me know if you have any comments or questions.

- James

James Corson
Fuel and Source Term Code Development Branch
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

301-251-3304
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From: Helton, Donald
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Voglewede. John; Raynaud. Patrick; Scott. Harold Esmaili. Hossein Corson. James Flanagan, Michelle
Subject: RE: Fuel Cladding / Oxidation FAQs
Date: Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:12:00 PM
Attachments: Cladding Issues Writeup for all SFP and SC Work - April 2013 - DMH edits.docx

Richard et al.,

I finally got around to reading the 4-pager on cladding issues that you sent me 3 weeks
back, which we previously discussed as a group back in January. I think it's really close to
what I had in mind, and that it will be very helpful in responding to random questions. I had
some edits that I wanted the individual contributors to concur on, and some
comments/questions on some particular statements. At everyone's leisure, could you get
back to me on the items in your particular areas?

Radiolysis - Mike S. - first comment block
Fuel fragmentation - Patrick? - added text
Fuel TCD - ?? - added text
Hydriding - Hossein? - added text
Decrepitation - Harold - 2 comments/questions; couple of word changes
NMCA - ?? - last comment block

I really appreciate everyone's contribution to this.

Best,
Don

From: Flanagan, Michelle
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 11:22 AM
To: Helton, Donald
Cc: Lee, Richard; Voglewede, John; Raynaud, Patrick; Scott, Harold; Esmaili, Hossein; Corson, James
Subject: RE: Fuel Cladding / Oxidation FAQs

Don,

Attached is the long awaited write-up about cladding phenomena relative to Level 1 PRA
success criteria, SFP accident analysis, etc. If you have any questions, I think it's best to
direct them to Richard and he will get them to the right person, depending on the
phenomena.

Enjoy!
-Michelle

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 9:13 AM
To: Lee, Richard
Cc: Corson, James; Esmaili, Hossein; Coyne, Kevin
Subject: Fuel Cladding / Oxidation FAQs



I. )

Richard,

I'd like FSCB assistance in developing short (e.g., 1 paragraph) responses (each) to a few
phenomenological issues that have arisen in the context of some of our collaborative work.
The questions relate to the following topics:

* The use of noble metal chemical additives during NPP operation and the
subsequent effects on cladding behavior (more background is provided in the
attached email)

* Fuel fragmentation for high burnup fuel during clad rupture
* Fuel thermal conductivity degradation (e.g., IN-2011-21)
* Nitriding
* Hydriding
* Decrepitation
* Radiolysis (though not a cladding issue, I raise this because the updated EPRI

SAMG basis document states that it should be considered)

The basic questions that arise regarding each are:

* To what extent are they considered by MELCOR (or more accurately to what extent
were they covered by the cladding experiments that the MELCOR oxidation/fuel
failure models were based on);

" To what extent should we be more or less concerned about the impacts of the
phenomena during low-pressure air oxidation conditions (SFP and some reactor
shutdown accidents);

* Why is their omission (when not considered) reasonable for PRA core damage
surrogate (i.e., non-50.46) activities and severe accident analysis?

The projects that I see directly benefiting from these "FAQs" are:

* SFPSS
* Level 1 PRA confirmatory success criteria using MELCOR
* Vogtle Level 3 reactor shutdown analysis
* Vogtle SFP analysis

This is something that we can take some time to develop, but I think that by this Spring
(ACRS meetings on SFPSS and Vogtle SFP; Byron NUREG) roll around, we'll want to
have this in our hip pocket. Please let me know how you'd like to proceed.

Best,
Don

Don Helton
Division of Risk Analysis
NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Physical address: 21 Church Street, CSB4-C9, Rockville, MD 20850



Postal address: US NRC / MS CSB4-C7M / Washington, DC 20555
Ph: 301 251-7594
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Helton, Donald
Tobin. Maroaret
RE: Multi-source in terms of SFP
Monday, April 29, 2013 3:02:00 PM
DRAFT - DOC - SFP Level I and 2 Documentation as of 042913.docx
orioritization table as of 042913,doc-x

Maggie,

Thus far I only have what can be found on pages 5 - 8 of the 1 st attachment and the
functional damage state list in the 2 nd attachment. Note that all of this is very much subject
to change, and the 1 st attachment is necessarily up-to-date with respect to the things
covered by the 2 nd

Don

From: Tobin, Margaret
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 1:43 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Subject: RE: Multi-source in terms of SFP

Don,

Do you have a draft initiating event list for the SFP?

Maggie

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 12:27 PM
To: Stutzke, Martin; Tobin, Margaret; Kuritzky, Alan
Cc: Wagner, Brian; Corson, James; Compton, Keith; Wood, Jeffery; Appignani, Peter
Subject: RE: Multi-source in terms of SFP

Marty,

For thinking purposes (subject to change), I believe that the Vogtle SFP PRA will not be
able to omit boildown scenarios, but will be able to neglect most possibilities. My reasoning
is that (i) the recent SFPSS was able to neglect boildown scenarios with a truncation time
of 72 hours to fuel uncovery but the BWR configuration is somewhat different during
outage, (ii) Vogtle's attributes of being a PRA (capturing more sequences) and a multi-unit
PRA at that (reactor event leading to inaccessibility of SFP) suggests that longer mission
times are in order, (iii) the prospect of full core offloads at 2 different times during the
operating cycle since the 2 pools are routinely connected, and (iv) even so, for much of the
operating cycle it still may not be an issue.

We'll know more when we get done with the first round of scoping calculations in a few
weeks. And of course I'll know more once the TAG solves my "offsite mitigation credit"
issue on Wednesday... ;)

b



Don

From: Stutzke, Martin
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 10:42 AM
To: Helton, Donald; Tobin, Margaret; Kuritzky, Alan
Cc: Wagner, Brian; Corson, James; Compton, Keith; Wood, Jeffery; Appignani, Peter
Subject: RE: Multi-source in terms of SFP

Thanks for putting this together. On a related note, the multi-source sequence delineation
is greatly simplified if we only consider draindown sequences for the SFP. There's a lot of
complexity if we need to include SFP boildown sequences because these sequences need
to be linked to support systems (electric power, CCW), which appear in many of the
reactor-related sequences. Linking, per say, is straightforward, but sequence solution is
complicated.

Marty

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2013 2:05 PM
To: Stutzke, Martin; Tobin, Margaret; Kuritzky, Alan
Cc: Wagner, Brian; Corson, James; Compton, Keith; Wood, Jeffery; Appignani, Peter
Subject: Multi-source in terms of SFP

Marty et al.,

The current (unconfirmed) understanding that Vogtle spends most of their time with the 2
SFPs hydraulically connected has caused me to (again) re-visit my thinking for the SFP
PRA. The attached table (1/2 page) lays out a possible site-wide perspective on the site
operating phases/configurations. It has very little, if any, impact on the reactor and DCS
analysis, except for perhaps reactor at-shutdown. In any event, if you see any major flaws
in this way of thinking about things, please let me know.

Don



From: Helton, Donald
To: Chana, James; Pires. Jose; Algama, Don
Cc: Peters. Sean
Subject: RE: Status of SFP Scoping Study
Date: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 12:10:00 PM

* Seems to over-emphasize the HRA, but so be it.
* It should say something like '...such as those required by 10 CFR 50.54(hh)(2), and

thus having some similarity with those being implemented under Order EA-12-
049..." - we didn't specifically look at FLEX, and should not give that impression

* Should indicate that the May ACRS meeting is closed, and the July meeting is
public

* Final sentence should have the typical '...will be used by NRR as one input in
disposition..."

From: Chang, James
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 11:39 AM
To: Pires, Jose; Algama, Don; Helton, Donald
Cc: Peters, Sean
Subject: RE: Status of SFP Scoping Study

I do not know the Order EA-12-49 stuff. I thought either Don A or Don H would know ...

James

From: Pires, Jose
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 11:36 AM
To: Chang, James; Algama, Don; Helton, Donald
Cc: Peters, Sean
Subject: RE: Status of SFP Scoping Study

Don,

When I first read the statement I was not sure if the study considered the mitigation
strategies in order and Order EA-12-49. This was in part because I am not as familiar with
that part of the work. However, if James has no problem with the statement, I also do
have any problem with the statement.

Thanks.

From: Chang, James
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 11:11 AM
To: Algama, Don; Pires, Jose; Helton, Donald
Cc: Peters, Sean
Subject: RE: Status of SFP Scoping Study

Don,
I have no problem about the statement.

James

-..-.. .--- I . L Q .7



From: Algama, Don
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 10:43 AM
To: Pires, Jose; Helton, Donald; Chang, James
Subject: FW: Status of SFP Scoping Study

Jose, Don H. and James:

Most of the Team is out this week. Can you please look at the below statement. I do not
see anything wrong with it but would like to make sure.

Thanks,
Don A.

From: Ennis, Rick
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 8:50 AM
To: Algama, Don
Cc: Khanna, Meena
Subject: Status of SFP Scoping Study

Don,

I need to provide input to a Region I briefing package for an Exelon drop-in visit. With respect to

activities associated with Peach Bottom, Region I has requested that I provide a summary of the

status on the SFP scoping study. I propose to send them the following input:

SFP Scoping Study

Following the events in Japan in March 2011, the NRC initiated a scoping study that researched the

consequences of a well-beyond-design-basis earthquake affecting the SFP at a selected U.S. Mark I

Boiling Water Reactor. Information from Peach Bottom was utilized for this effort. As part of this

SFP scoping study, a human reliability analysis was performed which focuses on the capability to

implement effective SFP cooling mitigating strategies, such as those required by 10 CFR 50.54(hh)

and Order EA-12-49, "Mitigation Strategies for Beyond-Design-Basis External Events." A draft

version of the SFP scoping study was sent to the ACRS on April 11, 2013. The NRC staff will meet

with the ACRS Subcommittee on Material, Metallurgy and Reactor Fuels on May 8, 2013, and the

full ACRS in July to discuss the study. The staff plans to release the draft study for public comment
in June and finalize the study in September 2013. Subsequently, the study will be used by NRR in

disposition of the Near-Term Task Force Tier 3 item on spent fuel storage.

Please let me know if you have any comments. I'd appreciate your input by COB today.

Thanks,

Rick Ennis

NRR/DORL PM for Peach Bottom and Limerick

415-1420



From: Helton, Donald
To: Esmaili. Hossein; Helton. Donald; Murphy. Andrew; Nosek. Andrew; Pires. Jose; Comoton. Keith; Easton. Earl:

Barto. Andrew; Wagner. Brian; Chang, James; Armstrong. Kenneth
Subject: FW: 1F
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 11:51:00 AM

FYI - The message below from Jeff M. provides some interesting insights that are not
really germane to the SFPSS report per se, but is the type of item that could come up in an
off-handed question from the ACRS or the like. I think the best response in the context of
SFPSS (not that I expect anyone to memorize all this) would be:

" Yes, we are aware that this is being investigated for Fukushima.
* Yes, we predicted sloshing in the SFPSS analysis.
* No, exactly where the modest amount of sloshed water wound up relative to plant

equipment does not affect the SFPSS results because of the single-SFP scope.
* The report briefly discusses where the much larger quantity of drained water would

go, if the liner leaks.
* More on multi-unit considerations is covered in Section 10.2 of the report (or buried

in Chapter 2 if Kathy gets her way).

The specific clause that Jeff is reacting to is: "The plant's operator, Tokyo Electric Power
Company, has said that water from the pool for spent fuel trickled down through the air
conditioning system. The experts at the meeting called for further study on whether the
cooling system was disabled by the quake, and whether the air conditioning system was
damaged by the quake itself or by pressure from the leaked water."

From: Mitman, Jeffrey
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 10:53 AM
To: Marksberry, Don; Lee, Richard; Salay, Michael; Esmaili, Hossein; Helton, Donald; Norton, Charles;
Nakanishi, Tony; Witt, Kevin; Lane, John; Notafrancesco, Allen; Basu, Sudhamay; Randy Gauntt; Siu,
Nathan; Jimenez, Manuel; Reckley, William; Arndt, Steven; Collins, Timothy; Laur, Steven
Subject: RE: 1F

Don, in typical US BWRs, immediately above the spent fuel pool skimmers are ventilation ducts.
These ducts draw air and any gases coming off the SFP into the non-safety HVAC system where it is
monitored. In the US, occasionally the SFPs will be overfilled allowing water to enter those ducts.
This can cause "rain" eyents in the reactor building as the water flows through the non-safety ducts,
which are not leak tight, downward and leaks out of the ducts.

I assume that the earthquake sloshed SFP water around forcing some water into those ducts above

the SFP skimmers. This would have caused some water (rain) into the lower floors of the reactor

building and onto equipment. With the earthquake, the units lost offsite power and the emergency

diesel generators started. I assume that the normal, non-safety HVAC shutdown and emergency

grade standby gas treatment started (it is powered from the safety electrical buses) and aligned to

the reactor building. Thus it's not surprising to me to see water in the reactor building. This has

happened in US BWRs. It could affect plant equipment, but I would not expect a significant impact

to equipment.

This scenario may explain what happened in Daiichi Unit 1.



Jeff Mitman

From: Marksberry, Don
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 6:58 AM
To: Lee, Richard; Salay, Michael; Esmaili, Hossein; Helton, Donald; Norton, Charles; Nakanishi, Tony;
Witt, Kevin; Lane, John; Mitman, Jeffrey; Notafrancesco, Allen; Basu, Sudhamay; Randy Gauntt; Siu,
Nathan; Jimenez, Manuel; Reckley, William; Arndt, Steven; Collins, Timothy; Laur, Steven
Subject: IF

Interesting theory about SFP water disabling equipment during the earthquake.

Also, tritium in sampling wells (d6ja vu TMI-2)



From: Helton, Donald
To: Coower. Susan
Cc: Chano. James
Subject: RE: Vogtle SFP ACRS Slides
Date: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 12:48:00 PM

Susan / James:

In response:

1. High winds may include tornado depending on the high-winds analysis. The
SFP analysis will follow the lead of the reactor high-winds analysis, but will
ensure that the assumptions made in screening are equally applicable to the
SFP. With respect to high-winds sucking water out of the SFP, I've not heard
of this concern before though perhaps its captured in NUREG-1738 and I'm
not recalling. Keep in mind that the structure around Vogtle's SFPs is
significantly different from the Mark I that James has spent time thinking about
over the last year.

2. The "simply" is actually meant to refer to simplicity in the representation rather
than a trivial effort, and is foreshadowing for the later bullet about the model
-being very fast-running. The individual in DSA who built the model didn't react
to the wording (he has reviewed the slides), so for the time being I'm planning
on leaving it alone.

3. 2/3 active fuel height is NOT a surrogate for high radiation levels; those would
already be present prior to 2/3 active fuel height. Refer to the previous bullet
on that slide which explains that 2/3 active fuel height is a surrogate for loss of
adequate steam cooling, and thus a "core damage" surrogate. And no, there is
no new information on this front, the SFPSS SCALE analysis are still the latest
and greatest.

4. TBD. Ideally all scenarios will be following through to the termination of the
accident (i.e., no truncation akin to the 72 hours in SFPSS). Practically
speaking, there will have to be some screening out of scenarios based on no
fuel heatup by x days.

5. I've added leak repair to the Level 1 column. Regarding the bullet on limited
FHB access, I've re-worded to, "How limited is access to the relevant SSCs."
You are right to think that access on the refuel floor after fuel damage is likely
not reasonable. However, other parts of the FHB, the SFP cooling equipment
in the AB, etc. may still be accessible.

Thanks for the review and comments. If you think I haven't sufficiently dispositioned any of
the comments, let me know.

Best,
Don

From: Cooper, Susan
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 12:09 PM
To: Helton, Donald
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Cc: Chang, James
Subject: FW: Vogtle SFP ACRS Slides

Don - I asked James to take a look at the slides for me.

Please see his comments below.

Thanks, Susan

From: Chang, James
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 6:16 PM
To: Cooper, Susan
Cc: Peters, Sean
Subject: RE: Vogtle SFP ACRS Slides

Susan,
The following are my comments and questions to Don's slides:

1. Slide 8: High wind
Does high wind include tornado? One concern is a tornado could suck out SFP water

inventory and causing LOOP or greater accident.
2. Slide 12: "Uses MELCOR's innate control volume, flow path, and heat structure versatility to

represent all of the above simply"
* Don't need the last word "simply".

3. Slide 13, item 7: " Water-loss-rate when level reaches 2/3 active fuel height" and " Provides a
sense of whether mitigation deployed at that point would result in level recovery"

There are two items here. Whether a SFP's water level can be recovered has to do with
water-loss-rate. The 2/3 SFP water level is likely a surrogate of high radiation at the spent
fuel fool for performing mitigation. Is there new data than the Oak Ridge's calculation for
spent fuel scoping study about radiation level vs. SFP water level? Why the 2/3 of the
active fuel is decided? Does this try to take credit of human heroic actions?

4. Slide 14: "long timeframe"
* Does the PRA study assume a cut off time for terminating radioactive release?

5. Slide 15:
* Not sure what leak repair exist for level 2 but not for level 1

I assume level 2 means that the SFP fuel has been damaged. Shouldn't the fuel storage
area in such condition be not accessible? Is the question "how limited is access to the
FHB" necessary?

James

From: Cooper, Susan
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 4:05 PM
To: Chang, James
Cc: Peters, Sean
Subject: FW: Vogtle SFP ACRS Slides

James - Don has asked for comments on these slides on spent fuel pool PRA (within
Level 3 PRA) that are planned to be presented to the ACRS PRA Sub-Committee on 5/22.

Please let me know if you have any comments. If necessary, let's try to discuss (probably
will have to be by phone due to our incompatible schedules this week) before I forward
any comments to Don.

Thank you,

Susain E. Cooyer, PPh.D.



'p

Senior Reliability & Risk Engineer
NRC/RES/DRA/HFRB
Susan.Cooper@nrc.gov
301-251-7604

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 3:01 PM
To: Wagner, Brian; Corson, James; Gonzalez, Felix; Wood, Jeffery; Compton, Keith; Ghosh, Tina;
Stutzke, Martin; Cooper, Susan; Zigh, Ghani; Velazquez-Lozada, Alexander; Esmaili, Hossein; Wood,
Kent; Kuritzky, Alan; Bowman, Eric; Pires, Jose; Candra, Hernando; Algama, Don
Subject: Vogtle SFP ACRS Slides

All,

The attached slides are about to go in to review ahead of a May 2 2 nd ACRS Subcommittee
(public) presentation. I did not get them to you in time for you to necessarily review them
ahead of management, but any thoughts or concerns you raise this week, I should be able
to have addressed. Specifically, I've included you in this email for the following aspects:

Brian W., James C. - All
Felix, Jeff W., Keith/Tina, Marty, Susan - FYI (or comment)
Ghani/Alex - Slide 2
Hossein - Slides 2, Slides 15-16
Kent - Slide 3, Slide 15
Alan - Slide 6 picture is not publicly available (yet) but I'd really like to use it if at all
possible (it came from a VEGP training document submitted under 2.390)

Eric - Slide 6 (2 nd to last bullet - sensitive?); Slide 14; Slide 15 (not sensitive, right?)
Jose/Hernando - Slide 10
Don A. - Slide 11

Best,
Don H.

Don Helton
Division of Risk Analysis
NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Physical address: 21 Church Street, CSB4-C9, Rockville, MD 20850
Postal address: US NRC / MS CSB4-C7M / Washington, DC 20555
Ph: 301 251-7594



Scott, Michael

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Attachments:

Scott, Michael
Monday, December 03, 2012 9:28 AM
Wagner, Katie; Esmaili, Hossein; Helton, Donald; Lee, Richard
ANY CONCERNS WITH THE ATTACHED? RESULT OF SUBSTANTIAL BACK AND
FORTH AT MY LEVEL <EOM>
Tier 3 summary plan explanation 11302012.docx

I K)
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Tier 3, Additional Recommendation 5 (AR5) objective (from SECY-1 1-0137, SECY-12-0095,
and December 15, 2011 SRM ) is stated as follows:

The purpose of this program plan is to evaluate whether there would be a
substantial increase in the overall protection of public health and safety from
expedited transfer of spent fuel into dry cask storage. This plan will be based on
insights and lessons learned from the events at Fukushima Dai-ichi and provide
a sound technical basis for considering whether additional regulatory action may
be justified. While the staff has previously concluded that public health and
safety is adequately protected, the staff has determined that it should confirm,
using insights from Fukushima, that both SFPs and dry cask storage continue to
provide adequate protection, and assess whether any significant safety benefits
(or detriments) would occur from expedited transfer of spent fuel to dry casks.

For the purposes of this program plan, expedited transfer is defined as the more
expeditious transfer of spent fuel into dry cask storage over a period of a few years, and
could mean the removal of all spent fuel with more than five years decay time to dry
cask storage within a five to ten year timeframe.

The staff provided the Commission the program plan for Tier 3 AR5 in SECY 12-0095 on
July 13, 2012. In this SECY, the staff proposed a five (5) step plan concluding in a
recommendation to the Commission regarding the need for regulatory action to require
expedited transfer of spent fuel from spent fuel pools to dry cask storage. The staff informed
the Commission that they would be using the current regulatory framework in developing a
recommendation and would provide additional information for a detailed schedule with
milestones.

Subsequent to the July 13 SECY, the staff developed a strategy to provide a three phase
stepped approach to resolving this issue, with a Commission paper to be provided at the
conclusion of each phase. The ultimate objective for this approach is to allow the staff to
provide information to the Commission in a timely manner, while allowing for major policy
decisions to be played out and integrated in a later phase. The later considerations would
include Tier 1 Order implementation elements (currently being developed and implemented),
additional economic consequence considerations and any resultant changes in the regulatory
framework. The phased approach would allow the staff to provide the Commission with shorter-
term information in a concise package while the longer term items could be completed in
parallel. All internal stakeholders have been involved with this effort at the staff and
management level including RES, NRR, NSIR, NMSS, NRO, and JLD counterparts.

The phased approach to resolving this issue is described below:

Phase 1 - Measure whether a substantial increase in public health and safety would be
achieved by requiring a change from high to low density SFP loading (Goal to complete by
10/31/13)

. Phase 1 will determine the maximum potential benefit per reactor year of expedited fuel
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transfer by comparing the safety benefits of low density fuel storage relative to high
density fuel storage. The comparison will be informed by the initiating frequency and
consequences from the Spent Fuel Pool Scoping Study (SFPSS) Interim Report for a
representative boiling water reactor (BWR) as an indicator of any major changes in our
understanding of safe storage of spent fuel in a SFP. It will also be informed by a
preliminary evaluation of relative risks involved in SFP storage, spent fuel transfer, and
dry storage, which will be enhanced by further analysis and resultant recommendation(s)
under phase 2 .The staff will use past regulatory analyses for spent fuel consequences
(i.e., NUREG-1 353 and NUREG-1738) to extend the applicability to the operating reactor
fleet. In addition, the phase 1 analysis will include the following within the bases for the
recommendation(s) provided:

o Sensitivity analyses to address the safety significance of effective mitigation
strategy implementation,

o Human reliability study information as directed by SRM M120607C, Commission
Meeting with ACRS, dated July 16, 2012, which directed the staff to look at the
capacity to implement effective SFP cooling mitigating strategies from 10 CFR
50.54 (hh) or Order EA-12-49 ("Mitigation Strategies for Beyond Design Basis
External Events"),

o Comparative consideration of the performance of SFP during real incidents,
which was directed by SRM M120607C, Commission Meeting with ACRS, dated
July 16, 2012,

o Presentation of integrated results of the phase 1 draft analyses to the ACRS for
comment.

The recommendation to the Commission for phase 1 will be made via a notation vote SECY in
October 2013. It will describe the results of the preliminary regulatory analysis to determine
whether there is potential for a substantial increase in the overall protection of public health and
safety for the low density SFP configuration using the current regulatory framework, such that
proceeding to Phase 2, as described below, is justified. This analysis may also show the need
for inclusion of additional mitigating strategies for high density SFP configurations. Within the
phase 1 recommendation to the Commission, the staff will develop a single document to provide
a complete executive summary of the staff's analysis and bases for recommendation(s) to the
Commission. This document will include the information from the SFPSS and explanative
additional information such that an integrated basis for the staff's conclusions is clearly
presented. The staff also plans to provide the SFPSS within the package, discussed above,to
the Commission in 2013 consistent with SRM direction and subsequently to publish the package
contents as a NUREG or other appropriate generic communication vehicle.

Phase 2 - Detailed analysis of costs and benefits for expedited loading to dry storage (Goal to
complete by 6/30/15)
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Phase 2 will evaluate the effects of expedited transfer of spent fuel from the SFP to dry storage
to achieve low density SFP storage on the net benefit results determined in Phase 1. This
regulatory analysis will include the evaluation of fuel loading risks (i.e., risk of cask drops
resulting from increased frequency of cask movement), occupational radiological exposure
resulting from cask movement activities 1 , cost and benefit analysis for transfer to dry storage
and burial, public risk considerations such as security assessments of dry storage protection,
regulatory considerations for repackaging dry storage casks for transportation, and
current/future permanent storage proposals. In addition, insights from implementation of Order
EA-12-049 will be included. The staff will also include information to the Commission resulting
from the following:

* Comparative assessment of SFPSS results against previous studies of safety
consequences associated with loading, transfer, and long-term dry storage as directed
by SRM M120607C, Commission Meeting with ACRS, dated July 16, 2012, (Note, this
will require a request by the staff to extend the date for this action)

* Comparison of practices for spent fuel transfer from pools to dry cask storage in other
countries versus the United States, as directed by the Commission in SRM M120807B,
Japan Lessons Learned Commission Meeting, dated August 24, 2012 (Note, this will
require a request by the staff to extend the date for this action)

The recommendation to the Commission for phase 2 will complete the regulatory analysis for
expedited transfer of spent fuel using the current regulatory framework. The staff intends to
provide a notation vote SECY to the Commission by June, 2015.

Should the Commission elect to have the staff continue the evaluation based on
recommendations for changes in determination of economic consequences and/or direction for
new regulatory analysis bases, then the staff can continue the Tier 3 program plan with the
inclusion of phase 3.

Phase 3 - Consideration of other factors (e.g., criticality, mitigating strategies, solar storms,
economic consequences, new regulatory framework) (Goal to complete by 7/31/17)

Phase 3 will include additional issues that have been raised by staff and other stakeholders and
could have an impact on the analysis that was conducted in Phase 1 and Phase 2 to require the
expedited transfer of spent fuel. The resulting recommendation(s) will consider the change in
net benefits determined in phases 1 and 2 resulting from any change in the consideration of
economic consequences and/or resulting from a new regulatory framework, as well as affects to
overall safety risk associated with the following considerations:

" Multi-unit risk to SFP loading and configuration strategies

" Inadvertent criticality in SFP from boron absorbing material dedgration/loss from a

1 Industry estimates of occupational exposures from expedited cask movement are contained in EPRI 2012

Technical Report "Impacts Associated with Transfer of Spent Nuclear Fuel from Spent Fuel Storage Pools
After Five Years of Cooling," Revision 1.
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seismic event, boiling, or other SFP water loss scenario

* Long term loss of power events not addressed by Order EA-12-049 (as informed by
pending solar storm petition conclusions)

The recommendation(s) to the Commission for phase 3 analysis could modify earlier phase 1
and 2 recommendations using new regulatory analysis considerations, or in the case where the
current regulatory framework is unaltered, expand the Tier 3 recommendation(s) scope to
include a broad range of conditions for the Commissions direction. The staff intends to provide
a notation vote SECY to the Commission by July 2017.



Coyne, Kevin

From: Velazquez-Lozada, Alexander
Sent: Tuesday, June 05, 2012 6:45 PM
To: RES Distribution
Subject: PWR - Zirc Ignition test live webcast
Attachments: Pfl-Zirc Fire.pdf

Dear All,

On Wednesday June 6, 2012, Sandia National Laboratories will perform the ignition test for an insulated full-
length commercial 17x1 7 pressurized water reactor fuel assembly for the Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Project. The
test will investigate the axial and radial heating by using a single assembly surrounded by four "cool"
assemblies. The four peripheral assemblies will be unheated but highly prototypic, incorporating prototypic fuel
tubes and end plugs. These fuel rods will also be filled with high-density MgO ceramic, sized to precisely
match the thermal mass of spent fuel. The data collected will be used to validate severe accident codes, e.g.
MELCOR, for modeling scenarios such as the late core melt progression and the complete loss of water during
refueling.

Two conference rooms on June 6. 2012, will be available at 8:00 AM for NRC staff to join and view the test
live on monitors through an internet webcast:

1. Two White Flint North Building (HQ-TWFN-02B05) and
2. Church Street Building (RES-CSB-06B01)

NOTE: The ignition is expected to occur between 9:00AM to 1 1:00PM EDT

Enclosed Files: PIl-Zirc Fire HQ.pdf: Spent Fuel Pool overall project fact sheet information.

Alexander Velazquez-Lozada
RES/DSA/AAB
Phone: 301-251-7509
alexander. velazquez-Iozada(.nrc.gov
M/S: CSB 03AO7M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001



PHASE-Il SPENT FUEL POOL ZIRCONIUM IGNITION TEST
JUNE 6. 2012 8:00 AM -I:00P1 A DC HQ-TWFN-02B05 & RES-CSBJ..INRC (Ignition expected between 9:30

SPENT FUEL POOL PROJECT ZIRCONIUM FIRE RESEARCH

M EDT
-06B01
AM and 11:00AM EDT)

Background
The Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Project is an experimental study
cooperatively sponsored by the NRC Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research (RES) and the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development's (OECD's) Nuclear
Energy Agency (NEA) with twelve foreign country members.
The study is being conducted at Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) and consists of using electrically heated rods in a
pressurized water reactor (PWR) assembly configuration to
simulate the heatup and burn of a spent fuel under a severe
loss-of-coolant accident. The study is expected to provide
basic thermal-hydraulic data to facilitate code validation,
primarily MELCOR, and help to reduce uncertainties in severe
accident code modeling.

The SFP accident conditions are prototypic since it uses a full-
scale assembly. The electrically heated rods closely represent
an actual spent fuel response. They heat-up at the same rate
and store the same amount of thermal energy. The rods
consist of a nichrome heat element surrounded by compacted
magnesium oxide (MgO) powder that electrically insulates the
central heating element from the cladding. The porosity of the
compacted MgO powder was determined such that the thermal
mass and conductivity are similar to those of spent fuel rods
over the entire temperature range of interest.

Testing Approach
The SFP study is conducted in two phases, namely Phase 1
and Phase 2. Phase I ignition test was conducted on March 1
2011. Phase 1 focused on axial heating of a single assembly
and will conclude with an ignition test (i.e. burn test) to
determine where in the assembly ignition first occurs and the
nature of the burn along the axis of the assembly. Phase 2
addresses the axial and radial heating by using a single
assembly surrounded by four "cool" assemblies. The four
peripheral assemblies will be unheated but highly prototypic,
incorporating prototypic fuel tubes and end plugs. These fuel
rods will also be filled with high-density MgO ceramic, sized
to precisely match the thermal mass of spent fuel. These
boundary conditions will experimentally represent a "cold
neighbor" situation that complements the bounding scenario.
The Phase 2 study will conclude with the burn test in which
the center assembly is heated to ignition and will eventually
propagates radially to the peripheral assemblies. All of the
fuel rods in two of the four peripheral assemblies are
pressurized with helium so that these fuel rods will balloon
when the zirconium-alloy cladding reaches a high enough
temperature. The other two peripheral assemblies without
pressurized rods will serve as a control for evaluating the
effect of ballooning.
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Figure 1. Cell 2 test assembly for Phase 2 testing, center
heated rods configuration and diagram of the assembly in
the test stand

Figure 2. Snapshot of an internet webcast viewing an
actual video and data of a Phase 2 pre-ignition test

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES)



Coyne, Kevin

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 12:45 PM
To: Helton, Donald; Esmaili, Hossein
Subject: FW: Follow-up on Questions on Spent Fuel Pool Study
Attachments: PER03-02DRS.wpd

Thoughts?

From: Holmberg, Mel
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 11:50 AM
To: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: FW: Follow-up on Questions on Spent Fuel Pool Study

Kevin,

Appreciate your response below. Not sure that I made the issue clear though. Has to do with the catalytic
effects of NCMA dispersed in the fuel oxide layer that may cause a lowered initiation temperature for the zirc-
water reaction which produces heat and which is known to increase the reaction rate of hydrogen and oxygen
recombination. I have attached our inspection report that looked at this issue in 2003 at Perry. We were
concerned with effect on operating reactor fuel in a post loca environment and eventually, thru additional
testing vendor claimed no issue because of the lack of water available in post loca environment. But may be
relevant issue for spent fuel with NMC dispersed on oxide layers in a postulated accident with fuel heating up
and water source still available.

Thanks,

M

From section b.2 of the attached report.
The noble metals used in the NMCA act as a catalyst to facilitate recombination of hydrogen and oxygen. Under normal
operation, oxygen is produced in the core by radiological decomposition of water and is removed by combination with
hydrogen which is added to the reactor coolant system. During a loss of coolant accident (LOCA) hydrogen can be
produced as a byproduct of the Zr metal-water reaction and oxygen is present in the emergency injection water sources
such as the condensate storage tank or the containment sump. Under LOCA conditions, the NMCA could cause the
hydrogen to be removed at an accelerated rate from the product side of the Zr metal-water reaction (Zr + 2H20 B> ZrO2
+ 2H2 + heat) which may tend to increase the reaction rate. This would occur because the NMCA has been
demonstrated to increase the reaction rate for recombination of hydrogen and oxygen (2H2 +02 B> 2H20 +
heat). Additionally, the NMCA may directly increase the reaction rate for the Zr metal-water reaction through catalytic
action, by lowering the initiation temperature for this reaction which is normally about 1700 degrees Fahrenheit (e.g.
lower the required activation energy). Thus, the addition of NMCA could increase the heat input to the fuel cladding
due to the enhanced exothermic Zr metal-water and hydrogen-oxygen recombination reactions. The heat produced
from the Zr metal-water reaction is considered in computer models used to evaluate the emergency core cooling system
performance with respect to PCT (10 CFR 50.46). If the Zr metal-water and hydrogen-oxygen reaction rates are
substantially increased by NMCA, the heat input to the cladding following a design basis LOCA could be increased above
that accounted for in the computer models used to calculate PCT. If the increase in heat input to the cladding was
substantial, the team was concerned that it could increase the likelihood of cladding failure by thermally induced failure
mechanisms related to creep or creep-rupture in a post LOCA environment. Cladding failure would result in increased
fission product activity released into the coolant which could potentially impact the on and off-site dose consequences



previously considered for this accident. The licensee entered this potentially generic concern into the corrective action
system (CR 03-0071) and completed an operability determination.

From: Lara, Julio
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:11 AM
To: DRSIII; DRPRESIII; DNMSIII
Subject: FW: Follow-up on Questions on Spent Fuel Pool Study

Followup answers to Questions asked during the seminar presentation by Kevin Coyne.

I took down three questions from the seminar that I needed to do a bit of follow-up on. Don Helton, Hossein
Esmaili, and Jose Pires of the RES technical staff put together the following responses:

1. Does the initiative to add noble chemicals to the fuel cladding (e.g., platinum) affect fission product
releases?

The fission product releases associated with a major SFP (or reactor) accident come from the gap region,
and the fuel matrix itself. While there are some fission products embedded in the cladding, this is not the
major contributor. Thus, changes to the cladding composition being made to reduce fuel failures during
normal operation (such as the program described in http://mydocs.epri.com/docs/Portfolio/PDF/2013-
Roadmaps-NUC/FRP 04 R2-BWR-Corrosion-and-Crud-Control.pdf), don't have a direct effect on the
fission product release models used in MELCOR. They do, at least theoretically, have the potential to affect
the course of a severe accident if they change the cladding's response to heatup (either via changes in the
cladding's mechanical properties or changes in the rate of the cladding's oxidation kinetics). In general, the
various forms of cladding materials used in US reactors have relatively similar mechanical properties and
oxidation kinetics (because they only differ from each other in the elements found in trace amounts). This
would suggest that they type of doping mentioned in the cited article wouldn't have a major impact, though
we've certainly not taken a hard enough look to say this positively.

2. Would existing SFP degradation (e.g., many plants have small existing leaks) affect the study
results significantly?

Assuming that the degradation referred to is a leak stemming from a single (or a few) places where a weld
has degraded, this could affect the results. These locations would be more likely to "fail" if they are in
regions of high stress/strain. However, if they are localized to begin with, then there contribution to the
overall leak rate for the "small" or "moderate" leak situations could be relatively minor. Similarly, the
degradation could shift a "no leak" situation to one where minor additional leakage (from the degraded
weld) could be expected. Even so, the change in results from the degradation may very well be subsumed
in the uncertainty acknowledged by using the 3 leak-size approach.

3. Is the standby gas treatment system credited (or would it help)? This one I'm assuming it's not
credited due to the loss of AC power, but if available, it would help. Do we have any guesstimate as
to how much it would help (a lot, not much, hard to tell...)?

SGTS is not credited due to the lack of AC power. Whether it would help is a complex question, best
answered by 'it depends'. For example, good ventilation (which SGTS would provide) can be beneficial
early in a complete draindown accident for preventing a zirconium fire - by facilitating natural circulation of
air once the pool is empty). If a zirconium fire does occur, SGTS could have a positive or negative effect on
hydrogen combustion (positive in that it could prevent stratification; negative in that it could serve to
condense steam and de-inert the air space). SGTS can also have a positive or negative effect on fission
product releases offsite, depending on whether the plant in question has Iodine filters and how the system
is designed.

2
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I'll leave it to you to pass on as appropriate. Let me know if you have any other questions or need additional
information -

Kevin

3
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Coyne, Kevin

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 10:22 AM
To: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: FW: Nitriding writeup

FYI - FST13 is still actively working the cladding phenomena item, and is getting a peer review of sorts from
SNL...

- Original Message -----
From: Flanagan, Michelle
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 4:56 PM
To: Helton, Donald
Cc: Esmaili, Hossein; Lee, Richard
Subject: RE: Nitriding writeup

Don,

We prepared a preliminary write up addressing all of the cladding phenomena you identified a few weeks ago.
Before we sent it over, we wanted Sandia to review it to comment on the significance or consideration of these
issues in MELCOR modeling. We haven't heard back from them yet, which is the reason for the delay.

Richard and or Hossein, Can you ask Sandia when they will be able to provide their input on this write up?

Thank you,
Michelle

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 8:56 AM
To: Flanagan, Michelle
Cc: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: FW: Nitriding writeup

Michelle,

What is the status on the writeup about cladding phenomena relative to Level 1 PRA success criteria, SFP
accident analysis, etc. Have you gotten most of the input you asked for from everyone back in January?

Hope all is well,
Don

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 12:23 PM
To: Flanagan, Michelle; Esmaili, Hossein
Subject: Nitriding writeup

Michelle - Here is my crack at nitriding.

Hossein - Feel free to edit



Nitriding refers to the formation of ZrN when zirconium cladding oxidizes at high-temperatures in an air
environment (e.g., > 800C). In general, high-temperature zirconium has a greater affinity for the oxygen
constituent of air, and thus the reaction between air and high-temperature zirconium is more affected by these
reaction kinetics. Nevertheless, ZrN does form (and particularly as the surrounding media becomes depleted of
oxygen due to the stronger oxidation reaction) and ZrN may play a role in the behavior of the oxide layer during
a phase known as breakaway (wherein the columnar structure of the oxide layer begins to develop radial
cracks along the columnar grain boundaries. Nitriding as an additional heat source during autocatalytic
zirconium oxidation transients is only important in oxygen-starved situations, based on insights obtained from
recent experiments (QUENCH-16 and OECD-SFP). Following reflood, re-oxidation takes place which releases
the nitrogen stored in nitrides. NRC, Sandia National Labs, and the Paul Sherrer Institut have ongoing
discussions about the possibility of a MELCOR code/model development activity to address this phenomena,
which is presently not modeled by the code.

As discussed above, nitriding is only relevant when nuclear fuel is undergoing a severe accident in an air
environment, and only in situations where the conditions may become oxygen-starved. As such, this
phenomena is not expected to affect prediction of reactor accidents, with the possible exception of accidents
during shutdown operations when the vessel head has been removed. Similarly, the phenomena would not be
of relevance to SFP boiloff or partial draindown accidents, but may be relevant for SFP complete draindown
accidents where the surrounding building is predominantly intact (relates to the need to attain oxygen-starved
conditions).

Even for the above-identified accident types where nitriding may be important, the existing modeling omission
remains reasonable. In these cases, nitriding affects the degree of uncertainty in the prediction of severe
accident-regime temperature ramp rates and peak temperatures following the onset of autocatalytic zirconium
oxidation (i.e., temperatures at and above typical Level 1 PRA core damage surrogates and emergency
operating procedure to severe accident management guideline transition thresholds). The potential affect of
nitriding on the uncertainties in this regime is likely commensurate with other uncertainties present in this
regime. Thus, while more work would be beneficial, it would not be expected to invalidate the current modeling
approach.

Don Helton
Division of Risk Analysis
NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research Physical address: 21 Church Street, CSB4-C9, Rockville, MD
20850 Postal address: US NRC / MS CSB4-C7M / Washington, DC 20555
Ph: 301 251-7594
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Coyne, Kevin

From: Kuritzky, Alan
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 5:14 PM
To: Lai, John
Cc: Coyne, Kevin
Subject: Level 3 PRA TAAP report
Attachments: L3 PRA TAAP rev0.docx; Integrated Site Risk viewgraphs for Attachment 1.pptx

John,

The Level 3 PRA TAAP report (which will be the subject of the Subcommittee meeting on 12/4/2012) is
available in ADAMS at ML12312A448. The package includes the draft report in MSWord and Attachment 1 in
PowerPoint (both attached). Please forward the report and attachment to the members for the use, but caution
them that these are not yet publicly available documents. We intend to make them publicly available prior to
the meeting, but are waiting to get an "all-clear" from Southern Nuclear Company that there is no company
confidential information contained in them.

You may also want to mention to them that this is a "work-in-progress," and has not received a cover-to-cover
formal review or editing.

Thanks,
Alan
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Full-Scope Site Level 3 PRA

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
Reliability and PRA Subcommittee

May 22, 2013

Alan Kuritzky
Diviion of Risk Analysis

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
(301-251-7587, Alan .auiitk®n.vt

" Technical Analysis Approach Plan
* Quality Assurance Plan (Section 18 - Updated)
* Spent Fuel Pool PRA (Section 15)
* Dry Cask Storage PRA (Section 16)

" Project Status and Path Forward

2

Technical Analysis Approach Plan
- Quality Assurance

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
Reliability and PRA Subcommittee

May 22, 2013

Mary Drouin
Division of Risk Analysis

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
(301-251-7574, Mar Orouanxnrasul

" QA involves the following five major elements:
* Use of established methods, tools and data
* Qualified personnel
* PRA model configuration control
* Technical review of the methods, tools, data, and

developed models
* Documentation control n today's presentation

" Documentation Control is a key factor in any
analysis to ensure and demonstrate the technical
acceptability of the analysis

3

=

* Information subject to document control includes the
following:
* Methods
* Tools
* Data
* Other information, including:

* plant design Information reflecting the normal and accident
configurations of the plant

* plant operational information such as plant procedures, training, and
conduct of operations

* plant operational data (plant, system and component performance)
* plant test and maintenance procedures and practices
* engineering calculations and designs

* Documentation Control is managed using the Level 3 PRA
Project SharePoint site

5

* Two Level 3 PRA project team members will
primarily be responsible for document control
" SharePoint Manager will be in charge of the

various tasks needed to ensure SharePoint runs
smoothly and remains organized

" Documentation Coordinator will:
* Receive, process, and distribute information from the

licensee
* Ensure information is placed on the SharePoint site and is

forwarded to contractors in a reasonable timeframe
* Routinely back-up information on the SharePoint site

q 1



I I,

* Documentation Control involves the following
elements:
* Storing and accessing project information
* Upload of information onto the SharePoint site
* Storage and control of licensee information
* Non-disclosure agreement for access to proprietary information

D Documentation backup
* Use of external media
* Individual personal working files
* Use of templates and forms for documentation

D Oocumentation control for NRC Contractors

* Guidance for addressing potential technical Issues
* Organization of the various types of information

7

* SharePoint is the medium selected to store and access all the
various types of information
. It has the ability to store, retrieve, edit, and control the information

* The information stored on the SharePoint site will be controlled
and is only accessible by the project team members.
* Site is stored on the NRC Internal network
* Most files stored on the site are read only (e.g., proprietary plant

specific information sent by Vogtle)
- Ail project team members, Including Technical Advisory Group (TAG)

members and cntractaor, sign a non-disclosure agreement to allow access
to prprnetary inforwation

* All information on the site Is automatically backed-up on a
periodic basis and manually backed-up to an external media
device

* The SharePoint site includes individual personal
folders for each analyst to use and store their work
during the project instead of using a network drive or
their personal computer hard drives
* Protects against loss of information caused by hard drive

failure
* Ensures that all decisions, notes, assumptions, etc. are

documented and backed-up, and accessible to the entire
project team

Read/write access for each analyst in their own folder
Read only access for all other team members

* The QA plan includes guidelines for naming folders to
facilitate site navigation

9

The QA plan includes documentation templates for
recording various types of information, including:
* Meetings, discussions, plant visit trip reports
* Analysis work (e.g., inputs, assumptions, model uncertainties,

calculations, etc.)
* Reviews (Technical Advisory Group (TAG], self-assessment,

peer reviews)
* Technical issues and their resolution

* Templates will help establish consistency in what and
level of detail of information is documented
- Templates are guidelines and provide flexibility to the analyst

1n

* NRC contractors have their own internal
document control system

" All contractor information (e.g.,
reports) submitted to NRC is stored on
SharePoint (some will also be stored in
ADAMS)

" Process to address technical questions raised
regarding the Vogtle PRA (addressed in following
viewgraphs)

* Have identified what controls are in place for
what information, for example

el O mcd
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It is recognized that technical questions may be identified by the
NRC Level 3 PRA project staff regarding the Southern Nuclear
Operating Company (SNC) Vogtle PRA.

* The staff Is not performing a regulatory technical review of SNC's Vogtle PRA
model.

* SNC has voluntarily submitted substantial amounts of PRA and
plant information to support the project and this information is not
to be used to support regulatory decisionmaking.

* Only technical errors that could potentially impact the insights and
results of the PRA will be communicated to the appropriate NRC
licensing staff.
* It is important to make a distinction between staff questions and a

potential error.
* Only after a question has been confirmed as a potential error, and

discussed with SNC, will it be turned over to the appropriate
regulatory organization.

a A process has been developed to ensure that
potential errors are handled appropriately
1. Define the question

2. Seek clarification from SNC

3. Evaluate If the question is a potential error

4. If question is a potential error, forward it to SNC and NRR
(Division of Operating Reactor Licensing) to be addressed

5. Level 3 PRA team will proceed with a resolution
consistent with project objectives

14

i One objective of the Level 3 PRA model is to ensure it
reflects the as-built, as-operated plant
* Level 3 PRA project will take several years to complete
* Plant design and operation change over time
* Potential exists that Level 3 PRA model may not reflect

as-built, as-operated plant

* Criteria are needed to determine which future
modifications under consideration by SNC are
incorporated into the model

s The QA plan will be updated to address this topic and
the criteria

15

* The potential modification is risk significant

* There is a regulatory commitment that the proposed plant
change will be completed by the time the PRA is completed

* If procedures and training are required, they meet the
guidelines of RIS 2008-15 and are implemented in a
timeframe that does not impede the overall PRA schedule

* The effect of the modification has already been evaluated
by the NRC (e.g., safety evaluation report issued)

* There is sufficient information for the Level 3 PRA project to
understand the proposed change

16

Technical Analysis Approach Plan -
Spent Fuel Pool (SFP) Level 1&2 PRA

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
Reliability and PRA Subcommittee

May 22, 2013

Don Haeon
Division of Risk Analysis

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
(301-251-7594. Donald.Helif tonnrc.agov

* NRC has conducted SFP PRAs in the past:
* NUREG-1353/ NUREG/CRo5281 - resolution of Genenc

Issue 82 - 1989
* NUREG-1738 - reactor decommissioning - 2001

* Security-related and safety-related deterministic
studies since 2001:

I improved deterministic modeling capabilities
I improved in-house analyss capability

* Recently completed PWR hydraulic (NUREG/CR-7144)
and ignition phenomena experiments

SPost-expenment validation still ongoing
C confirms aspects of previous fELcOR SFP PWR modeling
(e.g., oxidation kinetics, effect of rod ballooning)

* Enhancements to other aspects (e~g., friction losses, heat
transfer conelation selection)

* Extensive international and domestic interest may
provide opportunities for collaboration

* Licensee has no SFP PRA model

I&i
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" Interfaces:
* Reactor/SFP - physical boundary between containment and fuel

handling building
* SFP/Dry Cask Storage (PCS) - scope of analysis delineated by

interface between 10 CFR Parts 50 and 72 (e.g., cask loading belongs
to DCS but cask drop effects on SFP structure belong to SFP)

" Inadvertent criticality not explicitly modeled
* Specific instances where conditions with potential for inadvertent

critcaility event exist will be highlighted
* Ongoing NRR-sponsored work may inform the appropriateness of this

assumption
" Must interface with reactor at-power, reactor low-

power/shutdown, dry cask storage PRAs
" The (# of initiating events) x (the # of SFP configurations) x

Sa reasonable discretization of the changes in decay heat) =
undreds of unique initiating conditions

19

" Technical Elements:
* Initiating event analysis
* Structural analysis
* Accident sequence analysis
* Systems analysis
* Human reliability analysis
* Accident progression and source term analysis
* Quantification
* Uncertainty analysis

" No existing SFP PRA standard

20

" Mimics basic structure of reactor PRA model

" Pre-fuel-damage event progression --> plant damage
states 4 post-fuel-damage event progression 4
release category binning --> Level 3 PRA

" "Integrated" SAPHIRE Level 1 / Level 2 model

" Have defined a representative - 17-month operating
cycle forthesite, consisting of 12 phases

" Focuses on Unit 2 SFP - though both pools must be
considered simultaneously

21

" Two SFPs in a common Fuel Handling Building (FHB)

" Typical PWR refueling configuration
Refueling canal in containment

* Fuel transfer tube
* Fuel transfer canal in FHB

" Unit 1 / Unit 2 SFP differences:
* Ul racks obtained from a

decommissioned plant
* U2 has -40% more rack cells
* Different rack poison materials
* Different criticality technical specification storage requirements

" Important operational considerations:
* Pools almost always hydraulically connected through the cask pit

(which is located between the two SFPs)
* Assemblies often moved between pools

22

* Fuel history
* Design and operating history for all assemblies in beth SFPs and the

Us cycle 17 reactor core

* Procedures
- Some abnormal operating procedures (AOPs), all extensive damage

mitigation guidelines (EDMGs), and some training material also
provided

* Site visit
- Leveraged a reactor Level 2 PRA site visit in March 2013 to see

structures, systems, and components (SSCs) of interest for the SFP
analysis

* SFPs, FHB, and SFP cooling systems
* EDMG equipment

* Phone call on as-operated assumptions
- Assumptions related to SFP operation discussed in April 2013

* typical SFP cooling configurations
- typioal approaches to meeting fuel storage pattern requirements
* refueling practices

23

* Internal hazards
* Intemal eveoss (eu.. loss of instruwent air)

I Interal Ores
I toternal floods

* Cask drop
STurbine missies

* Other (external) hazards
* Seismic
* High winds

I Inadvertent aircraft crashes

* (Unique) multi-source hazards
* Inatcessibility due to other SFP or reactor accident (e.g., radiological hazard)
* Interfaces with the reactor during shutdown

Most events wiii take a long time to uncover fuel (e.g., days or
weeks), providing significant time to implement mitigative actions.

24
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* Inadvertent drain-down / leaks + boil-off:
V various combinations of gate seal failures

* During routine operations
* During cask lift

* Reactor coolant system LOCA during refueling
* Leak due to very large seismic event

* Boil-off only:
* Loss of AC power (during refueling or not)
* Loss of AC w/ sloshing due to large seismic event
* Loss of reactor decay heat removal during refueling

* Characterization of fuel handling building over-
pressure and temperature failure criteria and
expected failure location(s)

" Seismic response characterization for each of the
seismic bins in terms of fragility and expected leakage
rate(s) / location(s)

" Effects of a cask dropped in the cask pit (during lift)
on the gates or any other potentially-affected SSCs

" Seismic and high-wind fragility estimates for SFP
cooling and EDMG/Operations Support Center
structures

* Sloshing for large seismic events
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* Oak Ridge (Reactor and Nuclear Systems Division) has
completed SCALE (v6.1.2) analysis (using updated ENDF/
B-VII.1 nuclear data) to provide
* Decay heat as a function of time
* Radlonuclide Inventories as a function of time
* Radionuclide activities as a function of time

* Analysis used the TRITON and ORIGEN modules

* All fuel in both SFPs in August 2012, plus fuel temporarily and
permanently discharged during the fall 2012 outage

* Investigated uncertainties associated with:
* Core operational history assumptions
* Assembly design assumptions

B Burnable absorber modeling assumptions
* Assumed axial power distribution
* Hardware activation modeling
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* For "Level 1" timing calculations to support screening/prioritization, a
simplified MELCOR model has been built, which includes:

* Fuel handling building:
* Unit I & 2 SFi and fuel transfer canis
Sc-sk pit

* Potential leak-to columes
* Unit 2 (or Unit 1) containment and reactor in refueling configuration
* Relevant systems:

* SP cooling (4 trains total)
SEffects of EDMG-9uded water addition

* FHr n-nmI and emergency ventilatmn

U Uses MELCOR's control volume, flow path, and heat structure
versatility to represent all of the above simply

* Uses volumetric heat generation rates instead of COR (nuclear fuel
modeling) package

C captures accident progression physics until onset of fuel heat-up

* Model is extremely fast-running (e.g., minutes to simulate days)
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I

1. SFP water temperature = 212F

2. SFP water level < 4 feet above
top of fuel

3. SFP water level reaches top of
fuel

4. FHB bulk air temperature = 140F

5. FHB bulk air temperature = 20OF

6. SFP water level reaches 213 active
fuel height

7. Water-loss-rate when level
reaches 2/3 active fuel height

Onset of SFP boiling

Radiation levels on the refuel floor begin
to noticeably increase

Radiation levels on the refuel floor are
reaching high levels

Personnel safety due to a hot, wet
environment is a concern

Significant steam bums to personnel In
the vicinity of the pool are an immediate
concern
Adequate steam cooling is being lost

and fuel heatup is commencing

Provides a sense of whether mitigation
deployed at that point would result in
level recovery

29

a Not covered in current eme~ency operating procedures or severe
accident management guide ines

Covered in AOPs, EDMGs
- EDMGs can be entered cia Emergency Director or senior operations personnel
* NEI-Oa-t2, Revision 2 provides publidy-avalhable informatioc about generic

E0MG contents
Industry accident management perspective updated in EPRI TR-
102525, 'Severe Accident Management Guidance Technical Basis
Report,' Appendix EE

* Ongoing discussions with site, fire protection engineers, human
reliability analysts, etc., to develop modeling basis

Due to long timeframes, response from offsite assets may also need
to be modeled

C Current project schedule may not sup ort including plant
modifications associated with Orders ?A-12-049 / EA-12-051 (or other
ongoing Japan Lessons Learned activities

30
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Level 1:
C Does the Intiatiang event cause
an inadvertent criticality?

* Is access to the FHB limlted?
SHas a loss of SFP cooling

occurred?
* Has sloshing or spilling of some

SFP water occurred?
* Is there a leak in the SFP liner?
*Is there a leak from the fuel

transfer or cask pit gate?
A Ae alternate 'regular Injection
paths availeble?

* Ae EDMG actions to provide
makeup/spray successful?

* Is offslte support to provide
makeup/spray successful?

* Is leak repair successfully
deployed?

i], I
1 0 es'-ia11

Level 2;
- Does the haseplate clear prior to fuel

ignition?
I If so, Is the fuel air coolable?

* Does poison material melhng cause an
Inadvertent criticality?

S OW limited is access to the relevant SSCs?
* Is building ventilation running?
* Has building over-presoore failure occurred?
*Has a hydrogen combustion occurred?
- Is EDMOG SFP makeup/spray successfully

deployed?
* Is offsite SFP makeup/spray successfully

deployed?
IS leak repair successfully deployed?

* Does mrlegation cause the baseplate to be
covered again?

* Is significant molten core-concrete interaction
(MCCI) averted?

* Does the SFP foundation fall?

3?

" Detailed model needed to:
* Address accident progression after significant fuel uncoverp
* Provide radiological source term timing and magnitude information

to the Level 3 PRA
" Would include modeling detail to address:

Fuel uncovery and heatup
Air/steam convection and radiative heat transfer
Baseplate clearing / natural circulation
Water level recovery due to mitigation; spray cooling effectiveness
Cladding and other metallic-component oxidation
Building temperature/pressure
Hydrogen generation, accumulation, and potential combustion
Fission product transport, behavior, and retention
Fuel failure and relocation; baseplate failure
MCCI
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Spring/Summer 2013:
* Initiating event analysis
* Structural analysis
* Accident sequence analysis
* Systems analysis
* Success criteria and sequence timing analysis --

Summer/Fall 2013:
* Accident progression analysis
* Human reliability analysis

Winter 2013/2014:
* Quantification
* Treatment of uncertainty

H Handoff of release categories to Level 3 PRA

Spring 2014:
* Review and documentation finalization
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Level 3 PRA Project:
Dry Cask Storage PRA

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
Reliability and PRA Subcommittee

May 22,2013

Fella Gonzalez and Brian Wagner
Disision of Risk Aeolynis

Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
(301-251-7596, Farm Gorzalezn5c.
(301-251-7595, Brian Waeranrdcrio-1
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* NUREG-1864 'A Pilot Probabilistic Risk Assessment of a Dry Cask
Storage System at a NPP:

SHolIter International Storage and Transfer Operation Reinforced Module (HI-
STORM) 100 dry cask storage (DCS) system in a BWR setting

* Sie: Anonymous BWR site

EPRI 1009691 "Probabilistic Risk Assessment of Bolted Storage
Casks":

* Transnuclear (TN) dry cask storage system in a PWR setting
s site: Generic PWR site

* Level 3 PRA:
C casks: Similar to Holtec International HI-TRAC and HI-STORM 100 used in

* Fuel: PWR
* Sec: Vogtie cask storage noeratons dry run scheduled for September 2013,

first cask ioading In October 2013)
U Lcensee has no DCS PRA and there Is no DCS PRA standard
FOCus of this study winl be on reduclng smtliing modefegassuretloesand
site-specific assumptions of previous o s tudies and measuring risk and
consequence of dry cask storage operations
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Specific to welded canister in BWR Setting
* Drop of canister into the storage cask
* Drop of transfer cask

* Aircraft impact

]

* Specific to bolted cask in a PWR setting
* Horizontal drop (e.g., cask tip-over)
* Seismically Induced refueling building structural failure
* Fires during transfer or storage phases

36
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i NUREG-1864
* No human reliability analysis (HRA)
* No uncertainty analysis

Due to mostly to resource limitations, used best estimates (if available)
or conservative or bounding assumptions

* Corrosion consideration was limited (screened based on inspection
of a similar cask thru 14 year operation)

* Drop events: modeled one fuel pin and assumed if this pin fails,
then all fuel pins fail

i EPRI's PRA
* Drop events: assumed two pins failed per cask
* No uncertainty analysis

Assumed prIncIpal uncertainty associated with frequency of Occurrence
of hazard, whic is location-specific, and analysis was for a generic site

* Corrosion was considered (mostly for seal performance)
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i SFP and dry cask storage preparation area inside the Fuel
Handling Building

i Two ma or drop heights (based on drawings and
information from Vogtle FSAR):
* Cask pit
* Transfer of multi-purpose cannister (MPC) from transfer cask to

storage cask

i Two Independent Spent Fuel Storage Installations (ISFSIs):
* Temporary/secondary ISFSI (constructed)
* Permanent ISFSI (to be constructed by approx. by 2018)

i Vogtle is selecting a similar cask system to the Farley NPP
MPC and Holtec HI-STORM 100.

i Vogtle SFP currently holds about 25% low burn-up fuel and
75% high burn-up fuel.
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_G1y',u%
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* Methodology based on previous NRC and EPRI DCS PRAs

* Technical Analysis Approach Plan consists of two major technical tasks
and their sub-tasks:

Dry cask storage PRA for cask damage (release frequency)
Dry as0k daseOption and operational phases
Initiating event analysis
Data analysis
Human reliability analysis
Soccess criteria (structiral and thermal analysis)
Accident sequence analysis and quantiication
Uncetainty aalysis

Dry cask storage PRA for health effects (consequence analysis)
R Radionucilde reiease (source term)

* Consequence analysis

Quality:
Srerform staff self-assessment

Perform independent peer reviews (with industry and NMSS)

40

OCS PRA Technical Elements
* Technical Elements and their interfaces:

pcs on-n and! / I o." 4nT.-.11......... Analysi

i Dry cask storage starts with loading of fuel and ends
at the ISFSI

a Hazards: Environmental release due to failure of fuel
cladding and failure of cask's containment function

S Structural failure (e.g., cask drops, missile impact,
tip-over)

* Thermal failure (e.g., fires, high temperature events,
mis-loading, vent blockage-loss of cooling)

* Other (e.g. corrosion, seal failure, etc.)

a DCS is mostly protected by passive systems
(structural integrity of the cask components and
passive designs for heat removal)

42
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*Dry Cask Storage main phases
*Fuel Loading In the MPC
*Cask Handling

*Cask handling: cask movement
Canister drying, inerting, and sealing

* Transport or storage overpack to ISFSI Abow:

* Cask Storage at ISFSI -STORM 10O
T D-1,09

- Tools:
* Finite element analysis code for DCS structural and thermal

(eg., ANSYS LS-DYNA)
S SCALE (radionuclide inventories and residual decay heat)

Left: Transportermoving
Cask to ISFSI

Right: MPC transfer

" Other tools as needed (e.g., PRODIGAL for weld analyses)

" Fuel failure analysis: finite element analysis model of a
fuel assembly and a fuel pin

" Take into consideration properties of
high burn-up and low burn-up fuel.

:ý _ 4443

Right: MPC tans44r 43

- SAPHIRE 8

* MELCOR (accident progression and source term)

* MELMACCS (source term transfer from MELCOR to
MACCS2)

* WinMACCS/MACCS2 (offsite consequence analysis)

" Current state of knowledge is limited on HRA for
cask and fuel handling:
* NUREG/CR-7016, "Human ReliabilityAnalysis-Informed

Insights on Cask Drops'

* NUREG/CR-7017, "Preliminary, Qualitative Human
Reliability Analysis for Spent Fuel Handling'

* EPRI 1009691,"PRA of Bolted Storage Casks"

* Currently investigating an approach based on
NUREG/CR-7016 and -7017, and modeling of
crane failures

4645

* The Level 3 PRA will consider effects of DCS
event affecting other plant operations (e.g. cask
drop causing plant trip, DCS release effect on
operator actions) and vice-versa.

47

* HRA, uncertainty, and fabrication errors were not
considered in NUREG-1864.

" EPRI's PRA study included HRA to a limited extent.

" Previous analyses assume different failures of fuel
rods based on structural analysis or modeling.
* EPRI's PRA assumes a damage probability of 2E-4 failures

per rod for all drop events.
* NUREG-1864 models one rod and assumes that when one

rod fails all rods fail.
* Proposed approach for Level 3 PRA project (described

earlier) has yet to be demonstrated.

48
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I it

" Cask release fractions to be utilized for
consequence analysis on containment breach

" Limited information available from Vogtle on their
DCS operations (Vogtle is scheduled to start DCS
operations on October 2013)

" Data on cask corrosion and failures is limited

* The scope of the Level 3 PRA DCS study does not
include plant operations related to off-site spent
fuel transportation.

i Need to assume time period for DCS ISFSI
storage operations (e.g. beginning, middle, or
end of life of ISFSI)

* Use the results of the multi purpose canister
failure analysis of NUREG-1864

49 so

" Continue to review, identify and gather information
from NRC and Vogtle (Summer 2013)

" Continue to work on the initiating event analysis and

identify new initiating events

" Perform structural analysis on fuel and cask drops
(Summer 2013)

" Perform HRA on Vogtle DCS operations (late
2013/early 2014)

" Quantification (early 2014)

" Consequence analysis (early 2014)
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Project Status and Path
Forward

Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
Reliability and PRA Subcommittee

May 22, 2013

AMa. Kuritky
Division of Risk Analyhs,

Offic of Nuclear Regulatory Research
(301-251-7587, AJan.KLritz r•snrc.uov)
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Level 1, at-power, internal events model nearing completion
* Some work remains on human reliability analysis (HRA) and data

C completed Internal self-assessment (documentation is almost
complete- some clarifications needed from licensee; currently
excludes HRA)

Level 1, at-power, internal floods model progressing
* Need to update flood frequencies and perform walkdown
* Will perform self-assessment shortly

Level 1, at-power, fire, seismic, and other external hazards
recently begun
* Walked down vogtle site and Unit 2 containment; visited SNC

headquarters
* Progressing with fire scenario mapping and Integration

Beginnin seismic modeling (based on licensee information and staffanalysesy

* Schedule pushed back a few months due to budget limitations and
delays in receiving plant information

53

* Level 1, low power and shutdown modeling is just beginning
to ramp up (biggest challenge will be fires and external
hazards)

* Level 2, at-power, internal events model progressing
C Completed SCALE analysis for reactor and spent fuel pool
c Completed MELCOR model for Unit 1 reactor and containment
c completed finite element model of one Vogtle containment

* Walked down Vogtle auxiliary and fuel handling buildings, and Unit 2
containment

* Main challenges are funding, SAPHIRE capabilities, HRA, staff
availability

* Level 3 (consequence analysis) work is progressing
M MACCS2 development focused on improved emergency preparedness
(E model capabilities better support for multisource releases, and
updated population ant economic databases

* EP team will visit site and surrounding areas In 3une 2013
* Main challenges are funding, staff availability, and information

availability

54
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* Spent fuel pool modeling is progressing (main
challenges are staff availability, HRA, offsite
mitigation)

" Dry cask storage is progressing (main challenge
is information availability)

" Integrated site risk is progressing
* April 2013 workshop
* TAAP section being prepared
* Scoping approach being developed

" Dialogue begun with PWROG regarding external
peer reviews

55

" Continue with technical work in all areas, based on
staff availability, funding, and information availability

" Meetings and briefings:
* Brief Office Directors on project status (June 2013)
* Brief ACRS Subcommittee on approach for addressing

integrated site risk and results of Level 1 PRA, at-power,
internal events and floods self-assessment (July 2013)

* Brief Commissioner assistants on project status
(September 2013)

* Brief ACRS Subcommittee on preliminary results
(October 2013)

* Brief ACRS Full Committee on project status and
preliminary results (December 2013)

10



July 26, 2011

MEMORANDUM TO: Brian W. Sheron, Director
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

FROM: Michael J. Case, Director IRA!
Division of Engineering
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Richard P. Correia, Director IRA!
Division of Risk Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

Kathy Halvey Gibson, Director IRA!
Division of Systems Analysis
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

SUBJECT: PROJECT PLAN FOR SPENT FUEL POOL SCOPING STUDY

This memorandum responds to your request for the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
(RES) staff to develop a project plan and reflect on other necessary considerations associated
with conducting a spent fuel pool (SFP) scoping study focusing on reexamination of the
potential advantages associated with moving older fuel stored in the SFP to dry cask storage in
an expedited manner. To address your request, the three RES technical divisions have
established a working group whose members are shown in Table 3 of this document. This
memorandum and its enclosures lay out the technical objectives of the proposed study,
background information of relevance, proposed technical approach, items not covered in the
proposed plan, resource requirements and impacts, and coordination needs.

Technical Objectives

The technical objectives of the proposed SFP scoping study include:

* Estimating the effect on SFP accident consequences of a reduced amount of spent nuclear
fuel being stored in the SFP (by removing older fuel in an expedited manner and placing it in
dry storage). This estimation would be made with a focus on realistic analysis using readily
available and technically defensible deterministic methods and assumptions as well as
probabilistic insights (to the extent practical).

Capturing the relevant technical considerations and findings in a form that is conducive to
informing deliberation on the issue of SFP accident consequences and whether to expedite
movement of spent fuel to dry storage while not addressing any specific regulatory user
need.

CONTACT: Katie Wagner, RES/DSA
(301) 251-7917
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* Expediting attainment of preliminary insights by (1) relying exclusively on available
information and methods, (2) focusing on a single SFP/operating cycle, and (3) using past
experience to narrow the scope to a particular scenario of interest.

Back-qround

Various risk studies (most recently NUREG-1738, "Technical Study of Spent Fuel Pool Accident
Risk at Decommissioning Nuclear Power Plants," February 2001) have shown that storage of
spent fuel in a high-density configuration in SFPs is safe and that the risk is appropriately low.
These studies used simplified and sometimes bounding assumptions and models for
characterizing the likelihood and consequences of beyond-design-basis SFP accidents. As part
of NRC's post-9/11 security assessments, SFP modeling using detailed thermal-hydraulic and
severe accident progression models integrated into the MELCOR code were developed and
applied to assess the realistic heatup of spent fuel under various pool draining conditions.
Moreover, in conjunction with these post-9/11 security assessments, NRC has required
enhancements via 10 CFR 50.54(hh) for operating reactor SFP storage that are directed at
further improving the coolability of spent fuel under event conditions in which a substantial
amount of water has drained from the storage pool.

Recently, the agency has restated its views that spent fuel is stored safely in high-density
configurations in a response to Petition for Rulemaking (PRM)-51-10 and PRM-51-12 as well as
the revision to NUREG-1437 (the Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License
Renewal, Draft Report for Comment). However, this position relies in part on the findings of the
aforementioned security assessments, which are not publicly available. The renewed interest in
spent fuel storage engendered from the changes in path forward of the planned geologic
repository and from the events in Japan following the March 2011 earthquake has rekindled
interest in capturing the consequences from postulated accidents associated with high-density
SFP storage in an updated safety study. An SFP risk study is being considered as part of a
larger initiative involving the conduct of a site Level 3 probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), and
SECY- 011-0089 issued July 7, 2011 paper is forthcoming on this issue. In the interim, a desire
exists to produce updated consequence estimates for a particular scenario of interest that can in
part act as a bridge between the current state-of-knowledge (much of which is greater than 10
years old or security-related and, thus, nonpublicly available) and future studies.

To that end, a scoping study is being proposed that would combine structural and seismic
assessments, more detailed mechanistic modeling of fuel heatup and potential fission product
behavior, realistic treatment of offsite emergency preparedness, and the current SFP regulatory
requirements. Since recently offloaded fuel must be stored in the spent fuel pool (thus requiring
low-density pool storage, at a minimum), the project will also identify potential advantages with
this configuration as it impacts accident progression and source term. By doing so, benefits
associated with low-density pool storage can be assessed.

The older fuel removed from the pool in the low-density pool storage configuration has potential
accident consequences associated with its movement and storage in a cask. As a result, those
potential accident consequences should be considered along with the low-density pool storage
potential accident consequences. In particular, increased spent fuel pool consequences
associated with a cask drop event can be significant, whereas fuel handling accidents (which
are within the design-basis) would be expected to have much lower consequences. Initiating
event cask drop frequencies from the NUREG-1 738 study will be reviewed, along with any
available data since that time. In the case of cask drop events, this will include a scoping review
of readily-available and relevant contemporary information (e.g., heavy load lift programs, etc.)
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to determine if the NUREG-1738 estimates can be updated. Depending on the results of this
assessment and the results of the seismic consequence study, additional work may be pursued
to develop more realistic estimates of the structdral and accident progression/consequences of
a cask drop event.

Technical Approach

As described above, the following two conditions will be considered:

(1) A condition representative of the current situation for the selected site (i.e., high-density
racking, a relatively full SFP, and current regulatory requirements with respect to fuel
configuration and preventive/mitigative capabilities); and

(2) A condition representative of expedited movement of older fuel to a dry cask storage facility
(i.e., low-density racking, and current applicable regulatory requirements with respect to fuel
configuration and preventive/mitigative capabilities).

For purposes of obtaining a near-term perspective on the issue, a single site and single
assumed operating cycle will be used. The site characterization (seismic response, decay heat,
radionuclide inventory, etc.) will be based on readily available information that will primarily stem
from the Individual Plant Examination: External Events (IPEEE), seismic information developed-
by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), and the post 9/11 security assessments1 . As
discussed further in Enclosure 1, the example site that will be studied for the current project is
the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station.

Accident progression and consequence characterization of the two conditions cited above will
be affected by the potential for a "zirconium fire" (i.e., rapid, propagating oxidation reaction of
the fuel cladding with air or steam), which leads to significant heatup of the fuel and the release
of a substantial quantity of the volatile radionuclides. Owing to the better "coolability" that can
be achieved during complete loss-of-pool-inventory events by spreading out the recently
offloaded (higher decay heat) fuel, it is expected that the low-density packing configuration has
a reduced potential for a "zirconium fire." The potential of having a "zirconium fire" for either
situation will change over time due to changes in the overall decay heat load in the SFP and the
individual decay heat level of the highest-powered assembly. As such, it will be necessary to
study multiple quasi-steady snapshots in time.

In addition to the differences in likelihood, there may be a difference in the magnitude and timing
of the potential radionuclide release depending on the situation (i.e., high-density versus low-
density racking). For a condition where all of the older fuel has been removed, the SFP fuel
inventory is reduced and the initial inventory of long-lived radionuclides (e.g., cesium-137) will
be substantially lower. The inventory of short-lived radionuclides (e.g., iodine-131) depends
only on the inventory of fuel from the last reactor offload and does not vary between the two
conditions.

To limit the time and resources needed to develop a preliminary set of information, a single
seismic event will be pursued. The 2008 USGS site-specific seismic hazard data has been
discretized into bins based on reactor probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) best practice

The post 9/11-security assessments included consideration of SFPs and resulted in the collection of information

and the development of a MELCOR model for a BWR Mark I plant that is very similar to the one being proposed for
use in this project.
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guidance. The bin that will be studied here corresponds to peak ground accelerations in the
range of 0.5g to 1g. 2

Using the chosen seismic event demands, specifically lateral load coefficients and in-structure
spectra (as needed), related damage states for relevant structures, systems, and components
(SSCs) will be estimated by scaling seismic demands from legacy analyses (namely those in
the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) and the IPEEE) and performing static pushover-like
analysis. The results of this analysis will be corroborated via other analyses, event experience,
and practitioner judgment. This damage state will be the starting point for subsequent accident
progression analysis.

A number of different technical elements need to be considered to assess the potential accident
consequences associated with SFP storage. Enclosure 1 describes each of these technical
elements. A preliminary project plan has been developed which includes site and outage
specification (e.g., time at which refueling operations are assumed to commence), seismic
assessment, structural assessment, accessibility scoping, MELCOR accident progression
analysis, MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System (MACCS2) offsite consequence
analysis, emergency planning assessment, consideration of probabilistic aspects, review, and
documentation. Enclosure 2 provides this complete project plan, and Table 1 provides a brief
summary of the major phases. As has been discussed at recent briefings for you on the project
status, we have begun work on this project to support the schedule shown in Enclosure 2.

Table 1. Project Phases

Phase 1: Project Formulation & Vetting - April through July 2011
Phase 2: Model Development and Boundary Condition Specification - July through October 2011
Phase 3: Production Analysis - November 2011 through April 2012
Phase 4: Documentation & Review - April throuqh June 2012

Enclosure 1 also provides a discussion of items potentially deferred to a future study, should
one be authorized. Per the initial specification, this scoping study relies on the use of
deterministic methods in a parametric framework for the evaluation of accident consequences.
This approach simplifies the overall analysis and allows for the generation of preliminary results
in a shorter timeframe.

Resource Requirements and Impacts

The current approach is (1) the development of a parametric scoping study using probabilistic
insights focused on a single initiating event (an event associated with a particular range within
the seismic hazard spectrum) and (2) the use of deterministic methods. During the planning of
this work, the working group also considered the resources needed to accomplish a broader
limited-scope SFP risk assessment including the treatment of multiple initiators, new site
information, licensee involvement, PRA methods, human reliability analysis, and uncertainty.
Resources for this broader study are also provided here for comparison.

2 The geometric mean acceleration for this bin is 0.71 g; the corresponding initiating event frequency for the peak

ground acceleration is 1.7.10 per year; the range of corresponding initiating event frequencies for this bin based
on spectral accelerations from 1 Hz to 10 Hz is 2.6.10- to 3.8.10 per year.
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The working group estimates that total resource requirements for the scoping study would be
about 3.65 FTE and $475K over roughly the next 12 months. For comparison, the limited scope
risk assessment would require about 5.6 FTE and $950K over roughly 19 months.

Currently, most of the in-house and contractor staff who were involved in prior SFP analyses are
engaged in other higher-priority work (e.g., the State-of-the-Art Reactor Consequence Analyses
(SOARCA) project). Accessing these individuals' expertise prior to the first quarter of calendar
year 2012 without affecting other high-priority work, and relying on other staff who are
technically proficient in their disciplines but are less familiar with SFP issues, represent a major
challenge.

In addition, the normal delays associated with issuing U.S. Department of Energy contracts
(greater than 2 months) or commercial contracts (greater than 6 months) further complicate
project planning. The preliminary project plan outlined in Enclosure 2 attempts to accommodate
these constraints by designing a project that relies primarily on in-house expertise for the first
half of the project's duration.

Table 2 decomposes the resource estimates stated above into their respective organizations

and identifies the impacts of reallocating these resources to this project.

Table 2. Impacts of Reallocating Resources

FYI 1 FY12
Organization FTE I $ FTEI$ Impacts

Delays of 3-4 months in:

0.35/ a completing Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR)
RES/DRA/PRAB $OK 0.3 / $50K model success criteria and integrated capabilities model

work (user need NRR-2010-017), and

* new reactor SPAR model development (NRO-2008-002)
0 Note: Start of work deferred to August due to other

RES/DE/SGSEB 055 $50. commitments$0K $50K
* Other impacts will be assessed later but likely minor
• Reduce various in-house MELCOR assessments (minor

RES/DSA/FSTB 0.76 / 0.6 / impact overall)
$OK $275K e Re-stack fiscal year (FY) 2012 budget (could'impact

other projects)
* Delay NUREGs on WinMACCS for NSIR and NUREG

on MACCS2 parameters (2 months delay unless work
0.45/ can be shifted to other staff)

RES/DSA/SPB 0.4 / $OK $ Possible delay on support for this plan or other severe
R$100K accidents topics

* Re-stack FY 2012 budget based on SOARCA priorities
(could impact SFP projects)

NMSS/SFSTR Resources needed (and impacts incurred) by these entities for project support
NRRIDE, DRA, (e.g., providing input on specific issues, reviewing interim products, etc.) are not
NSIR/DPR explicitly accounted for at this point.

2.06/ 1.6/$OK $475K
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Coordination

Close coordination among the technical areas involved in this project will be essential to the
successful completion of the work. Table 3 lists the individual leads in RES along with
participation from other offices. The cognizant staff from other offices will be identified via
interactions between RES management and management from the respective organizations.
RES leads will contact staff in other offices (as needed) to solicit input and feedback. In
addition, a communication plan will be developed.

Table 3. Project Coordination and Cognizant Staff

Office Division Cognizant staff
RES DRA D. Helton

DSA K. Wagner (overall lead), H. Esmaili
DE A. Murphy

NMSS DSFST A. Barto
NSIR DPR R. Sullivan
NRR DE TBD

DSS S. Jones
DRA J. Mitman
_DPR E. Bowman
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Enclosure 1. Description of the Technical Elements

Site Selection and Information Gathering

One of the first steps in doing a site-specific analysis is to identify the site. Presently, the
working group is planning to evaluate one of the spent fuel pools (SFPs) at the Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Stations (PBAPS). This site has been studied in a number of different reactor
studies including the NUREG-1 150 study and the recent State-of-the-Art Reactor Consequence
Analyses (SOARCA) project. In addition, some of the necessary supporting information/models
for this plant have already been developed. Even so, a significant amount of information and
model development would still be required to comprehensively model the current as-designed,
as-operated plant. Because of the desire for near-term results, this effort will be minimized and
readily available information will be used (e.g., detailed decay heat and radionuclide inventory
estimates developed in 2003 as part of a different project).

RES staff will work with the Offices of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR) and Nuclear Material
Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) to identify readily available information. If key pieces of
information are missing and could be readily produced by the licensee, the NRR plant project
manager will be engaged to request this information (if deemed appropriate). Examples of the
type of information needed to conduct a study such as this and how they will be addressed here
include:

* SFP current spent fuel loading configuration. Loading patterns will be assumed and, prior to
the time period at which fuel must be dispersed, it will be assumed to be in a "uniform"
pattern (barring additional substantive information).

" Fuel desiqn and operating history information for all fuel in the SFP. This information, which
is used for decay heat and radionuclide inventory estimation, will be estimated based on the
collection of similar data in 2003.

* Typical outage characteristics. Typical characteristics will be proposed and provided to
NRR/DSS for review and comment.

" Refueling practices and cask-loading practices and associated procedures. For the most
part, the scope of the scoping study limits the need for this information, and any follow-on
work would be potentially highly dependent on this information.

" Site, regional, and structure, system, or component (SSC) information necessary to perform
seismic hazard assessments. For offsite infrastructure, the assessment performed for
SOARCA will be used; for onsite and SSC assessments, past information (relying heavily on
the Individual Plant Examination of External Events [IPEEE]) will be used.

* Seismic Structural Assessment: Information needs include the references in
Appendix A2B-12 of NUREG-1 738; structural drawings, seismic coefficients and in-structure
spectra for the PBAPS reactor building as well as related Final Safety Analysis Report
(FSAR) information; IPEEE report for the PBAPS; seismic hazard and seismic spectra
estimates for PBAPS used for the GI-1 99 study; structural aspects and weight of spent fuel
racks; structural aspects of rack spacers.
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Regarding other information needs not cited above, it is anticipated that some of the information
needed may not be readily available, and therefore assumptions will have to be made and
documented.

An additional information-related issue is the design of a contemporary low-density rack.
Fundamental assumptions will have to be made about this design if information is not available.
Some of these assumptions (e.g., an open-rack design versus the closed-cell rack designs
currently used for high-density racking for criticality prevention reasons) can have important
effects on the coolability of high-decay-heat spent fuel. One could choose to assume that the
spent fuel pool is not reracked upon removal of the older fuel and that the licensee will simply
spread out the remaining spent fuel in the existing racks, but again this assumption could have
a significant effect on the results. Time and resources permitting, a sensitivity study will be
performed to investigate this uncertainty.

Treatment of Probabilistic Considerations:

A key characteristic of the scoping study plan is the reliance on deterministic methods being
exercised in a parametric manner. The completeness and rigor associated with a limited-scope
risk assessment was judged to be incommensurate with the goal of producing results in a short
timeframe. However, the decision to not treat risk does not preclude the consideration of
probabilistic aspects.

To that end, a parallel effort (i.e., one that is not critical path to the conduct of the deterministic,
parametric scoping study) will be undertaken to inform and contribute to the deterministic study.
The objectives of this parallel effort will be to (i) provide additional context to the deterministic
results since only a subset of the initiators/scenarios will be treated and (ii) assess the relative
importance of modeling assumptions and limitations on the overall results, where possible.

This closely-coupled activity will consider probabilistic aspects by looking at:

1. Initiating event timing effects (e.g., the relative likelihood of having an event during the
various operating cycle phases)

2. Initiating event frequency (e.g., the frequencies used in NUREG-1738 and whether
newer information is available)

3. Event tree development (e.g., the development of event trees for depicting accident
scenarios and performing limited, conditional probability figures of merit)

4. Relative likelihood of damage state characteristics (e.g., the study of the effects of
different probability distribution functions on the boundary conditions provided by the
seismic/structural assessment)

5. Conditional probabilities associated with offsite consequence analysis (e.g.,
meteorological sampling in MACCS2 analysis)

Item #1 above is addressed in the description of the definition of operating cycle phases.
Regarding item #2, initiating event frequencies from the NUREG-1 738 study will be reviewed,
along with any available data since that time. In the case of cask drop events, this will include a
scoping review of readily-available and relevant contemporary information (e.g., heavy load lift
programs, etc.) to determine if the NUREG-1738 estimates can be updated. In the case of
initiators such as seismic and loss-of-offsite power, this will include assessing whether updated
frequencies developed for reactor applications can be directly utilized to update the NUREG-
1738 frequencies.
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Regarding item #3, scoping accident progression event trees will be developed to delineate the
various accident progression pathways being considered. They will also be used to keep track
of (and quantify) the relevant conditional probabilities and conditional release frequencies, to the
extent practical. These event trees will go from the initiating event to the point of offsite release.
The need for binning of releases for limiting the number of required MACCS2 calculations will
be assessed at a later time. The event trees will be developed and quantified using the NRC's
Systems Analysis Programs for Hands-On Integrated Reliability Evaluations Version 8
(SAPHIRE8) computer code. They will be developed iteratively; that is they will be continually
refined throughout the project as the deterministic evaluations proceed.

Item #4 will involve the investigation of assumptions regarding the relative probabilities
associated with the seismic and structural input. As such, it is intended to assess the effects of
the large source of uncertainty stemming from this portion of the analysis on the end results.
Item #5 will be addressed in a standard manner (e.g., stratified sampling), consistent with the
current state-of-practice in offsite consequence modeling.

By looking at these probabilistic aspects, the results can be placed in better context, via the
limited treatment of relative likelihood. While these elements provide some of the benefits of an
actual risk assessment, several elements of a risk assessment are specifically not considered
(due to a lack of time, information, or applicability). These are:

* Failure modes and effects analysis
• Data analysis and component reliability
" Effects of dependencies
* Human reliability analysis
* System fault tree development and quantification
* Full event tree quantification

Operating Cycle Phases

During a given operating cycle, the spent fuel pool:

" will change configurations from being an isolated pool to being hydraulically connected to
the reactor vessel (and back again)-these will be referred to as pool-reactor configurations
to distinguish from the different spent fuel loading configurations;

* may have spent fuel offloaded temporarily from the reactor;
* will have spent fuel offloaded permanently from the reactor;
* will likely have spent fuel moved around within the SFP (as part of the compliance with

regulatory requirements and/or otherwise);
" may have older spent fuel offloaded in to casks;
* will experience changes in the peak assembly decay power (of interest for draindown events

and spray mitigation) due to the above as well as radioactive decay; and
* will experience changes in the total decay power of all assemblies (of interest for pool

heatup/boiling and makeup mitigation) because of the above as well as radioactive decay.

To faithfully represent these temporally changing conditions, one would need to break up the
operating cycle into numerous small periods of time or Operating Cycle Phases (OCPs).
However, the number of OCPs considered is nearly a linear multiplier on the amount of
resources needed because each period of time requires its own set of accident progression and
consequence analyses. As such, the definition of the OCPs becomes a minimization /
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optimization problem (i.e., it needs to minimize the number of OCPs while optimizing the
resulting OCPs' accuracy in representing the above pool-reactor configurations / spent fuel
loading configurations/decay heat levels).

For initial planning purposes, it will be assumed that six OCPs are sufficient as outlined in
Table 1, based on preliminary assumptions. However, once the site and outage specifications
have been finalized, the minimization/optimization problem will need to be re-solved to obtain
the actual OCPs. To start, the analyses will be performed for an earlier OCP (e.g., OCP #2)
and a later OCP (e.g., OCP #5).

Table 1. Sample OCP Definition for a Boiling-Water Reactor Operating Cycle
(Assumes Fuel Shuffling)

0

C Time % of Spent
P OCP period operat. Pool-reactor fuel Total decay Peak assembly
# Description (days)' cycle configuration config.4  power3  power

Defueling of Existingz + (1/2 Highest powered
De0efueling oNon- of offloaded offloaded1the reactor 2 - 8 0.8 Refueling dispersed assemblies) @ assembly @ 3.6(1/3rd core) 3.6 days' days

ReactorT&M /Existing 2 + Highest poweredisetion / 0 1. eueig Non- (offloaded offloaded
2 inspection 8-20 1.6 Refueling dispersed assemblies) @ assembly @ 12

and 12 days1  days
refuelingy

Existingz + Highest powered

3Remainder 20 - 30 1.4 Unconnected Non- (offloaded offloaded
of outage dispersed assemblies) @ assembly @ 24.2

24.2 days' days
Highest Existing 2 + Highest powered
decay power (offloaded offloaded

4 portion of 30-60 4.1 Unconnected Dispersed assemblies) @ assembly @41.3
non-outage 41.3 days' days
period I
Highest Existing 2 + Highest powered
decay power 60- (offloaded offloaded

5 portion of 240 24.7 Unconnected Dispersed assemblies) @ assembly @ 107
non-outage 107 days' days
period 107dasIay
Remainder 240- Existing2 + Highest powered

6 of operating 730; 67.4 Unconnected; Dispersed (offloaded offloaded

cycle 0 - 2 cask loadings assemblies) @ assembly @ 389
389 days' days

2
3

4

t= 0 is set to the time subcriticality in the reactor is achieved.
Refers to the fuel residing in the SFP at t = 0 (prior to offload).
Offloading of fuel in to casks is not considered as it would have a secondary effect on total decay power.
For the sake of demonstration, this assumes that the pool is not preconfigured to disperse high-decay heat fuel
and that this action is taken at 30 days. Note that a sensitivity could be performed to look at alternative
assumptions.

Decay Heat and Radionuclide Inventory Assessment

Accident progression analysis requires initial decay heat and radionuclide inventories. The
time-dependent decay heats, masses, and specific activities are input data to MELCOR. For
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reactor applications, the MELCOR user may choose from a built-in table of normalized decay
powers after shutdown based on pre-calculated ORIGEN calculations for a typical boiling-water
reactor and pressurized-water reactor or directly input the decay heat power for a given
element. In addition, the radionuclide inventories can be specified on a core-cell basis using
user-specified multipliers, and the total inventory or the user can directly input the inventory for
each cell. For SFP applications, the time-dependent decay heat must be provided, and the
inventories are specified based on the number of assemblies and the inventory for each
assembly based on plant-specific ORIGEN calculations

For the MACCS2 consequence code, data on fluid flows and radionuclide transport to the
environment must be specified. A MACCS2 interface has been integrated into MELCOR by
specifying the release paths and associated data (e.g., fluid temperature, released mass).

Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment

Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment (PSHA) is a tool that can provide damage footprints
for SSCs following a seismic event including the relative likelihood of the different damage
footprints for user-specified bins (i.e., slices of the spectrum). One form of the output from the
PSHA is a plot of the occurrence of ground motion versus frequency of occurrence. The ground
motion is initially expressed in the form of peak ground acceleration (PGA), but for a specific
site, if its characteristics are known, the PGA can be convolved with the characteristic to obtain
a ground motion spectrum.

For Peach Bottom, the frequency-dependent ground motion can be obtained from existing
legacy sources. These have been used for past NRC studies such as the IPEEE in which the
various NPPs were binned by ground motion according to the level of IPEEE investigation each
nuclear power plant was to complete. If the level of information provided by these legacy
studies is acceptable, the level of effort and expense are minimized. The studies that provided
this information are from the late 1980s.

The bases for the legacy information described above are currently being updated by a
consortium of stakeholders-the U.S. Department of Energy, the Electric Power Research
Institute, and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)-with the U.S. Geological Survey
as a contractor to NRC. This consortium will provide a revised source zone map and a tectonic
model of the central and eastern United States (CEUS) by the end of 2011. This represents the
first of three parts leading to a modern PSHA for the CEUS. The other two parts, a computer
code and a ground motion propagation model, are scheduled to be available at the end of each
of the following 2 years.

The choice is to use seismic hazard data for the site as used for the NRC seismic risk estimates
for GI-1 99 in conjunction with scaling methods for the calculation of a representative ground
shaking response spectra at the site, as well as related seismic demands, specifically seismic
coefficients and in-structure spectra (as needed). This is to be updated when the new seismic
hazard models and analysis codes become available at the end of 3 years. The choice has also
been made to use a single seismic bin (or range of peak ground accelerations) as noted in
page 4 of the memorandum.

Structural Damage Assessment

To reduce the uncertainty of the methods used, structural analyses will need to be conducted
for the seismic demands on the spent fuel structure and its supports. These analyses will
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involve simplified pushover analyses using as input seismic loads coefficients and in-structure
response spectra as needed, determined by scaling of legacy data. The above analysis will be
corroborated using a mixture of other supporting analysis (e.g., reassessment of the analysis
done for NUREG-1738), event experience (e.g., large seismic events near Japanese nuclear
power plants), and practitioner judgment.

The results of the structural engineering assessments will provide the following boundary
conditions estimates:

" Potential locations, if any, of leakage from cracking of the concrete and related liner tearing
with tentative ranking of more likely locations

* Interval estimates / binning of leakage areas at the potential leakage locations
" The damage, if any, to the spent fuel and the racks sufficient for specifying geometry

changes and/or blockage effects that could affect coolability.
* The amount of water, if any, displaced from the pool directly as a result of the seismic event.
* The damage to the overlying building including any debris that might affect fuel coolability

considerations.
* Damage to supporting systems and penetrations.
* Damage to other SSCs necessary for accident mitigation (e.g., the building that a portable

diesel pump is stored in).

The results of these assessments will be used to specify the boundary conditions for MELCOR

analysis.

Accident Progression Analysis

Using existing models, a "whole-pool" MELCOR model will be developed to describe each of the
OCPs for each of the configurations (i.e., low-density and high-density racking) considered. It
also may be necessary to further develop the state-of-practice in the area of mitigative spray
analysis from both a thermal-hydraulic and aerosol capture standpoint1. The resulting models
will be tested, and results will be compared to past analyses to ensure they adequately capture
all of the relevant phenomena.

A calculation matrix will be developed that will identify the preliminary calculations needed to
cover the most important boundary conditions (e.g., leak hole size and location). In addition,
scoping boil-off calculations also will be performed.

MELCOR is an ideal tool for this type of application because (1) its capabilities have been
recently developed and validated for treating spent fuel pool accidents and (2) it is able to model
the accident progression, and radionuclide release and in-building transport/retention.

Offsite Consequence Modeling

Using the offsite releases calculated with MELCOR, MACCS2 modeling will be performed to
predict offsite consequences and conditional individual risk. Given the focus on a particular
initiator, binning of releases (to keep the number of MACCS2 analyses tractable) will probably

While capabilities have been developed in this area, more work may be required to include this capability in to a
general purpose-type model. An example of an issue that arises in this regard is capturing the effect of "shutting
off' natural circulation air flow if the combination of spray capacity, leak size, and leak location results in flooding
above the rack base-plate but not to a height sufficient for steam cooling.
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not be necessary. If binning is performed, it will consider release magnitude, timing, and
duration as well as emergency-preparedness-related sequence differences (most notably
emergency action level declaration timing and evacuation time estimate differences).

The MACCS2 site modeling developed as part of the SOARCA project should generally be
adequate for the purpose of this study. With regard to the production and documentation of
results using the Linear No Threshold (LNT) dose response model versus other consensus
threshold models, this project will report the same metrics reported by the SOARCA study.
Depending on the sensitivity of the offsite consequence results to the site-specific population
density, a sensitivity can be performed representing a high-population density site.

Because some past studies have addressed economic consequences of spent fuel pool
accidents and because economic consequences could be more significant than health
consequences (due to large, delayed releases) the project will consider economic
consequences based on existing MACCS modeling. Note that the updated MACCS2 economic
model under development will not be completed in time for use in this study.

Internal and External Review

The work breakdown in Enclosure 2 includes an Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS) subcommittee meeting. The utility of additional interactions with internal and external
stakeholders will be re-evaluated as the project proceeds. Additional review, including external
review, will need to take place after the initial 12-month project period. The interim reports
documenting the results of the specific analysis (e.g., accident progression) in phases 1 through
3 will be internally reviewed by the cognizant staff from the various program offices.

Documentation

As part of the review process, different components of the study need to be documented. The
documentation will include objectives, assumptions, limitations, technical approach and
analysis, preliminary results, and conclusions. At the end of the study, a summary report will be
prepared to document the main findings of the study as it relates to the differential consequence
assessment in response to the objectives of the study. The various detailed elements of the
study from each discipline will be documented as appendices to the summary report.

Study Scope Limitations

Resource and schedule constraints associated with this project have certain scope limitations
that impact the ways in which the results of the study can be applied. For example, the
inclusion of probabilistic aspects within the current scoping study (described earlier in this
enclosure) will allow for consideration of some aspects of likelihood, but will not support
definitive statements on risk. The limited-scope parametric scoping study proposed here
promotes the development of underlying capabilities needed to perform a SFP risk study, and
produces a subset of the overall information needed to inform the issue of SFP storage
requirements in a short timeframe. However, it is important that these results be viewed as a
stepping stone to a more comprehensive set of results to be generated as part of follow-on work
or a different study.

The working group has included in the project scope sufficient aspects of the problem to support
preliminary insights on the question of whether expedited movement of spent fuel to dry cask
storage would provide a significant safety benefit. This section points out the important pieces
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that presently fall outside the scope of the project plan. It is recommended that the following
aspects receive additional attention as part of follow-on work or as part of other planned
initiatives (such as the site Level 3 Probabilistic Risk Assessment):

" Additional inclusion of new seismic hazard assessments using updated geological data and
fragility information

* Assessment, of risk (as opposed to potential accident consequences with treatment of
probabilistic considerations) for the purpose of being able to make statements regarding the
comparison of the absolute risk to the agency's quantitative health objectives and
assessment of changes in risk

" Assessment of potential accident consequences beyond a single site and a single
postulated fuel cycle, for the purpose of extrapolating the results to other sites or
significantly different outage specifications

* Treatment of site-specific details beyond those which are readily available (e.g., detailed

structural information, procedural information, current SFP inventory/decay heat loads, etc.)

* Rigorous treatment of the detailed design of a contemporary, low-density rack

* Consideration of increased potential accident consequences from additional cask
movements (and thus heavy load drops) associated with expedited movement of older fuel
out of the SFP

" Cost/benefit considerations (beyond offsite economic impacts that are part of the set of
results produced via MACCS2 analysis) from the standpoint of both generic cost/benefit
estimations in the context of a regulatory backfit as well as a consideration of cost-beneficial
actions other than expedited fuel offloading to casks (akin to a severe accident mitigation
alternative analysis)

* Use of the updated economic model used in the MACCS2 computer code once it is
available

" Consideration of other initiators 2

" Quantification of uncertainty in the results beyond parametric sensitivity studies

" Inclusion of human reliability analyses (HRAs) 3

2 A single bin of seismic events is considered as part of the initial effort. A preliminary investigation
of what initiators might be relevant was performed based on existing information. Some initiators
(particularly cask drop events and severe weather-induced loss-of-offsite power events) could
reasonably be expected to contribute to the overall risk, but are excluded from the scope of the
initial scoping study for resource and schedule considerations. Other initiators (loss of spent fuel
pool cooling, internal and external fires, etc.) would contribute some fraction (believed to be small
based on NUREG-1738) to the overall risk but cannot be accommodated within the given
schedule/resource constraints.
HRA models and procedures (both for initiating-event-related failure event identification and
quantification as well as mitigative action quantification) are primarily centered on reactor
applications and the emergency operating procedures. Recent work in fire HRA, shutdown HRA,
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and fuel-handling qualitative HRA would be leveraged if follow-on work brought this element
within scope. In the absence of HRA, no quantitative basis will exist for assigning relative
likelihood between mitigated and unmitigated accident progression scenarios.
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Enclosure 2. Detailed Preliminary Project Plan Including Schedule and Resources1

Task Lead Other Offices RES RES Timeframe ProductOthe Offces FTE $(k) _____ ________________

Phase 1: Project Formulation & Vetting
1A Initial Briefin g for RES/FO Overall lead -0.04 - Complete - Two-page talking points

4/25/11
1 B Resource and impacts Overall lead 0.04 - Jun 2011 Table of RES resources and impacts

Project plan (via memo) to Overall lead 0.08 - Jul 2011 -10-page project plan and transmittal
RES/FO memo

1C Initial info. gathering and Overall lead NMSS, NRR, 0.1 - Jul 2011 -Five-page table spelling out key
site/outage spec. NSIR assumptions/specs

Total 0.26 $0 Apr- Jul
2011

Phase 2: Model Development and Boundary Condition Specification
Jul - Oct Report providing seismic assessment

2A Initial seismic assessment DE/SGSEB NRR/DE 0.25 - 201 (inclu ding st i smof a s tes )
2011 (including estimates of damage states)

Jul - Oct Report providing structural assessment
Initial structural assessm ent DE/SG SEB NRR/DE 0.25 - 201 (inclu ding stima tes a s tes )

2011 (including estimates of damage states)

2B Scoping of onsite radiation DSA/FSTB 0.2 - Aug - Sep Report on issue, recommendation for any
fields and accessibility 2011 needed side project
Initial treatment of probabilistic DRA/PRAB NRR/DRA 0.25 - Jul - Oct Draft report discussing IE issues and
considerations 2011 draft event tree model
MELCOR model familiarization Report describing model and capabilities

2C and modification (including DSA/FSTB 0.2 - Aug - Oct that is not OUO-SRI. Additional
decay heat and RN 2011 parametric calculations
inventories) param tricalcultion
MACCS2 scoping of eventual DSA/SPB NRR/DRA 0.1 - Aug - Oct Report describing what results will be
results -presentation issues 2011 generated and presented
Emergency planning DSA/SPB 0.25 - Aug - Oct Report documenting "rules" for treating
assessment 1 2011 EP (e.g., ETE, EALs, etc.)

Note that the rollup of this plan provided in the main memo has certain assumptions that were made for ease in rolling up the numbers. Specifically, the rollup assumes (i)
fiscal year (FY) 2011 FTE covers the period from April 2011 - October 2011, (ii) FY 2012 FTE covers the period from November 2011 - project end, (iii) FY 2012 $ covers
the period from November 2011 - project end; and overall lead FTE is distributed between DSA/SPB (0.05/FY), DE/SGSEB (0.05/FY), DRA/PRAB (0. 1/FY) and DSA/FSTB
(remainder).
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Task Lead Other Offices RES RES Timeframe Product
____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ FTE $(k) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Briefings, assimilation of work products,

X Overall program management Overall lead 0.3 - milestones, draft communication plan,
etc.

Jul- OctTotal 1.8 $0 2011

Phase 3: Production Analysis

0.2 $150 Nov 2011 - Report documenting the MELCOR
3A MELCOR analysis DSA/FSTB NRR/DSS Feb 2012 analysis

3B Seismic/structural iteration DE/SGSEB NRR/DE 0.2 $50 Nov 2011 - Refinement (as needed) of
Feb 2012 structural/seismic assumptions

Continuation of treatment of Nov 2011 - Report documenting the probabilistic
3C probabilistic considerations DRA/PRAB NRR/DRA 0.2 $50K Apr 2012 considerations; event tree model andresults

3D MACCS2 analysis DSA/SPB NRR/DRA 0.2 $50 Mar - Ap Report documenting the MACCS2 results2012 ReotdcmnigteMCSreus

Emergency planning support DSA/SPB NSIRJDPR 0.2 $50 Mar - Apr Refinement (as needed) of the EP
2012 assumptions

Nov 2011 - Briefings, assimilation of work products,X Overall program management Overall lead 0.2 - Ar02 mlsoeec
IApr 2012 milestones, etc.

Nov 2011 -
Total 1.2 $350 Nov 2011

_____ _____ _____ __ _ _____ _____ _____ ____ Apr 2012 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Phase 4: Documentation & Review
Report development and RES

4A management review and Overall lead All 0.2 $75 Apr - May Interim final report; approved

approval 2012 communication plan

4B ACRS subcommittee mtg. Overall lead All 0.1 $25 Jun 2012 Verbal ACRS input
4C Other office review Overall lead All 0.05 $12.5 Jun 2012 Internal peer review comments
4D I RES Office Director approval Overall lead 0.05 $12.5 Jun 2012 RES Office Director input and approval

Total 0.4 $125 Apr- Jun
2012

Project Totals 3.66 $475 Apr - Jun
2012
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Coyne, Kevin

From: Stutzke, Martin
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2011 11:53 AM
To: Cupidon, Les
Cc: Schaperow, Jason; Coe, Doug; Helton, Donald; Coyne, Kevin

Les -

Based on our conversation earlier today, I made a quick (one-hour) look through NUREG-1 738 to better
understand the types of SFP accident sequences that were considered. Here's what I found:

1. The only seismic sequence considered involves a rapid draindown of the SFP due to its structural
failure.

2. The SBO sequences (which consider plant-centered, grid-related, and extreme weather) involve
boildown of the SFP inventory. The analysis credits refilling the SFP from either a separate diesel-
driven firewater pump (which is not dependent on offsite or onsite AC power) or via a fire brigade.

3. Seismically induced SBO is not considered.

I've briefly considered how recent changes to LOOP frequencies and offsite power recovery probabilities might
impact the conclusions of the study:

NUREG-1738 NUREG/CR-6890, Vol
(February 2001) 1 (December 2005)

Frequency of plant-centered and grid-related LOOP 8E-2/y 3.1 E-2/y
Frequency of extreme weather LOOP 1.1 E-2/y 5E-3/y
Probability that a plant-centered or grid-related LOOP is not 0.01 0.002
recovered within 24h
Probability that an extreme weather LOOP is not recovered 0.02 0.1
within 24h

This information implies that the contribution to SFP risk from plant-centered and grid-related LOOPs is lower
than estimated in NUREG-1738, while the contribution from extreme-weather-related LOOPs is higher.

The Safety/Risk Assessment of Generic Issue 199 (GI-1 99) concluded that the seismic hazard has increased
at most Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) sites. As a result, the contribution of seismic events to SFP
risks has probably increased overall, although there will be important site-to-site variations. My best guess is
that we could redo the NUREG-1 738 seismic risk calculations in about one month's time, assuming that
additional seismic fragility analysis of the SFP is not needed.

The inclusion of seismic sequences that do not involve SFP structural failure (e.g., seismically induced SBOs
leading to SFP boildown) may be important risk contributors. The scope of the proposed new site Level 3 PRA
project includes a thorough examination of these types of sequences.

Marty

Martin A. Stutzke
Senior Technical Advisor for PRA Technologies
Division of Risk Assessment
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research 7
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September 30, 2011

Mr. Craig Seaman
Senior Vice President
Engineering and Projects
NAC International
3930 East Jones Bridge Road, Suite 200
Norcross, GA 30092

SUBJECT: RECEIPT OF WHITE PAPER ON ESTABLISHING A BALANCED
PERSPECTIVE ON WET AND DRY STORAGE OF USED FUEL AT
REACTORS

Dear Mr. Seaman:

By letter dated July 7, 2011, you submitted a white paper on establishing a balanced
perspective on wet and dry storage of used fuel at U.S. reactors. This letter acknowledges
receipt of your paper. We have forwarded this white paper to the NRC Office of Nuclear
Reactor Research for further consideration on this issue. We are considering your paper as we
plan our upcoming Spent Fuel Technical Exchange on November 1, 2011, and the Spent Fuel
Storage and Transportation Regulatory Conference scheduled on November 2-3, 2011 .Spent
fuel regulatory topics related to this issue may be appropriate to discuss with you and other
stakeholders at this conference. We look forward to a continued dialogue on this topic.

If you have any questions regarding this matter, you may contact me at (301) 492-3297.

Sincerely,

IRA/

Michael D. Waters, Chief
Licensing Branch
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards

Docket Nos. 71-9225, 71-9235, 71-9270,
71-9332, 72-1002, 72-1003,
72-1013, 72-1015, 72-1020,
72-1031, and 72-1025

cc: R. Boyle, Department of Transportation
J. Shuler, Department of Energy



Coyne, Kevin

From: Stuyvenberg, Andrew
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 11:33 AM
To: Helton, Donald
Cc: Kuritzky, Alan; Correia, Richard; Coyne, Kevin; Coe, Doug
Subject: RE: Question for Commissioner TA Brief re: Waste Confidence (PLEASE RESPOND

TODAY)

Thanks, Don. I appreciate your speedy response. I'll follow-up if I have any more questions.

From: Helton, Donald
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 11:31 AM
To: Stuyvenberg, Andrew
Cc: Kuritzky, Alan; Correia, Richard; Coyne, Kevin; Coe, Doug
Subject: RE: Question for Commissioner TA Brief re: Waste Confidence (PLEASE RESPOND TODAY)

Drew,

In response to your questions below, in the context of Waste Confidence, and relative to the Commission
questions of "Do we already have sufficient technical bases for addressing fuel behavior for a period of 100
years in SFPs? What about 120 years?"

1. Do you have any information or expertise that is directly responsive to the Commissioner question? If
so, please respond to me by phone or e-mail.

I've worked on various aspects of beyond-design-basis SFP accidents off and on over the past 10 years. I'm
happy to answer any specific questions I can, however, I am in a supporting role on all spent fuel pool-related
matters. The one exception is the SFP portion of RES' Site Level 3 (Vogtle) PRA project, for which I am the
lead (SRM-SECY-1 1-0089). For all other projects, I can best contribute by supporting , as necessary, those
that have the lead (e.g.,

* JLD Tier 3 Item on Spent Fuel Transfer - Kevin Witt
* ties to license renewal treatment of SFPs in updated GElS - Jeff Rhikoff
* SFP requirements put in to place for losses of large areas of the plant - Eric Bowman
* Japan Lessons-Learned Order EA-12-049 - Eric Bowman
* Japan Lessons-Learned Order EA-12-051 - Steve Jones, etc.)
* SFP DBA issues - Steve Jones and Kent Wood
* RES SFP Scoping Study - Katie Wagner
* RES SFP zirc fire experiments at Sandia - Ghani Zigh
* RES SFP post-9/11 security assessments - organizationally, Kathy Gibson's division (RES/DSA) has

the lead though all 3 individuals involved have moved on (myself included)

2. Do you have any information that is not directly responsive, but that allows you to develop an opinion
that would be responsive to the Commission's question? If so, please respond to me.

I have essentially no familiarity with Waste Confidence-specific issues, and can only contribute by supporting
discussions (as needed) about SFP beyond-design basis accidents.

3. Do you have any information that is not directly responsive, but provides information about fuel and
spent fuel pools (and, where relevant, components) for periods shorter than 100 or 120 years? If so,
please respond to me.

10



'See answers above.

4. Are you aware of work by any groups outside of NRC (some have mentioned DOE and EPRI) that
address this issue? If so, please respond to me.

You indicated by separate email that you received (from Jeff Rhikoff) a copy of the "past studies" section from
the interim SFP Scoping Study report, which discusses a couple of peripherally related studies by EPRI and
NAC. We have anecdotally heard that EPRI is working on an SFP study but I do not know any details. We also
know that the PWROG is considering SFP issues in revising their SAMGs, but again no details. There is also
some activity related to standing up a SFP PRA standard writing group (ANS) and a OECD/CSNINWGAMA
working group on SFP deterministic modeling issues. None of the above are in the context of Waste
Confidence.

Best,
Don

From: Stuyvenberg, Andrew
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 10:55 AM
To: Wood, Kent; Clifford, Paul; Wong, Emma; Jones, Steve; Wise, John; Dunn, Darrell; Voglewede, John; Gavrilas,
Mirela; Pulvirenti, April; Wagner, Katie; Helton, Donald
Cc: Davis, Jack; Hull, Amy
Subject: Question for Commissioner TA Brief re: Waste Confidence (PLEASE RESPOND TODAY)
Importance: High

All -

I'm writing to you because I understand that each of you has expertise in addressing some aspect of spent fuel
storage in spent fuel pools. As you know, the NRC's 2010 Waste Confidence Decision update was recently
(June 8) vacated by the Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit,. and a variety of agency resource
have been focused on responding to the Court's vacatur in the time since then. One of these activities was
COMSECY-12-0016, in which the staff developed several options that could address the shortcomings
identified in the Court's decision.

In response to COMSECY-12-0016, the Commissioners asked several questions of the staff and requested a
Commissioner TA brief. One these falls to NRR (with support from RES, as needed). It is as follows:

"Do we already have sufficient technical bases for addressing fuel behavior for a period of 100 years in SFPs?
What about 120 years?"

I've spoken with several (although not all) of you to discuss the state of your waste-confidence-related efforts
to date, as well as to understand how your work relates to waste confidence. At this point, I'd like to pose
several specific questions to each of you:

5. Do you have any information or expertise that is directly responsive to the Commissioner question? If
so, please respond to me by phone or e-mail.

6. Do you have any information that is not directly responsive, but that allows you to develop an opinion
that would be responsive to the Commission's question? If so, please respond to me.

7. Do you have any information that is not directly responsive, but provides information about fuel and
spent fuel pools (and, where relevant, components) for periods shorter than 100 or 120 years? If so,
please respond to me.

8. Are you aware of work by any groups outside of NRC (some have mentioned DOE and EPRI) that
address this issue? If so, please respond to me.
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Based on conversations with several individuals (admittedly, I've not had an opportunity to directly speak with
'all of you), my sense is that we have not specifically addressed this issue, but have dealt with a variety of
related issues focused on the behavior of spent fuel and spent fuel pools over shorter time periods. Whatever
the status of our efforts, I think we'll need to tell that story in the Commissioner TA brief.

Please respond to me by COB today (Monday), if possible. Your response needn't be highly detailed - I
will follow-up with additional questions. The TA brief is on July 30 (one week from today), but I'll need to
assemble a draft version of our response by Wednesday of this week. If you have any questions, please call
me.

Best,
Drew

Drew Stuyvenberg
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
301-415-4006
Andrew.Stuyvenberg@nrc.gov
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Spent Fuel Pool Storage Safety

Steve Jones
Senior Reactor Systems Engineer

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Requirements - General Design Criteria
Protection against Natural Phenomena and Dynamic Effects

- Seismic design

- Robust structure protects against missiles

- Special provisions for heavy load (e.g., dry cask) handling

* Prevention of a Significant Reduction in Coolant Inventory

- Liner penetrations above fuel with anti-siphon features

- Spent fuel pool make-up water to restorelmaintain inventory

• Residual heat removal capability consistent with importance to safety

- Safety-related cooling system preferred

- Boiling with adequate make-up and ventilation acceptable

Requirements - General Design Criteria
* Appropriate Shielding, Containment, Confinement, and Filtering

- Large water inventory above fuel (>23 feet)

- Low leakage building with appropriate filtering

* Prevention of Criticality

- Seismic design of storage racks to control fuel geometry

- Fixed neutron poisons integral to storage racks

- Administrative control of fuel reactivity (burnup and enrichment)

• Fuel Storage Instrumentation

- Loss of Residual Heat Removal (Temperature and Level)

- Radiation

Criticality Prevention - 10 CFR 50.68
" Criticality monitors specified by 10 CFR

70.24, or
" Large margin to criticality

- Subcritical when flooded with un-borated water
- Credit for soluble boron to achieve margin

(PWRs)
- Limits fuel enrichment to 5 weight percent

Spent Fuel Pool Studies (pre 9/11)
* Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools

(GI-82)
- Generated conservative consequence estimates
- No regulatory action based on low drain-down frequency

* Report of SFP Cooling Design Deficiency (Lochbaum
and Prevatte - 1992)
- Design-basis LOCA and consequential loss of SFP coolant

inventory through loss of cooling
- Susquehanna site (BWR Mk Il) with shared refueling floor
- T.I.D. Source Term postulated to preclude SFP access
- Voluntary enhancements to SFP cooling capability
- No regulatory action based on low core damage frequency f

Spent Fuel Pool Studies (pre 9/11)
Spent Fuel Pool Storage Action Plan (1996)
- No seismic make-up at several sites - no action based on

seismic margin of piping and redundancy
- Inadequate drainage protection on piping at a few sites -

voluntary measures to enhance drainage prevention
- Level and temperature instrumentation issues at several sites -

voluntary installation of additional instrumentation or
development of administrative measures to monitor pools

- Spent fuel pool cooling reliability and capacity - voluntary
provision of emergency power and controls on heat load

* Assessment of Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
- Independent of NRR (published as NUREG-1 275. Vol. 12)
- Confirmed action plan proposals for resolution U

(1



Spent Fuel Pool Studies (pre 9/11)
- Study of Spent Fuel Pool Risk (NUREG-1738)

- Intended to evaluate need for EP, security and
insurance at decommissioning sites

- Risk dominated by beyond design basis seismic
events and cask drops that damage pool integrity

- Conservative assessment of offsite dose
consequences

- Concluded that risk was very low but significant
offsite consequences could not be ruled out
because adequate configuration for air cooling
was not assured

Industry Refueling Practices
* PWRs - generally full core offloads

- Improved outage flexibility

- Minimizes mid-loop operation

* BWRs- generally shuffle

- Shortens outage (more assemblies)

- Defuel for major inspections

* Spring 2011 Outage Experience

- 18 of 19 PWRs defueled (5 - 10 MW heat from core)

- Median time to defuel - 11 days; shortest - 7 days

- 1 PWR lost full core offload capability

- 1 of 11 BWRs defueled U

PWR Spent Fuel Pool Configuration BWR Spent Fuel Pool Configuration

Ur

~2-~ PW~~kqS~
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Coyne, Kevin

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Helton, Donald
Thursday, April 14, 2011 9:39 AM
Correia, Richard
Coe, Doug; Coyne, Kevin; Tobin, Margaret; Gonzalez, Felix
Spent Fuel Backgrounder Tables
SF Studies Chronology - 041411.pdf

Rich,

The attached spent fuel background tables have been updated by Maggie and I to include the new items
requested by NRR/DSS (SFP Cooling Action Plan) and NRR/DPR (2010 B5b History), as well as the 2003
Alvarez report and agency response mentioned in some of our recent meetings. The other item identified by
NRR/DSS (NUREG-1353) was already covered.

Best,
Don

Don Helton
Senior Reliability & Risk Engineer
Division of Risk Analysis
NRC Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
Physical address: 21 Church Street, CSB4-C9, Rockville, MD 20850
Postal address: US NRC / MS CSB4-C7M / Washington, DC 20555
Ph: 301 251-7594, Donald.Helton@nrc.gov
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US Risk Studies Related to Spent Fuel Storage or Transportation

Lead
Year Study Title: Scope end Synopsis-- entity

The results of this analysis indicate that the risk is solely from latent cancer fatalities, and no prompt

A Pilot Probabilistic Risk fatalities are expected. The risk is dominated by accident sequences occurring in three stages of the

Assessment Of a Dry Cask handling phase. These involve the drop of the transfer cask through the equipment hatch (Stage 18)
rase ystementOf a Dry Cask and drops of the MPC into the storage overpack (Stages 20 and 21). The aggregated risk values are

2007 Storage System At a Dry Cask NRC quite low. The estimated aggregate risk is an individual probability of a latent cancer fatality of 1.8E-12
(NUREG-1864) during the first year of service, and 3.2E-14 per year during subsequent years of storage. Note that
[ML071340012] when insufficient information was available, "conservative bounding assumptions or estimates" were

used. Other limitations include (i) no consideration of uncertainty and conservative assumptions about

the translation of failure modes to hole sizes, amongst others.

This report describes radiological risks and consequences to individuals from a bolted cask containing

Probabilistic Risk spent fuel from a PWR while the cask is on-site. The risk to the public from cask deisgn is extremely

Assessement (PRA) of low, with no calculated early fatalities and a first year risk of latent cancer fatality of 5.6E-13 per year

Bolted Storage Casks: Dry Cask per cask. Subsequent year risk to the general public is even lower, again, with no early fatalities and a
2004 Updated Quantification and Storage EPRI cancer risk of 1.7E-1 3 per cask per year. This report presents an update to the original study. The

Analysis Report (EPRI- update was performed to remove selected conservatisms from the original analysis. The methods
1009691) employed in the updated report are the same as those used in the original study. The seismic event

evaluated in this study used a seismic hazard representative of a location in the Northeastern United

States.

The results of the study indicate that the risk at SFPs is low and well within the Commission's
Quantitative Health Objectives (QHOs). The risk is low because of the very low likelihood of a

Technical Study of Spent Spent Fuel zirconium fire even though the consequences from a zirconium fire could be serious. The staff found
Fuel Pool Accident Risk at Pools/ that the event sequences important to risk at decommissioning plants are limited to large earthquakes

2001 Decommissioning Nuclear Decommissi NRC and cask drop events. Some important conservatisms associated with this study when applied outside
Power Plants (NUREG- omiss of its context include: (i) the use of assumed and often bounding configurations, (ii) simplified
1738) [ML010430066] oning treatment of the thermal-hydraulic response, (iii) conservative assumptions regarding structural

response, and (iv) EP response representative of a decommissioned site, amongst others. [Note that a
supporting CFD study is documented in NUREG-1726.]

Reexamination of Spent The results of this study and the previous studies demonstrate that the risks associated with the
ReexaShipminatRion o n t - shipment of spent fuel by truck or rail are very small. Overall, the results of this study confirm the

2000 Fuel Shipment Risk Transport- NRC validity of the NUREG-0170 estimates of spent fuel incident-free population doses. The results also
6672)E[MLaU3698324] show that the NUREG-0170 estimates of spent fuel accident population dose risks were very

conservative, as was believed to be true when NUREG-0170 was published



Lead
Year Study Title: Scope eti Synopsisentity

The staff performed probabilistic screening analyses and found that, in most cases, event frequencies
Followup Activities on the for sequences associated with these design issues were sufficiently low that further analyses were not

1997 Spent Fuel Pool Action Plan Spent Fuel NRC warranted. In one instance where the probabilistic screening criteria was met, the staff performed a
[ML003706412] deterministic evaluation of the issue using plant-specific information and found that safety

enhancements were not warranted.

The results of this study show that for a representative two-unit boiling water reactor, the annual

probability of spent fuel pool boiling is 5x1 0s and the annual probability of flooding associated with loss
Loss of Spent Fuel Pool Spent Fuel of spent fuel pool cooling scenarios is lx10 3 . Qualitative arguments are provided to show that the

1996 Cooling PRA: Model and Pool NRC likelihood of core damage due to spent fuel pool boiling accidents is low for most U.S. commercial1996Cooing RA:Modeand Pools
Results (INEL-96/0334) nuclear power plants. It is also shown that, depending on the design characteristics of a given plant,

the likelihood of either: a) core damage due to spent fuel pool-associated flooding, or b) spent fuel
damage due to pool dryout, may not be negligible.

Options studied included limited low-density reracking of spent fuel, installation of water sprays above

Value/Impact Analyses of the spent fuel pool, and the installation of redundant cooling and/or makeup systems. The results of
Accident Preventive and these studies indicated that the measures were in general not likely to be cost effective. The reasonAccidentig PrventivSeand Spent Fuel for this is due to both the low likelihood of a spent fuel pool accident that could result in a significant
Fuel Pools (NUREG/CR- Pools radiological release and the high cost of proposed modifications. These insights are largely contingent
5281) [ML071690022] upon compliance with guidelines developed for licensees to assure the safe handling of heavy loads in

the vicinity of spent fuel pools thus reducing the likelihood of the structural failure of the pool and rapid

loss of water inventory due to a cask drop event.

This was the first comprehensive evaluation of expanding requirements for fuel pool cooling. The
analysis concluded that if the decay heat level is high enough to heat the fuel rod cladding to about
900C the oxidation becomes self-sustaining, resulting in a Zircaloy cladding fire.The conditional

Regulatory Analysis for the probability of a Zircaloy cladding fire given a complete loss of water was found to be 1.0 for PWRs and
Resolution of Generic Issue 0.25 for BWRs in high density configurations. The conditional probability of a Zircaloy cladding fire

1989 82, "Beyond Design Basis Spent Fuel NRC given a complete loss of water in low density storage racks is estimated to be at least a factor of five
Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools less than for the high density configurations. Although these studies conclude that most of the spent
Pools" (NUREG-1 353) fuel pool risk is derived from beyond design basis earthquakes, this risk is no greater than the risk
[ML082330232] from core damage accidents due to seismic events beyond the safe-shutdown earthquake. Therefore,

reducing the risk from spent fuel pools due to events beyond the safe-shutdown earthquake would still
leave at least a comparable risk due to core damage accidents. Therefore, Alternative 1 - "No Action"
is justified.

Note: The "Comments" field has been populated by extracting text directly from the subject reports. Editorial comments (additional study limitations) have been
added only for NUREG- 1738 and NUREG- 1864.



Other Studies and Activities of Interest

Year Study Title: Scope Lead Synopsis

entity

To respond to a Commission's request, the staff performed a search to identify existing
classified and unclassified documents which describe the evolution of the implementation of

Documentation of Evolution of security requirements with respect to mitigation measures taken since September 11, 2001.
Docuriymentation ofwEvutin oIdentified documents were cataloged in an Excel database called the "Consolidated Timeline
Security Requirements with Spent Fuel Documents." The staff used the information contained in this database to prepare a summary
201 LargeFies t gatnd MElsus. Pools of the information, which is contained in the subject document. The report is responsive to the
for Large Fires and Explosions. Commission's request for a document describing the evolution of the implementation of
[ML092990438] security requirements

with respect to mitigation measures for large fires or explosions starting with the advisories
and through Phases 1, 2 and 3.

This assessment re-evaulated SFP environmental considerations related to spent fuel pools
Generic Environmental Impact by considering information developed since the original License Renewal GElS was issued in
Statement for Licnenta Impewal 1996. The update concluded that the environmental impacts from accidents at SFPs (as
Statemenfr Plicntse Renewa E.3.7quantified in NUREG-1 738) can be comparable to those from reactor accidents at full power

2009 of Nuclear Plants Appendix E.3.7 Spent Fuel NRC (as estimated in NUREG-1 150). Subsequent analyses performed, and mitigative measures
Report for Comment) [available employed, since 2001 have further lowered the risk of this class of accidents. In addition, even
on the external NRC website] the conservative estimates from NUREG-1738 are much less than the impacts from full power

reactor accidents as estimated in the 1996 GELS. Therefore, the environmental impacts stated

in the 1996 GElS bound the impact from SFP accidents.

These documents describe the NRC's denial of two petitions for rulemaking (PRM), one filed
Denial of Petitions for by the Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the other filed by the

2008 Rulemaking for PRM-51-10 and Spent Fuel NRC Attorney General for the State of California, presenting nearly identical issues and requests for
PRM-51-12 [ML080170587 Pools rulemaking concerning the environmental impacts of high-density storage of spent nuclear
(SECY); ML081710446 (SRM)] fuel in SFPs. This action was included as an example of the numerous activities that have in

litigation/contention space related to the topic of spent fuel storage.

Assessment of Differential Risk
in Spent Fuel Storage; High SThis document is a preliminary project plan put together by DSA in 2008, describing an

2008 Density and Low Density Pool Spent Fuel NRC approach for evaluating differential risk between the use of high density and low density SFP
Storage (DSA Project Plan) storage configurations.
[ML081790081]

White Paper on Spent Fuel Pool The paper provides a high-level comparison between the results of the RES SFP security
2008 Source Term Guidance Spent Fuel NRC assessments and the modeling employed in the Radiologic Assessment System for

2008 Pools Consequence AnaLysis (RASCAL) computer code. Specifically, the paper investigates how
[ML080780048] newer, state-of-the-art MELCOR and CFD analysis informs the timing and magnitude of

source terms for postulated spent fuel pool accidents, within the context of incident response.



LeadYear Study Title: Scope ead Synopsis
entity

Following the events of 9/11/01, RES conducted security assessments for spent fuel pools as
part of the agency's overall response. These studies considered aircraft impact and and other
sabotage events. They included extensive deterministic modeling of relevant accident

2002 - RES SEP Security Assessments Spent Fuel NRC progression scenarios, and formulated the technical basis for later agency activities under
ICM B.5.b. and the 'Phase 2' site-speicific assessments. This project also included

confirmatory BWR hydraulic and ignition testing at Sandia; ongoing PWR testing is being
performed as part of an OECD project.

Following the events of 9/11/01, NMSS conducted security assessments for dry cask storage
NMSS Dry Cask Storage and and transportation as part of the agency's overall response. The staff evaluated appropriate

2002 - Transportation Security d NRC representative spent fuel storage casks, spent fuel transportation packages, and radioactive
2007 Assessments [e.g., material (non-spent fuel) transportation packages that were certified at the commencement of

ML060340452] Transportation the evaluation. These studies considered aircraft impact and other sabotage events. The work
(along with other non-reactor/SFP assessments is covered in SECY-06-0045.

This study documents a Congressionally mandated study by the National Academies of the
safety and security of spent nuclear fuel storage. The study was sponsored by the NRC, and

Safety and Security of Spent Fuel National the National Academies Committee was briefed on numerous occasions by NRC staff
Safet andmSercurity SpentNuclr Fuel Nyatiol regarding past and ongoing studies related to this topic. The study resulted in a classified and

2006 Commercial Spent Nuclear Fuel Storage Safety Academi publicly available report. The publicly available report documented numerous findings and
Storage and Security es recommendations, many of which have been addressed as part of the agency's continued

activities in this area (e.g., the "Phase 2" site-specific assessments). The agency's initial
response to the study can be found at ML050280428.

This paper concludes that the authors' assessment of possible spent fuel pool accidents
stemming from potential terrorist attacks does not address such events in a realistic manner.

NRC Review of "Reducing the Spent Fuel In many cases, the authors rely on studies that made overly conservative assumptions or
Hazards from Stored Spent Pool were based on simplified and very conservative models. The NRC does not believe that the

2003Power-Reactor Fuel in the United fundamental recommendation of this paper, namely that all spent fuel more than five years old
States" [ML031210075r Cask Storage be placed in dry casks through a crash 10-year program costing many billions of dollars, is at

all justified. Spent fuel stored, in both wet and dry storage configurations, is safe and
measures are in place to adequately protect the public.



LeadYear Study Title: Scope ead Synopsis
entity

From the report: It has been known for more than two decades that, in case of a loss of water
in the pool, convective air cooling would be relatively ineffective in such a "dense-packed"
pool. Spent fuel recently discharged from a reactor could heat up relatively rapidly to

Reducing the Hazards from Spent Fuel Robert temperatures at which the zircaloy fuel cladding could catch fire and the fuel's volatile fission
2003 Stored Spent Power-Reactor Pools and Dry Alvarez et products, including 30-year half-life Cs-1 37, would be released. To reduce both the

Fuel in the United States Cask Storage a.I consequences and probability of a spent-fuel-pool fire, it is proposed that all spent fuel be
[ML031130327] transferred from wet to dry storage within five years of discharge. The cost of on-site dry-cask

storage.. .is estimated at $3.5-7 billion dollars.. .The removal of the older fuel would reduce the
average inventory of Cs-1 37 in the pools by about a factor of four, bringing it down to about
twice that in a reactor core.

An analysis of spent fuel heatup, using representative design parameters and fuel loading
Analysis of Spent Fuel Heatup assumptions was performed. Sensitivity calculations were also performed to study the effect
Following Loss of Water in a of fuel burnup, building ventilation rate, baseplate hole size, partial filling of the racks, and the

2002 Spent Fuel Pool: A Users' Spent Fuel NRC amount of available space to the edge of the pool. The spent fuel heatup was found to be
Manual for the Computer Code Pools strongly affected by the total decay heat production in the pool, the availability of open spaces
SHARP (NUREG-CR-6441) for air flows, and the building ventilation rate. [Note that SFP analyses performed by RES after
[ML021050336] this time did not rely on this computer code. Rather, they relied on the use of MELCOR and 2

CFD codes, along with confirmatory experiments.]

The report describes a dry cask storage PRA approach via appropriate supporting elements
Dry Cask Storage Probabilistic Dry Cask and investigates how the elements are best analyzed and integrated to provide PRA results

2002 Risk Assessment Scoping Study Drask EPRI and insights. This report does not document the development and results of a completed dry
(EPRI-1 003011) Storage cask storage PRA; rather, it assesses applicable methodologies for developing such a risk

assessment.

The overall conclusions were that the typical plant may need improvements in SFP
instrumentation, operator procedures and training, and configuration control. [Note that this is
the conclusion stated in the report, and has not been placed in the regulatory context of

Operating Experience Feedback balance-of-plant activities since the issuance of that report.] The staff determined that loss of
1997 Report: Assessment of Spent Spent Fuel NRC SFP coolant inventory greater than 1 foot occurred at a rate of about 1 event per 100 reactor

Fuel Cooling (NUREG-1275, Vol. Pools years. Loss of SFP cooling with a temperature increase greater than 20 F occurred at a rate
12) [ML010670175] of approximately 3 events per 1000 reactor years. The primary cause of these events was

human error. The staff determined that utilities' efforts to reduce outage duration have
resulted in full core off-loads occurring earlier in outages. This increased fuel pool heat load
reduces the time available to recover from a loss of SFP-cooling event early in the outage.

Note: This list contains references to sensitive documents, but is not believed to contain sensitive information by itself



Coyne, Kevin

From: Coe, Doug
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 5:51 PM
To: Coyne, Kevin; Stutzke, Martin; Hudson, Daniel
Cc: Correia, Richard; Helton, Donald
Subject: FW: Splashing of water from Spent Fuel during Fukushima Daiichi Earthquake.

FYI - something to consider for seismic models of SFP risk?: simultaneous loss of inventory and cooling due
to slosh ...........

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Scott, Michael
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 4:32 PM
To: Coe, Doug; Correia, Richard; Esmaili, Hossein; Helton, Donald; Murphy, Andrew
Subject: FW: Splashing of water from Spent Fuel during Fukushima Daiichi Earthquake.

Think we already saw this item.

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Sheron, Brian
Sent: Monday, June 06, 2011 4:25 PM
To: Gibson, Kathy; Scott, Michael; Tinkler, Charles
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: FW: Splashing of water from Spent Fuel during Fukushima Daiichi Earthquake.

Not that it would affect sequences a lot, but something to consider in SFP risk analyses.

- ---- Original Message -----
From: Peko, Damian [mailto:Damian.Peko(a)Nuclear.Enercqy..ovl
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 6:29 PM
To: DL-NITsolutions
Subject: Splashing of water from Spent Fuel during Fukushima Daiichi Earthquake.

As discussed in Monday's call, in a briefing by GE-H, Bryan Johnson stated that GE-H had about 40 people on
the Fukushima Daiichi site when the earthquake struck. One of these reported seeing water from one of the
spent fuel pools splash to above the level of the handrail of the spent fuel pool. Given a splash to this height
GE H estimates the pool would have lost 3 to 4 feet of water. This would uncover the suction on the pool
cooling, so the pool would have both lost this inventory and start to heat up from the time of the Earthquake.
At the time of the earthquake the lights went out and the evacuation alarm sounded so this person was not
able to observe the actual depth of the pool. NE is checking with GE to determine which pool this was.
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Abstract: The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
engaged in a number of key projects associated with enhancements to probabilistic safety assessment (PSA)
modeling, applications, and advancement of the PSA state-of-the-art. The objective of this paper is to
highlight several ongoing or recently completed RES projects, across a spectrum of nuclear power plant
application areas, including dynamic PSA for Level 1 and 2 analyses; simplified methods for estimating the
reliability of degraded piping systems in support of events and condition assessment; shutdown modeling;
and spent fuel pool risk assessment. For each of these examples, the paper will discuss key assumptions,
research challenges, and potential or completed applications.

Keywords: PSA, dynamic PSA, piping reliability, shutdown, spent fuel pool

1. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) makes use of probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) and
probabilistic safety assessment (PSA)l modeling and methods to inform its regulatory activities. As
described in the NRC's policy statement on the use of PRA, "the Commission believes that the use of PRA
technology in NRC regulatory activities should be increased to the extent supported by the state-of-the-art in
PRA methods and data and in a manner that complements NRC's deterministic approach" [1]. To support
this policy the NRC has incorporated the use of PRA tools and risk insights into many of its regulatory
programs and decision-making processes. Examples of these risk-informed programs and processes include:

* Reactor Oversight Process, (ROP): PRA is used to assess the performance of U.S. operating
commercial nuclear reactors as part of the NRC's Reactor Oversight Process [2]. PRA models help
to determine the risk significance of inspection findings or events in order to decide the allocation
and characterization of inspection resources, the initiation of an inspection team, or the need for
further analysis.

* Accident Sequence Precursor (ASP) Program: PRA is used to help screen and analyze operating
experience data in a systematic manner in order to identify those events or conditions most likely to
lead to inadequate core cooling and severe core damage [3].

* Generic Safety Issues: Risk analyses are used to screen (or prioritize) and rigorously analyze
generic safety issues to determine if licensees should be required to make a change to their plant or
to assess if the agency should modify or eliminate an existing regulatory requirement [4].

* License Amendment Reviews: The staff makes risk-informed decisions on plant-specific changes
to the licensing basis, as proposed by licensees, and provides risk perspectives in support of the
agency's reviews of licensees' submittals.

" Performance Indicators Verification: PRA is used to assist in the identification of threshold values
for risk-based performance indicators and in the development of an integrated performance indicator
(e.g., Mitigating System Performance Index [5]).

" Special Studies: The staff performs various studies in support of regulatory decisions as requested
by the Commission and other NRC offices (e.g., loss of offsite power and station blackout risk [6]).

• New Reactor Licensing Reviews: Risk analysis and insights are used to help focus the reviews of
new reactor designs to give appropriate attention to risk significant design features. PRA is used in
regulatory programs to identify the systems, structures, and components that are significant
contributors to plant safety [7] and to ensure that adequate treatment is applied to those non-safety-
related systems that perform risk-significant functions [8].

Note that the terms probabilistic safety assessment (PSA) and probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) are used
interchangeable throughout this report.



* Risk Management Regulatory Framework: The NRC is considering the use of a risk management
process to identify and evaluate issues and make decisions on appropriate defense-in-depth
protections for various radiological hazards [9].

The NRC develops and maintains risk tools that are used to support the aforementioned programs. The NRC
has established the Standardized Plant Analysis Risk (SPAR) model program [3], and these models are
developed and analysed using the Systems Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluation
(SAPHIRE) software [10]. The SPAR models and SAPHIRE software are the primary PRA tools that the
agency uses to support these risk-informed activities. In particular, the SPAR models are used to help
determine the risk significance of events and conditions revealed from inspection findings (under the ROP)
and determine the risk significance of operational events (under the ASP program).

Currently, 79 SPAR models representing the 104 operating commercial nuclear plants in the United States
are used for analysis of the core damage risk (i.e., Level 1 analysis) from internal events at operating power.
The Level 1 SPAR model includes core damage risk resulting from general transients (including anticipated
transients without scram), transients induced by loss of a vital alternating current or direct current bus,
transients induced by a loss of cooling (service) water, loss-of-coolant accidents, and loss of offsite power.
The SPAR models use a standard set of event trees for each plant design class and standardized input data for
initiating event frequencies, equipment performance, and human performance, although these input data may
be modified to be more plant- and event-specific, when needed. In some cases system fault trees contained in
the SPAR models may not be as detailed as those contained in licensees' PRA models. However, the staff
has performed detailed cut-set level reviews comparing the SPAR models to the licensees' PRA models to
identify differences and ensure that the most significant risk contributions are accurately represented in the
SPAR models. In addition to the internal event at-power models, the staff developed 18 external hazard
models; seven shutdown models; and three extended Level 1 models supporting large early release frequency
(LERF) and Level 2 modelling. The NRC staff has also worked in collaboration with the Electric Power
Research Institute to develop improved methods for support system initiating events [11]. The NRC has
ongoing programs with the objectives of continuing to maintain, improve and expand the scope of the SPAR
models.

Along with developing and maintaining the current generation of NRC PRA tools, NRC's Office of Nuclear
Regulatory Research also explores evolutionary PRA methods, often in association with the Office's long-
term research plan. The objective of this exploration is to meet the agency's strategic objective of using
state-of-the-art methods and tools. This enhances not only the capabilities of the agency's risk tools (such
that they can be used more easily and more broadly), but also fosters the expertise needed to support the
agency's program offices for regulatory reviews that utilize new approaches. Further, activity in this general
area is consistent with the agency's overall approach to risk assessment tools, as codified in the agency's
policy statement on the use of PRA [1].

2. RESEARCH AREAS

The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research at the NRC is engaged in a number of key projects associated
with enhancements to PSA modelling and application methods and advancement of the PSA state-of-the-
art. The first project discussed in this paper describes the development of a dynamic PSA method. The NRC
has remained engaged in dynamic PSA research for several years and recognizes the importance of
advancing PSA capabilities in this area. The second project involves development of a method to estimate
reliability of degraded piping systems. Several well-established methods have been discussed in the general
literature. The NRC is reviewing these methods to find an appropriate approach to support analysis of
emergent degraded piping issues discovered through inspection findings. The SPAR models, as discussed
above, are the primary PRA tools used in many of the agency's risk-informed activities. Expanding the scope
of a large number of SPAR models to include comprehensive coverage of all hazards and operating
conditions presents challenges and practical constraints must be applied. The NRC's approach for expanding
the SPAR models to include shutdown operations is presented below. Finally, spent fuel pool risk assessment
is an area of ongoing research and development. The agency's recent work on developing improved methods
for assessing spent fuel pool risk is discussed.

2.1. Dynamic PSA



The agency has collaborated with the University of Maryland (UMD) for over a decade in the area of
dynamic event tree Level I PRA. The collaboration with UMD has resulted in recent improvements to the
Accident Dynamics Simulator using Information, Decisions, and Actions in a Crew Context (ADS-IDAC)
software. ADS-IDAC is a discrete dynamic event tree computer code that dynamically treats accident
evolution, in concert with a thermal-hydraulic computer code such as RELAP5, with a focus on the cognitive
representation of the operators. Ongoing work focuses on improving the usability of the code platform (e.g.,
parallel processing capability, and an enhanced graphical user interface), as well as application of the code
for event assessment (e.g., 1 1th Probabilistic Safety Assessment and Management Conference (PSAM 11)
paper by Coyne et al. [12])

In related work, the agency conducted an internal scoping study in 2009 to evaluate both methodological and
implementation-oriented issues associated with the advancement of Level 2/3 PRA modelling
techniques. The scoping study created a taxonomy of methods approach classes, which is depicted in the
figure below. This effort included a meeting with targeted external stakeholders, and was documented in a
May 2009 report entitled, "Scoping Study on Advancing Modeling Techniques for Level 2/3 PRA" [13].

Following on the heels of the 2009 scoping study, the next phase of work began with the initiation of a
methods development project at Sandia National Laboratories. This phase of the work focuses on a dynamic
event tree approach that utilizes the MELCOR [14] accident analysis program in conjunction with the
aforementioned ADS-IDAC code platform. The development of the coupled code system has been
completed, and the tool suite has been applied to a demonstration problem investigating a pressurized-water
reactor station blackout scenario [15].

Figure 1. Sample High-Level Code Coupling Scheme
This figure illustrates a potential scheme for combining existing computer programs in a manner that
facilitates dynamic accident simulation. Current work focuses on the area within the dashed line.

The developed Discrete Dynamic Event Tree (DDET) tool, referred to as AIM (ADS-IDAC/MELCOR), was
applied to both short-term and long-term station blackout sequences in the demonstration evaluation. The
evaluation demonstrated the feasibility of modeling the dynamics of interactions between the plant and the
operating crew actions with the AIM tool. In particular, the IDAC framework for incorporating knowledge-
driven and procedural responses provided significant flexibility in modeling the plant's Emergency
Operating Procedures and Severe Accident Management Guidelines. Simulated accident progression
information from the MELCOR code was successfully transferred to ADS where it was utilized by IDAC to
help make simulated operator decisions. Resulting operator decisions were successfully implemented in the
MELCOR simulations to model operator actions through the use of interactive control functions.



AIM successfully executed 145 station blackout sequences for the demonstration problem and revealed some
interesting results. For example, the dynamic interaction between when failures occur, when operator actions
are taken, and phenomenological uncertainties in severe accident progression can potentially result in
substantial differences in the resulting accident behavior. This was most evident with regard to the
interactions between DC battery depletion time and operator actions to control the turbine-driven auxiliary
feedwater (TDAFW) pump flow to the steam generators and the reactor cooldown rate. A noticeable
bifurcation in the long-term SBO accident progression resulted from these interactions. In fact, a similar
interaction between steam-driven systems, operator actions, and loss of DC power occurred during the
accidents at Fukushima Daiichi which led to substantially different timing of core damage at Units 1 and 2
[16].

The demonstration problem provided verification that the use of a dynamic PRA approach can result in
useful insights. Use of dynamic PRA for Level 2 analysis does show promise for identifying insights that
would be difficult to identify using traditional (e.g., event tree, fault tree) approaches. However, at this time,
it is not practical to use a DDET approach as a replacement for the traditional PRA approach. Instead, these
approaches provide a beneficial tool for augmenting traditional Level 2 analyses. A DDET approach using a
tool such as AIM can be beneficial for addressing special issues where the accident progression may be very
uncertain and subject to different parameters. For example, the DDET approach could be used to determine
under what conditions consequential steam generator tube ruptures would occur before failure of the
pressurizer surge line during a severe accident in a PWR. It could also be used in a forensic application such
as evaluating how the interaction of uncertainties in our knowledge of the Fukushima Daiichi accident might
affect the accident progression.

2.2. Reliability of Degraded Piping Systems

As described above, the NRC uses a risk-informed process for assessing the significance of inspections
findings at operating nuclear power plants (NPPs) [17]. The NRC's SPAR models are used to analyze the
risk significance of events and conditions associated with a nuclear plant performance deficiency. As with
any PRA model, there are some systems, structures and components (SSCs) that are typically excluded from
the scope of the SPAR models due to their relatively low contribution to overall NPP risk. Many passive
SSCs, such as piping systems, are excluded from the SPAR models because under normal operating
conditions such SSCs are very reliable. However, the NRC has identified situations in which performance
deficiencies in NPP operator's practices and maintenance have contributed to degraded pipe conditions.
Under these degraded conditions the probability of pipe failure or degradation beyond minimum
requirements is increased and may contribute significantly to the risk assessment.

To support the risk significance determination of degraded pipe conditions the NRC is seeking a method for
estimating conditional pipe failure probabilities. The following were identified as desirable attributes for the
development of such a method:

" Provide a tool that is straightforward to use and is accessible to NRC risk analysts.
* Be able to support a quantitative risk assessment, i.e., produce a conditional failure probability.
* Based on established, referenced methods to the extent possible.

The NRC has performed initial studies to identify an appropriate method that meets the objectives stated
above. Available literature (e.g., conference papers, NUREG reports, studies by nuclear industry groups)
discussing methods to assess piping reliability were reviewed. The methods reviewed demonstrated different
approaches to assess piping reliability. The methods can generally be categorized as using one, or a
combination, of the following types of approaches:

* Expert judgment and/or expert panel, e.g., reference [18],
* Operational experience and data, e.g., references [19, 20, 21],
* Physical models to predict flaw growth and failure, e.g., reference [22].

There are advantages and disadvantages associated with each of these approaches. The formal use of expert
judgement can provide valuable insight; however, the use of such a practice to inform routine assessment of
emergent issues would be impractical. The agency is considering approaches based on operational data and
approaches that use physical modelling.



As part of initial studies to identify established methods on estimating piping reliability, the NRC reviewed
available literature on the topic. The literature review identified several examples of methods that use
operational data for estimating passive component reliability [19, 20, 21]. The NRC has used data from the
OECD/NEA pipe failure data exchange (OPDE) 2 project [23] to explore the potential of using such a
method. One of the challenges in using a data-based approach is identifying a data population that is relevant
to the specific piping failure being analyzed. The following qualities are considered to be important for any
type of pipe failure.

Material - The pipe material can determine how susceptible the pipe is to different degradation
mechanisms.
Environment - The pipe environment, both internal and external, includes the medium being
transported (e.g. water, steam, chemicals), pressure, temperature, electrical, magnetic, or other
conditions that can adversely affect the pipe.
Stress - Stresses including both design operating conditions and conditions that exceed the designed
use of the pipe should be considered. In addition to stresses from the environmental conditions
above, tensile and compressive loads, vibrations, and other forces applied to a component are
important to pipe integrity

The OPDE database contains records that span a wide variety of pipe materials, operating conditions and
environments, stresses and degradation mechanisms. Only a portion of these are likely to be relevant to a
specific analysis. An analyst must select the attributes of the relevant data population. This process is
necessary to accurately characterize the conditional pipe failure, but it also limits the number of data records
that can be used for estimating a failure probability.

An example problem was developed to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method for estimating
conditional pipe failure probabilities to support risk assessments [24]. The OPDE data records relevant to the
demonstration problem were identified. These records were reviewed to determine how many resulted in
failures of degraded pipes. The goal of this review was to estimate the conditional failure probability
Pr(tQC), where F represents the occurrence of pipe failure and C is the condition that the specified system,
material, process medium, and degradation mechanism are present. For the purposes of this analysis, a
failure was considered to be a significant structure failure of the pipe that would cause the initiation of an
accident (e.g., loss of service water, internal flooding) or prevent the system from performing its accident
mitigation function. In reviewing the selected population of OPDE data records, the authors found that none
of the records met this failure criterion. Although no failures were identified, a conditional failure probability
can still be obtained using the Bayes' updating technique. While this approach can be used to estimate a
conditional failure probability, the lack of failure evidence yields considerable uncertainty in the mean value
result.

Several challenges were encountered in using data to estimate conditional failure probabilities and using
those probabilities to support a risk assessment. In particular, defining the criteria for a pipe failure is a
challenge for this study. The data reviewer must use interpretation and judgment to assess whether the event
was a failure or not. The demonstration problem described in reference [24] found that none of the data
records of degraded piping involved a failure. This is an unsurprising result when one considers that effective
inspection and maintenance programs will identify and repair pipe degradations before they can progress to
the point of causing a substantial failure. Estimating the likelihood of a pipe failure could be better informed
if additional information about these events were available, such as:

" How long was the degraded condition present before it was identified and corrected?
* Have there been recurring degradations at the NPP?
* Has the degradation impacted multiple components or system trains?

This level of information may not be readily available from the data, but the use of additional information
sources may be considered to improve the method of estimating conditional failure probabilities in future
work. Another consideration is the use of a Markov modeling approach that accounts for repairs, as
demonstrated in reference [19].

2 The OPDE project was completed in 2011. The work to produce an international database of piping service experience

is now continued under the OECD/NEA Component Operational Experience, Degradation and Ageing Programme
(CODAP) project.



The NRC is currently working with Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) to explore the use of
physical models to estimate reliability of piping systems. Physical modelling approaches have demonstrated
value in characterizing specific postulated failure mechanisms, particularly for very rare and consequential
failures. But, these methods typically require detailed information related to the pre-existing flaw distribution
and the specific failure mechanism being studied. Such detailed information may not be available to support
a risk assessment that must be completed in a timely manner. In addition, the tools used for performing these
calculations can require expert-level knowledge to be used properly. These tools may not be readily
accessible to NRC risk analysts. Despite these challenges, PNNL is exploring the use of a simplified physical
modelling approach. Such an approach could be employed for order-of-magnitude estimates for emergent
issues under NRC's Reactor Oversight Process and could be useful for validating estimates based on
operational data.

The conceptual approach for estimating pipe failure probabilities involves a load-capacity model that relates
the residual wall thickness of a degraded pipe to a failure pressure. This approach uses a widely accepted
model of corrosion depth, d, as a function of time, t, as described in reference [25] and shown in the
following equation,

d =ktm (1)

The scale factor, k, and the exponent, in, can be calculated from test data or established from electrochemical
principals. This simple formulation can provide a reasonable reproduction of corrosion findings that are
discovered during NRC inspections. The model also allows the analyst to consider aleatory variability in the
corrosion conditions that could impact the probability of pipe failure.

After establishing the corrosion conditions in the degraded pipe using equation (1), a rupture pressure model
is used to estimate probability of pipe failure. Many rupture pressure models have been developed in the past
to evaluate the remaining strength of corroded pipelines. The various models differ in conservatism in the
calculated limit pressures and by the amount of information required to characterize the depth, length, width,
and orientation of the corroded area. Zhou and Huang [26] compare several well-known burst pressure
models against measured burst tests of full-scale experiments reported in the literature.

The work on the selection of an appropriate rupture pressure model for this approach is ongoing. Work also
continues on other aspects of the approach including characterization of the pressure loads (including
transient loads) to which a degraded pipe may be exposed. The current progress suggests that a physics-
based modelling approach could be a viable approach for estimating conditional failure probabilities for
degraded piping conditions. The NRC and PNNL will continue to develop a physics-based approach as well
as continue to refine approaches for using operational experience and data for piping reliability estimates.

2.3. SPAR Models for Shutdown Operations

The scope of NRC's SPAR model program has typically been limited to the analysis of the core damage risk
(i.e., Level 1 analysis) from internal events at operating power conditions. Over the last several years, the
NRC has been working with the Idaho National Laboratory (INL) to expand the scope of selected SPAR
models to include aspects of external hazards, Level 2, and shutdown risk. The INL has a long history of
developing the SPAR models and supporting low power and shutdown risk assessment studies, as described
in reference [27]. A number of inspection findings that have occurred during low power and shutdown
conditions have motivated the need for enhancements to the SPAR models to include those conditions within
the model scope. One of the challenges in developing a low power and shutdown model is to apply practical
scope limitations to prevent the model size and level of detail from becoming unwieldy while still
maintaining adequate characterization of the significant risk contributors. This is a particularly important
challenge for the SPAR model program because of the number of models that the NRC maintains.

For the most recent SPAR shutdown model revisions, referred to as SPAR-SD, the scope has been limited to
selected key plant operating states (POSs) and accident scenarios. The SPAR-SD models include POSs
covering shutdown operations but do not include low power operations. The models are not intended for
comprehensive risk assessments of an entire outage period, but rather for focused assessment of events and



conditions related to NRC inspection findings. These models are intended to provide a starting point for
NRC analysts to assess the most risk significant events and conditions during shutdown conditions. The
models may need to be modified and/or enhanced to address a specific analysis.

The SPAR-SD models focus on those plant configurations that rely primarily on the residual heat removal
(RHR) system for removal of decay heat. The modelled POSs for BWRs and PWRs are defined in Table 1
and Table 2, respectively.

Table 1. SPAR-SD Boilin Water Reactor Modelled Plant Operating States
POS Identifier Technical Average Reactor Coolant Reactor Coolant System Status

Specification Mode Temperature (°C ['F1)
M4 Mode 4, Cold < 100 [212] RCS inventory at normal level in vessel,

Shutdown vessel head fully tensioned
M5 Mode 5, Refueling < 100 [212] RCS inventory at steam line level, vessel

head detensioned
M5U Mode 5, Refueling < 100 [212] Refueling cavity filled, vessel head

removed

Table 2. SPAR-SD Pressurized Water Reactor Modelled Plant Operating States
POS Identifier Technical Average Reactor Coolant Reactor Coolant System Status

Specification Mode Temperature (°C 10F1)
M4 Mode 4, Hot Shutdown 177 [350] > Tavg > 93 [200] RCS inventory at normal level in

pressurizer, RCS pressure boundary
intact, steam generator loops are filled

MR Mode 5. Cold < 93 [200] RCS inventory reduced to vessel flange,
Shutdown RCS pressure boundary intact, steam

generator loops are drained
ML Mode 5, Cold < 93 [200] RCS inventory reduced to hot leg

Shutdown midloop, RCS pressure boundary
vented, steam generator loops are

blocked
M6 Mode 6, Refuelling < 93 [200] Refuelling cavity filled, vessel head

removed

Each of the POSs defined in Tables 1 and 2 are assigned a time window that is based on the expected time to
be in the POS after reactor shutdown. The time window is used to estimate the heat generation rate, which
along with water volume determines the time to boil and influences the time available for operator actions.
The time window is assigned based on when the POS is entered with respect to refuelling. Three categorizes
are defined: early (POS is entered before refuelling), late (POS is entered after refuelling), and refuelling
(vessel head removed). Default time windows are assigned based on available plant specific information. For
analysis of an actual event, the timing assumptions should be revisited to reflect the timing of that event.

The SPAR-SD models consider a limited number of initiating event accident scenarios. The following
initiating events may be modelled.

* LORHR - Loss of decay heat removal by the RHR system.
* LOI - Loss of coolant inventory.
* LOOP - Loss of offsite power.
* ML-OD - Inadvertent reactor level overdrain (only applicable for PWRs entering POS ML).

A template event tree has been developed for each of these accident scenarios. The template event trees
provide a starting point for the assessment of an accident scenario. Variations of these events can be created
and quantified as necessary when needed for an assessment. For example, variations on LORHR events may
include:

" Loss of RHR pump flow
* Inadvertent RHR isolation
* Loss of vital AC bus
" Loss of RHR heat exchanger cooling (local failure)



* Loss of component cooling water to the operating RHR heat exchanger
" Loss of service water train to the operating RHR train.

Assumptions about equipment availability are important to consider in any shutdown risk assessment. For
the SPAR-SD models, the systems analysis and unavailability assumptions are generally adopted directly
from the SPAR model for operating conditions. However, planned maintenance activities during an outage
can greatly impact the availability of critical equipment and the risk associated with those plant
configurations. SPAR-SD uses a standard set of availability assumptions for critical equipment. An example
for a PWR SPAR-SD model is shown in Table 3. These assumptions should be reviewed for applicability to
an individual assessment. The at-power failure rates and testing/maintenance unavailabilities should be
adjusted to values applicable to the plant-specific shutdown conditions, if there is sufficient justification to
do so.

Table 3. Shutdown Equipment Availability Assumptions for LORHR Initiating Event
POS RHR Status Steam Forced Venting Gravity Recirculation RWST

Generator Injection RCS Injection Refill
Cooling

M4 Train I failed, available available available possible available possible
Train 2 not
aligned

MR Train 1 failed, not available available possible available possible
Train 2 available
available

ML Train I failed, not available in effect possible available possible
Train 2 available
available

M6 Train I failed, not not in effect not not available possible
Train 2 available available available
available

Human reliability analysis (HRA) is another important consideration for the SPAR-SD models. Because of
the very limited number of automatic equipment actions that are typically functional during shutdown,
operator actions are more dominant during shutdown than during at-power conditions. In addition, because
of the large numbers of sequences that contain multiple human error probabilities, HRA dependency analysis
is critical to realistic shutdown analysis. Many of the sequences take many hours to lead to core damage
leaving significant time for operators to perform required tasks. Available HRA methods generally do not
supply good guidance on dealing with these issues.

The SPAR-SD models use the SPAR-H method [28] for HRA. As with any HRA method, SPAR-H has
modelling and analysis limitations. SPAR-H identifies eight performance shaping factors (PSFs) capable of
influencing human performance: available time, stress and stressors, experience and training, complexity,
ergonomics, procedures, fitness for duty, and work process. Traditionally, accounting for the influence of
multiple shaping factors with multiple levels of influence without imposing a high degree of expert
consensus judgment on the HRA process has proven difficult. Ultimately, the analyst's expertise and
judgment comes into play in assigning the correct level of PSF, particularly in the scenarios where there is
limited time available to diagnose the failures and recover from it.

The SPAR-SD models expand the capability of the SPAR model program allowing NRC analysts to assess
risk significant events and conditions that have occurred during shutdown operations. As with any
assessment of low power and shutdown risk, scope limitations ought to be considered to keep the model at a
manageable size and support long-term maintenance of the model. The SPAR-SD models do not provide a
comprehensive tool for analysing the complete scope of a typical plant outage, but rather provide a base set
of model pieces covering the important POSs and accident scenarios during shutdown operations. To
effectively use these models, NRC analysts must review the specific event or condition in question and
modify, supplement, and enhance the model as necessary to support the analysis.

2.4. Spent Fuel Pool Risk Assessment



The NRC has several ongoing research and development activities in the area of spent fuel pool (SFP)
consequence and risk assessment, ranging from experimental studies of zirconium fire characteristics to the
application of deterministic tools in predicting SFP accident response. This section focuses on one of these
activities, the development of a SFP risk assessment model for the two operating units at the Vogtle Electric
Generating Plant as part of a recently initiated full scope site Level 3 PRA study [30]. Vogtle has two 4-loop
Westinghouse pressurized water reactors, each with a dedicated SFP. While the two SFPs are distinct, they
can be cross-connected via channels that connect to a common cask loading pit, and fuel is often moved from
one unit to the other to accommodate difference in storage arrangements between the two pools.

There are numerous ways to break down the overall PSA development, and there is no PSA standard in use
in the United States for this area. Here, the SFP PSA development has been broken down in to the eight
technical elements, each of which is described briefly below. In terms of the interface between the SFP PRA
and the reactor / dry cask storage portions of the site risk assessment, the planned boundaries are (i) the
physical containment/fuel handling building boundary and (ii) the regulatory SFP to dry cask storage
boundary established by the U.S. regulatory structure. Regarding there being two SFPs, the current intent is
to rigorously model the SFP with the larger (and more limiting) inventory, and to then apply that model to
the other unit via a mix of qualitative and quantitative analysis. Finally, the way in which the overall site risk
assessment will accommodate multi-source events (e.g., an event that concurrently impacts a reactor core
and an SFP) is still under development. The eight technical elements are described below:

* The Initiating Event technical element includes items such as: (i) the establishment of internal and
external hazard initiating event frequencies (including ensuring consistency with the analogous
frequencies used for the reactor analysis), (ii) screening, grouping, and hazard discretization, and
(iii) the discretization of the operating cycle in to a finite number of quasi-static snapshots that can
be deterministically analyzed. For the latter item, a representative outage and operating cycle is
defined based on recent historical data, and the configuration of the pool with respect to the pool-
wide and last-offload decay heat, fuel transfer gate(s), fuel transfer tube, fuel pattern arrangement,
status of reactor containment, and cask pit. Tentatively, seven operating cycle phases have been
defined that adequately address these considerations.

* The Structural Analysis technical element includes the development of (i) finite element or
simplified models to represent the SFP, the fuel handling building, and the connection to the
containment; (ii) the assessment of available site-specific information to establish likely failure
modes and locations, (iii) performance of analysis to confirm and update these modes/locations, and
(iv) assessments of other structural aspects that may affect the course of an SFP accident. Examples
of the latter item include debris that might enter the pool following an energetic event and the
impacts of foundation settling following a large seismic event.

* The Accident Sequence Analysis is designed to analyse the possible accident progression pathways
and develop the event trees that will be used to represent them. In this case, the reactor analogy is
being applied, whereby the accident progression is divided in to "Level 1" and "Level 2" states. The
demarcation of these (equivalent to core damage in the reactor analogy), will be defined using a fuel
damage surrogate that can be readily assessed by a simplified thermal-hydraulic model. The two
surrogates currently under consideration are water level at 2/3 of the active fuel height and water
level at 1/2 of the active fuel height. The "Level I" event trees will cover the portion of accident
preceding this surrogate, and will likely focus on three broad event types: (i) loss of cooling with no
immediate loss of inventory; (ii) reduced inventory resulting from events such as transfer gate seal
failure; and (iii) any events leading to leakage at a location below the rack baseplate. The "Level 2"
event trees will pick up the accident at the time the selected surrogate is reached, and will likely treat
the severe accident progression based on whether the accident precedes as: (i) a partial .draindown,
wherein the water continues to cover the rack baseplate for the majority of the accident, (ii) a
complete draindown, wherein the baseplate is cleared early in severe accident progression, or
(iii) hybrid situations, wherein mitigative actions or other accident features cause the situation to be
more dynamic with respect to water level.

" The Systems Analysis technical element is used to cover many of the System Modeling and Data
analogues from the reactor PRA. Specifically, it includes the development of data (and basic event



probabilities) necessary to support modeling of SFP-specific structures, systems, and components. It
also covers the development of system fault trees to model the relevant SFP-specific systems.

" The Human Reliability Analysis technical element is directly analogous to the reactor situation in its
intent. The main difference here is the change in procedural domain. In the United States, the
Emergency Operating Procedures do not directly address SFP accidents. Rather, these are treated
primarily by Anticipated Operating Procedures and Extensive Damage Mitigation Guidelines. The
first step in the SFP HRA is to establish the HRA method, or set of methods, that are most applicable
to the situation, and work in this area is ongoing.

* The Accident Progression and Success Criteria Analysis technical element focuses on the
deterministic nuclear analysis, thermal-hydraulic, and severe accident analysis that will be used to
guide the development of the event trees, assign system success criteria, provide sequence timing
information to the HRA, predict accident behavior, and estimate radiological releases. In this case
that means analysis using the SCALE code suite and the MELCOR severe accident code. The staff
envisions that two MELCOR models will be used. The first will be a simplified heat/mass balance
model that includes the fuel handling building (including both SFPs) and the containment connected
to the SFP being studied. This simplified model will be used for scoping sequence timing issues
(both to support HRA and to make screening determinations) and multi-source interactions. This
technical element also includes equipment survivability assessments considering the effects of
temperature, radiation, etc.

" The Quantification technical element is analogous to its reactor counterpart. The logic model
developed under the previous technical elements is linked and solved. Treatment of common-cause
failure and dependencies are reviewed to ensure they've been properly handled. Outputs such as
importance measures, fuel damage frequency, and release frequency are generated.

* Finally, Uncertainty Analysis is broken out as a separate technical element, although it could be
handled within the other technical elements. The approach will be assign uncertainty distributions
for all parameters in the logic model, and propagate those uncertainties within the Level 1 PRA and
the Level 2 PRA to arrive at uncertainty distributions on the fuel damage frequency and the release
frequency. Treatment of correlation will clearly be a challenge. For model uncertainties (i.e., those
items that do not uniquely relate to a particular parameter in the model), the approach will be to
identify the uncertainty, characterize it, and to utilize NRC's guidance on the treatment of PRA
uncertainties [29] to define the subset of model uncertainties that warrant sensitivity analyses.

The above approach is intended to generate an SFP PRA that is capable of being directly or indirectly linked
to a reactor and dry cask storage PRA, allowing for the characterization of site risk. More information on the
overall project is available in reference [30]. Also, an earlier, but more detailed description of the SFP PRA
approach for this project can be found in Chapter 15 of reference [31].

3. CONCLUSION

The NRC supports the development of PRA technology and has incorporated the use of PRA tools in many
of its risk-informed regulatory activities. The paper highlights four areas where improvements to the NRC's
PRA methods and tools have been achieved: dynamic PSA, reliability estimates for degraded piping systems,
shutdown risk assessment, and spent fuel pool risk assessment. The agency's PRA projects involve both the
application of established methods and tools to enhance regulatory programs and also research and
development activities to advance the state-of-the-art. The NRC continues to pursue work in these areas
through internal research and domestic and international collaborations.
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From: Demoss. Gary

To: Correia. Richard; Co, Doug
Cc: Gavrilas. Mirela
Subject: RE: comments please by COB Tuesday 5/14: EST Annual Status CommConc_5-9 DSD comments

20130510-mg.docx
Date: Monday, May 13, 2013 2:02:00 PM

Rich/Doug,

I found no issues with this SECY paper and recommend concurrence.

The risk analysis activity rate has been very low and is expected to very low for a while. As
we learn more about the degradations mechanisms (discussed in the SECY paper) and
their potential consequences there may come a time when some additional risk analysis is
appropriate. At that point, risk insights may be able to help prioritize research and
regulatory activities.

Gary

From: Gavrilas, Mirela
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:44 AM
To: Correia, Richard; Coe, Doug; Demoss, Gary
Subject: Fw: comments please by COB Tuesday 5/14: EST Annual Status CommConc_5-9 DSD
comments 20130510_mg.docx

Rich/Doug,

This is what I sent to Gary Friday.

Please let me know if you have additional questions.

M.

From: Gavrilas, Mirela
To: Hogan, Rosemary; Csontos, Aladar; Demoss, Gary; Lee, Richard; Santiago, Patricia; Zigh, Ghani;
Voglewede, John
Cc: Dunn, Darrell; Oberson, Greg; Rubenstone, James; Doolittle, Elizabeth; Thomas, Brian; Case,
Michael
Sent: Fri May 10 15:09:33 2013
Subject: comments please by COB Tuesday 5/14: EST Annual Status CommConc_5-9 DSD comments
20130510_mg.docx

We received from NMSS a draft of the annual EST Commission paper. Darrel and I
reviewed it; our comments (largely editorial and definitely optional) are noted on the
attached.

The paper is short, easy to read, and accurately captures RES activities.

NMSS is seeking RES OD concurrence by next Thursday. I would appreciate receiving
your comments by COB on Tuesday 5/14, so we can brief Brian and Steve if necessary.

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks and have a great weekend,



From: Wagner. Brian

To: Demoss. Gary

Subject: RE: DRAFT USER NEED REQUEST - EXTENDED STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION REGULATORY PROGRAM
REVIEW

Date: Monday, March 28, 2011 4:44:54 PM

Gary,

I've reviewed the updated UNR for EST and our stuff hasn't significantly changed from the
last time we looked at it. However, two things to note
1) the deliverable deadline for Task 4 "Develop state-of-the art consequence data and
assessment tools for extended dry cask storage" has been extended to April 2012 so we
would not have that information to use in our task and
2) we were ok with the schedule but we were also expecting the UNR to go out about 2
months ago. The literature review part shouldn't take very long and my schedule should
be very open pretty soon but July is right around the corner.

We can discuss when you get back.

Brian

From: Demoss, Gary
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 12:54 PM
To: Wagner, Brian
Subject: FW: DRAFT USER NEED REQUEST - EXTENDED STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION
REGULATORY PROGRAM REVIEW

Brian - please take a look at this

From: Coe, Doug
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 10:31 AM
To: Demoss, Gary
Cc: Coyne, Kevin; Correia, Richard; Siu, Nathan
Subject: FW: DRAFT USER NEED REQUEST - EXTENDED STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION
REGULATORY PROGRAM REVIEW

Gary - I know you have been working this. The schedule appears pretty demanding, with
our deliverables in July and Sept 2011. Are we willing to commit to this?
If Nathan has not already been engaged on this, please get his strategic input.
Let's discuss your approach at your next weekly.
Thanks,
Doug

From: Chidichimo, Gabriele
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2011 9:52 AM
To: Lui, Christiana; Gibson, Kathy; Richards, Stuart; Einziger, Robert; Tripathi, Bhasker; Waters,
Michael; Lorson, Raymond; Ordaz, Vonna
Cc: Mohseni, Aby; Kokajko, Lawrence; Davis, Jack; Compton, Keith; Walker, Dwight; Valencia, Jennifer;
Parker, Nicole; RidsNmssSfst Resource
Subject: DRAFT USER NEED REQUEST - EXTENDED STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION REGULATORY
PROGRAM REVIEW

Declared Document Available For Viewing



MEMORANDUM TO: Brian Sheron

FROM: Catherine Haney

DATED: 3/17/11

SUBJECT: DRAFT USER NEED REQUEST - EXTENDED STORAGE AND
TRANSPORTATION REGULATORY PROGRAM REVIEW

ADAMS Accession NO: ML1 02510641

Gabriele Chidichimo
Administrative Assistant
Nuclear Materials Safety and Safeguards
Division of High-Level Waste
EBB-2C-05
Mailstop: E2B02
(301) 492-3588
gabriele.chidichimo( nrc.gov



From: Coe.Doug
To: Weaver. Doug; Scott Michael; Monninger. John; Dis k
Cc: Correia. Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lombard, Mark Demoss. Gary; Wagner. Katie; Coyne. Kevin Wagner. Brian

Taylor. Robert; Ruland. William; Lui. Christiana Layton. Michael
Subject: UPDATE #1 - RES support for Tier 3 Additional Recommendation #5 (T3AR5)
Date: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 10:33:39 AM

Jack/Doug/John/Mike,

This is the first update per my commitment below to keep you apprised of progress of our
collaboration efforts regarding T3AR5 and the corresponding SRM (M120607C from the
June ACRS meeting with the Commission) and other directions we have or will receive on
this topic.

Gary Demoss is going to work with his counterparts and the staff listed below to set
up a 'brainstorming' session within the next couple weeks for determining what type
of risk analysis RES will present to the ACRS in the March timeframe. Given that
we will not be able to complete a comparative PRA that will fully meet the needs of
NRR for T3AR5 between now and the end of January, we need to decide what Man
be done that will be:
a) accomplishable by the end of January 2013, b) as responsive as possible to the
SRM, and c) included within the T3AR5 overall plan as a step toward what is
ultimately needed.

Please feel free to forward these updates and let me know if you want any other
addressees added.

Please let Rich or I know of any questions, comments, or concerns.

Many thanks,
Doug

From: Coe, Doug
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 3:11 PM
To: Ruland, William; Weaver, Doug
Cc: Correia, Richard; Gibson, Kathy; Lombard, Mark; Davis, Jack; Scott, Michael; Demoss, Gary;
Wagner, Katie; Coyne, Kevin; Wagner, Brian; Monninger, John
Subject: Task 2.2 (RES SRM plan) comparative risk analysis next steps

Bill/DougW - thanks again for taking the time to come up to CSB today. Really appreciate that level
of engagement from you.

I've asked Gary Demoss (RES/DRA) to take the lead for defining RES's SRM plan Task 2.2 consistent
with NMSS input and NRR overall approach to T3AR5.

We will look at the feasibility for completing a comparative risk analysis (across a full spectrum of
initiating events) to be ready for ACRS review at a March S/C meeting. This means we need to get it
to ACRS in early February which is when Kathy is currently trying to schedule their review. We will



work with Kathy and you and JLD to determine best timing to vet our proposed approach with the

RES/NMSS/NRR Office Directors and with the Fukushima Steering Committee.

Gary's lead analyst (Brian Wagner) will work with your staffs to:

a) Define the risk metric that will be utilized, and
b) Define the scope of the "Alternative" case(s) that will be compared to the status quo (base

case) to determine the delta risk.

The twin objectives of this comparative PRA will be to help put the SFPSS into a more complete risk
context (the presumed SRM objective) and to help facilitate NRR's decision-making process for
T3AR5. We are also standing by to help, as requested, with the NRR overall plan to address T3AR5.

We expect the comparative risk analysis will draw to the max extent possible from existing
documented risk analyses and that 'gaps' may exist that will need to be addressed with either rough
calcs or a qualitative assessment. If we collectively feel we need more time to do the job right, we'll

collectively discuss extension options.

From the recent DSA list of points of contact, we have (DD, BC, staff lead):

RES/DRA - Rich/I, Gary Demoss, Brian Wagner (and Don Helton on a consulting basis)
RES/DSA- Kathy/Mike, Richard Lee and Pat Santiago, Katie Wagner and AJ Nosek

RES/DE - Mike/Stu, Rosemary Hogan, Jose Fires

NRR/DSS - Bill/Jack, Greg Casto, Steve Jones (we will assume that you will work with NRR/DPR

Tim/Sher as needed)

NRR/JLD -John/Rob, Bill Reckley, Kevin Witt

NMSS/SFST- Mark/Doug, Meraj Rahimi, Earl Easton and Drew Barto

I'll keep the above DD list apprised of progress on the comparative PRA task (2.2) and Gary will do

the same for the BCs. Please let Rich or I know of any questions, comments, or concerns.

Thanks again all,

Doug

Doug Coe

Deputy Director

Division of Risk Analysis (DRA)
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES)

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Rockville, MD

301-251-7914

doug.coe@nrc.gov



From: Coe Doua

To: Demoss. Gary; Coyne. Kevin" Peters. Sean; Sallev. MarkHenrv Ott.William

Cc: Correia. Richard; Shaffer, Vered; Siu. Nathan; Nicholson. Thomas; Stutzke. Martin; Barnes, Valerie

Subject: RE: ACTION: Agenda for September DOE NRC EPRI Meeting in Charlotte
Date: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 11:18:33 AM

Attachments: ACTION Aoenda for Sentember DOE NRC EPRI Meetine in Charlotte.mso

Gary/Kevin/Sean/Mark/Bill -

To assist me in preparing for the upcoming EPRI meeting, please provide

a. a one-pager summary/status/plans of our research activities in your below-listed areas and

as per the attached agenda,

b. note any problems and whether additional engagement with EPRI or DOE is desired from

your perspective

c. separately, please note any 'on-the-margins' discussion items (Vered has already captured

those previously submitted)

d. note what staff member will be available at the designated time for discussion of your

topic(s).

Provide to Vered by COB Thursday this week.

Many thanks,

Doug

From: Coe, Doug
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 2:17 PM
To: Demoss, Gary; Coyne, Kevin; Peters, Sean; Salley, MarkHenry; Ott, William
Cc: Correia, Richard; Shaffer, Vered; Siu, Nathan; Nicholson, Thomas; Stutzke, Martin; Barnes, Valerie
Subject: FW: ACTION: Agenda for September DOENRCEPRI Meeting in Charlotte

FYI - please let me know if you think something is on the agenda (or not on it) in error. The items

on the agenda may be subject to development of slides or talking points at least.

Gary - Spent fuel pool analyses

Kevin - Level III PRA (and possibly DI&C PRA)

Sean - HRA work
Mark - Fire PRA work

Bill - ASR and related concrete issues

Thanks,

Doug

From: Rini, Brett
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 1:22 PM
To: Case, Michael; Gibson, Kathy; Coe, Doug; Sheron, Brian; Uhle, Jennifer
Cc: Richards, Stuart; Correia, Richard; Scott, Michael; Armstrong, Kenneth; Dion, Jeanne; Shaffer,
Vered
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Subject: ACTION: Agenda for September DOENRCEPRI Meeting in Charlotte

All,

Please review the attached agenda for the upcoming meeting with EPRI and DOE and let me

know if you have any comments by COB August 29.

Please send me your background material and/or slides by COB September 7.

Background

Please find attached the current draft agenda for next month's meeting with EPRI and DOE in

Charlotte. We took all the RES and EPRI topics and merged them into the attached, and I
incorporated any comments that I received from you all yesterday. DOE hasn't yet provided any

topics for discussion. Please review the agenda and let me know if you have any comments by COB

August 29.

Based on the agenda topics, please determine if you would like to have power point slides or talking
points for each of the topics. EPRI plans to do the same, and I anticipate the meeting will be a mix of

presentations and more casual discussions. If you plan to use PowerPoint, for consistency, please
use the standard NRC PowerPoint template with the white background

(http://www.internal.nrc.gov/ADM/branding/presentations.html - bottom right of the four main

templates). In addition, please determine if you will need supporting staff to present from CSB via

GoTo Meeting or if you would like to handle all the discussions yourself. Please send me your

background material and/or slides by COB September 7.

The current list of EPRI and DOE attendees is below. I just found out on Wednesday that Neil
Wilmshurst is no longer available due to a conflicting meeting at IAEA. At this point, I don't

recommend rescheduling the meeting, but let me know if you have any concerns.

* Ken Canavan, Director of Plant Technologies

* Kurt Edsinger, Director of Materials

* Greg Selby, Director of NDE

* Christine King, Director of Fuels, Chemistry, Low Level Waste, and Radiation Monitoring

* Rosa Yang, Senior Technical Executive

* Dave Modeen, Consulting Executive

* Sherry Bernhoft, Program Manager for LTO

* John Kessler, Program Manager for HLW

• Andrew Sowder, Senior Project Manager for HLW

* Albert Machiels, Senior Technical Executive

* Brian Schimmoller, Marketing Communications Lead for Nuclear

* Steve Swilley, Senior Business Operations Manager

* Rebecca Smith-Kevern, Director for LWR Technologies, DOE



FYI, the current plan is to have dinner on the 1 8 th at FireWater (http://firewatercharlotte.com/),

which is a short drive from EPRI and the hotel.

Thanks for your help,

Brett



From: Demoss, Gary
To: Wagner, Brian; Alaama. Don
Subject: RE: SFPSS: New COMSECY from NRR
Date: Friday, April 12, 2013 8:37:00 AM

I can make a case for saying that we meet the first sentence, although, in the SFPSS
appendices we didn't focus on it as much is I thought we could have. We have not done
the second sentence, but I think that NRR will do it during the Tier 3 work.

From: Wagner, Brian
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 4:43 PM
To: Algama, Don
Cc: Demoss, Gary
Subject: RE: SFPSS: New COMSECY from NRR

Don, Gary,

Again, I believe RES considers the comparative assessment called for in SRM M120607 to
be satisfied by Appendices B and C in the SFPSS. This is contrary to the language in the
draft COMSECY which says it would be completed as part of Phase 2 of the Tier 3 work.

For reference, here is a link to the COMSECY http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/doc-
collections/commission/srm/meet/2012/m20120607c. pdf

The language in question is
"The Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research should conduct a comparative assessment of
SFPSS results against previous studies of safety consequences associated with loading,
transfer, and long-term dry storage. These previous studies should be updated as
necessary to conduct the comparative assessment."

Thanks,
Brian

From: Algama, Don
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 4:03 PM
To: Esmaili, Hossein; Helton, Donald; Murphy, Andrew; Nosek, Andrew; Pires, Jose; Compton, Keith;
Easton, Earl; Barto, Andrew; Wagner, Brian; Chang, James
Subject: SFPSS: New COMSECY from NRR

Team:

Attached (and may also be found in SP) is the latest version of the COMSECY that NRR
intends to submit in April. Please let me know if anything stands out.

-Don A.



From: Waaner. Man

To: Demoss. Gary

Subject: Updated EST report

Date: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:19:46 PM
Attachments: Risk Gaos for EST-chanaes tracked.docx

Gary, I made a few changes to the EST report. Here is a new version with changes

tracked.

Brian



From: Demoss, Gary

To: Coyne, Kevin; Helton. Donald

Cc: Waaner. Brian
Subject: RE: SFPSS: New ES
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 12:17:00 PM

I'll second what Kevin said, and add a couple of comments. I think that incremental
progress has been made in all areas but the discussion on safety goals, and Kevin and I
(and others) may be overruled there. However:

The ES has gotten quite repetitive - almost frustratingly so. The team can clean that up. I
will give my suggestions to Brian.

I don't like the frequencies being reported as a probability statement in the form ... six in
10 zillion times per year...". However, this is probably a result of OPA's recent input.

Because of the hurried re-writes, the word selection is poor and inconsistent and the
sentence structures have degraded. Again, the team can clean that up.

From: Coyne, Kevin
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 10:07 AM
To: Helton, Donald
Cc: Wagner, Brian; Demoss, Gary
Subject: RE: SFPSS: New ES

Thanks for the heads up Don -

I read the revised ES quickly, looking for a few key items. It's making incremental
progress, but my two biggest concerns at this point are:

* I think the ES glosses over a key fact about the site specific nature of the findings -
and use of the term "reference site" is very misleading in this case (since the term
would normally be interpreted as the use of a site with some degree of generalizability
- which may be the case, but we really don't know...). The ES also needs to clearly
explain the key limitations of the study in order to provide (wait for it ... ) "context" (since
I think the casual reader would come away with the feeling that results discussed in the
ES are more general than they are...)..

* I don't believe the safety goal comparison is valid, despite how much window dressing
has been put around it. We are trying to give "context" to the public health risk and
have made the case that the SFP is doing great after an severe and relatively rare
seismic event that is well beyond the site design basis. Hooray! But what about the
two reactor cores siting on the site? If the potential insult to the reactor plants is not
brought up in this comparison (along with the site specific nature of the analysis), the
safety goal comparison is not only invalid, but also egregiously misleading (particularly
if the audience is intended to include the general public).

I'll obviously take a more careful look when get the report... Thanks again for both your
and Brian's work on this (along with the rest of the team) - I fully recognize that the ES is
a product of the overly constrained nature of the concurrence/review process....
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From: Demoss, Gary
To: Waaner. Brian
Cc: Helton, Donald; Coyne, Kevin
Subject: SFPSS SummaryBCOPA.docx
Date: Friday, May 03, 2013 12:15:00 PM
Attachments: SFPSS Summary BC OPA.docx

Brian,

Some more specific comments and suggestions for the ES. Working the regulatory
analysis, which I quickly read today, into the ES is a whole new challenge. It covers a lot
of ground not covered by the report or the ES.

Gary
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Demoss, Gary

From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Attachments:

Siu, Carolyn
Thursday, December 01, 2011 10:52 AM
Ordaz, Vonna; Wagner, Brian; Demoss, Gary; Correia, Richard; Jordan, Natreon; Goldfeiz,
Eliezer; Barto, Andrew; Coe, Doug; Rahimi, Meraj
Transmittal of Report on Calculating the Probability of Misloads in Burnup Credit Spent
Fuel Transportation Packages
Memo.docx; Enclosure.docx; ADAMS Document.APK

If you have any questions or comments, please contact Brian Wagner at 301-251-7595.

Carolyn c iu
Contract Administrative Assistant 11
Office OF Nuclear Regulatory Research
Division oFRjsK Analysis
UV5. Nuclear TRegulatory Commission
CsB- Ao6
division line: 302-251-7430
direct line: 301-251-7568
fax: 301-251-7q24
Carolyn.§iugnrc.gov

some stories are true that never happened.
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November,30, 2011

MEMORANDUM TO: Vonna L. Ordaz, Director
Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards

FROM: Richard Correia, Director IRA D. Coe for!
Division of Risk Assessment
Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research

SUBJECT: TRANSMITTAL OF REPORT ON CALCULATING THE
PROBABILITY OF MISLOADS IN BURNUP CREDIT SPENT
FUEL TRANSPORTATION PACKAGES

For your information, enclosed is a technical report entitled, "Estimating the Probability of
Misload in a Spent Fuel Cask." This report responds to user need NMSS-2010-001, available in
the Agencywide Documents Access and Management System (ADAMS) under Accession No.
ML093140517 (not publicly available).

In that request, the Division of Spent Fuel Storage and Transportation (SFST) in the Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS) requested RES to evaluate the probability of
misloads in burnup credit spent fuel transportation packages. Specifically, SFST has requested
RES to (1) determine the probability of a single or multiple assembly misload in a spent fuel
transportation package, (2) determine the misload probability for ranges in burnup values
dependent on the spent fuel pool inventory, and (3) review the misload events to determine the
underlying cause of each event and to identify common failure modes.

The enclosed report estimates the probability of single and multiple misloads in two ways. First,
the process of loading a cask was modeled using event trees and fault trees. This model was
useful in better understanding the potential significant drivers of misload probability. Second,
the probability of a cask misload was calculated empirically from the known misloads. In both
cases the misload probability was calculated to be in the 10-2 to 10-3 per cask range, which is
considered credible. The analysis identified four cases in which multiple-cask misload events
were detected after the licensee had placed the assemblies in the cask and completed their
standard review process. The misload probability for any given range in burnup values will be in
proportion to the number of those assemblies that are present in the pool. Finally, misload
events were evaluated to gain insights into their underlying causes. The observed misloads
occurred as multiple misloads and were the result of errors in the planning process.

CONTACT: Brian Wagner, RES/DRA
301-251-7595



V. Ordaz -2-

A draft version of this report, dated December 6, 2010 (ADAMS Accession No. ML102700300)
contains proprietary information and therefore is not publicly available. The enclosed report has
been updated to remove the non-public information, as well as to address SFST staff
comments.

RES has established an on-line quality survey to collect feedback from User Offices on the
usefulness of RES products and services. The URL for this survey is sent by the RES Branch
Chief responsible for this product/service to (his/her) counterpart(s) in your Office via email. I
would appreciate it if you would see that this short-approximately 5 minutes-survey is
completed by the responsible manager or supervisor, giving your Office's views of the delivered
RES (product/service), within the next 10 working days.

Enclosure:
As stated

DISTRIBUTION:
NJordan, NMSS
DCoe, RES

EGoldfeiz, NMSS
MRahimi, NMSS

ABarto, NMSS
DRA r/f

ADAMS Accession No.: ML113191134
OFFICE RES/DRA/PRB RES/DRA/PRB
NAME B. Wagner G. DeMoss

RES/DRA
R. Correia
D. Coe for)

11/30/11 IIDATE 111/15/11 111/15/11

OFFICIAL RECORD COPY



Estimating the Probability of Misload in a Spent Fuel Cask

1 Introduction

Criticality safety analyses of spent fuel systems have traditionally assumed that the fuel is fresh,
resulting in significant conservatism in the calculated value of the system's reactivity. This
assumption has led to the design of low-capacity spent fuel storage and transport systems. If
credit is assumed for fuel burnup, allowing one to account for the reactivity decrease, more
compact systems can be designed by reducing conservatism in the analysis while maintaining
an adequate criticality safety margin. Such reliance on the reduced reactivity of spent fuel for
criticality control is referred to as "burnup credit." If burnup credit is applied, cask inventory can
be increased, thereby reducing the required number of casks for a given amount of spent fuel.

2 Objective

The purpose of this report is to respond to a user need request originating from the Office of
Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards (NMSS), Division of Spent Fuel Storage and
Transportation (SFST). SFST asked the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research (RES) to (1)
determine the probability of a single or multiple assembly misload in a spent fuel transportation
package, (2) determine the misload probability for ranges in burnup values dependent on the
spent fuel pool inventory, and (3) review the misload events to determine the underlying cause
of each event and to identify common failure modes.

3 Approach

The probability of misloading one or more assemblies was calculated using two distinct
methods. First, the process of loading a cask was modeled using an event tree, as discussed in
Section 5 of this report. Probabilities for each of the top level events were obtained using
available empirical spent fuel pool data as well as human error probabilities (HEPs). In addition
to providing a theoretical estimate of the misload probability, this model can provide insights into
which aspects of the cask loading process have the greatest effect on the probability of misload.
In the second method, the misload probability was directly calculated from the number of known
misload events and the number of casks and assemblies that have been loaded to date (see
Section 7.2). It should be noted that this calculation, of course, only includes misload events
that were identified as part of this effort. An unquantified uncertainty results because misload
events may have occurred without being discovered or reported in the literature.

The intended use of the calculation is to provide information and a structure to support
subsequent misload analyses. Before using the results of this calculation, the user should verify
applicable assumptions about the waste packages and the loading processes.

Any one of the following undesirable events would be considered a misload: (1) the
misplacement of a correctly identified fuel assembly into an incorrect dry cask location, (2) the
inadvertent assignment of an incorrect (higher or lower) burnup value to a (correctly identified)
fuel assembly, (3) the selection of a fuel assembly with an incorrect identification number for
loading, (4) the loading of a correctly identified fuel assembly having a cooling time, burnup or

ENCLOSURE



enrichment that does not meet the loading acceptance criterion, or (5) any other fuel placement
that is either unintentional or not in accordance with technical specifications. A misplaced
assembly is not considered to be a misload until all routine checks and reviews within the
loading process have been exhausted and have failed to identify the error.

Conversely, in the industry literature, an assembly that was misplaced at some point during the
cask loading process is often referred to as a misload, even if it was corrected during routine
checks and reviews. This report does not count these as misload events for several reasons.
First, accurately tallying the total number of misload events would be very difficult because such
events are not tracked in a central database and may not meet U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) reporting requirements, depending on when the error is corrected.
Secondly, the report is primarily concerned with cases in which the entire loading process,
including reviews, fails. Finally, if a misplaced assembly is discovered before the cask is
sealed, appropriate corrective actions can be taken and significant consequences will be
unlikely.

3.1 Computer Code

The computer code System Analysis Programs for Hands-on Integrated Reliability Evaluations
(SAPHIRE) V7.28 (10) is used to develop and quantify the event tree.

3.2 Estimation of Human Errors

Cask loading activities rely on many human actions necessitating the estimation of HEPs. The
HEP is a measure of the likelihood that plant personnel will fail to initiate the correct, required, or
specified action or response in a given situation, or that they will perform the wrong action.
Techniques for Human Error Rate Prediction (THERP) is a commonly used method for
estimating HEPs in nuclear power plant applications. Although it was primarily developed for
use with nuclear reactors, THERP is also used to solve more general human reliability problems
such as cask loading procedures. THERP was used to model several human actions. There is
some ambiguity about which HEP best fits a particular task, increasing the uncertainty in the
results.

4 Loading and Misloading Data

According to the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), approximately 52,000 assemblies
had been loaded into 1,200 casks as of year-end 2009 (Ref. 1). Table 1 lists the industry
misloads that have been identified as part of the analysis presented in this paper. In addition to
public references, the staff reviewed a proprietary Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO)
report on fuel handling events, but it contains no additional events that meet this report's
definition of a misload. The misload event data are used for the empirical calculation of misload
probability performed in Section 7 of this report. Although the event at McGuire was identified
as a misload and involved an incorrect assembly being loaded into a cask, the error was caught
before all routine checks and reviews were completed; thus, the event does not meet the criteria
for a misload outlined in Section 3. This report includes it here for completeness but the
empirical calculation of misloads presented in Section 7.2 does not include it.
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Table 1. Cask Misload Events

Plant Date Event Description Reference
Palisades 1999 11 fuel assemblies with insufficient cooling time (cooled for NUREG/CR-7017

4 years instead of 5) were misloaded into 5 different casks. (Ref. 2)
The error was caused by calculating cooling time by EPRI (Ref. 3)
planned loading date rather than by the actual loading Morning Report
date. (Ref. 4)

NUREG/CR-6998
(Ref. 5)

McGuire Dec 2005 An incorrect spent fuel assembly was nearly misloaded Nuclear Fuel
into a cask. The event was attributed to the crane (Ref. 6)
inadvertently picking up an incorrect assembly in a location
adjacent to the correct assembly.

North 2007- 13 assemblies were misloaded into 7 casks. The Event Notification
Anna 2009 certificate of compliance for the NUHOMS cask included Report #46697

limits for "Heat Load Zones." These limits were not (Ref. 7)
adhered to.

Surry 2007- An unknown number of assemblies were misloaded into 4 Event Notification
2009 NUHOMS casks. The error mechanism was the same as Report #46698

at North Anna. (Ref. 8)
Grand June 2008 34 fuel assemblies exceeding the allowed decay heat EPRI (Ref. 3)
Gulf and/or burnup were loaded into 4 casks. The event was Event Notification

attributed to an error in the cask loader database, and was Report #44306
discovered during a data update of the database. (Ref. 9)

NUREG/CR-6998
(Ref. 5)

4.1 Estimation of Fuel Transfer Errors

A Bechtel study, "Waste Package Misload Probability," which was based on data collected by
Framatome for the period 1985-1999, estimated the fuel transfer error probability for any
particular fuel transfer in the spent fuel pool or dry cask, resulting from selection, procedure,
equipment, human and fuel fabrication errors. The fuel-handling events were compiled from a
"review of all license event reports and other published reference media (e.g., INPO library
database) that pertain to fuel-handling events." The report categorized a total of 327 events as
"misloading"1 events out of a total of 1,199,000 fuel assembly movements (Ref. 10). Section 5.5
below repeats this calculation using basic principles of Bayesian statistics.

Of the events categorized as misloads, the authors of the Bechtel report considered a number
of them not applicable to disposal of fuel at a monitored geological repository, which the study
was intended to support. For example, some fuel assemblies loaded into the core were placed
in locations not permitted by technical specifications (e.g., next to a wall). In other cases, the
fuel assemblies were placed in the correct location but with the wrong orientation. Bechtel's
calculation of misload probability did not include these events. The RES staff judges this to be a
reasonable assumption for the purposes of this calculation.

As stated in the Bechtel report, the total of 1,199,000 transfers is based on the number of
operating cycles at all nuclear power plants, assuming that each refueling batch makes up one

1 Although the reference used the term "misloading," it is not consistent with this report's definition of a misload. This

report will refer to these events as "fuel transfer errors" and will use "misload" as defined in Section 3.
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third of the core. Although the Bechtel calculation of 327 total events included the errors during
all movements counted in licensee event reports and other sources, the total of 1,199,000 fuel
movements does not include fuel assembly movements associated with dry cask storage or
spent fuel shuffle and re-racks within the spent fuel pool, making this total smaller than the true
total number of movements. Thus, the staff judges that the Bechtel report's estimate of fuel
transfer errors is likely to be conservative.

5 Misload Event Tree

5.1 Cask Loading Process

This section describes the process of loading a cask beginning with the planning stage and
ending when all routine checks and reviews have been completed (shown in Figure 1). The
focus is on the aspects of the process that can lead to a waste package being misloaded with
the incorrect fuel assembly. This description is primarily based on the information provided in
EPRI's 2008 report "Criticality Risks During Transportation of Spent Nuclear Fuel" (Ref. 3) and
NUREG/CR-7017, "Preliminary, Qualitative Human Reliability Analysis For Spent Fuel
Handling," issued in 2011 (Ref. 2). Because cask loading procedures vary from plant to plant,
the following description is meant to be at a high level and not representative of any one facility.
The event tree in the following section models this process.

First, the appropriate engineering department at the plant will determine which assemblies will
be loaded into the cask. The assemblies should be chosen such that their properties (e.g.
burnup and cooling time) are in accordance with the certificate of compliance that was approved
for the cask. Assembly data are extracted from some form of special nuclear material database
software that is used to track assemblies in the spent fuel pool (SFP). A review is performed to
verify that the appropriate assemblies were selected.

Once the assemblies are selected, a fuel move sheet is generated. This sheet is a standard
form containing step by step instructions with the alphanumeric grid locations and fuel assembly
serial numbers needed to locate the appropriate assemblies and move them to the correct
location in the cask. A second reactor engineer reviews the fuel move sheet to check that it was
properly constructed from the assemblies chosen for loading.

Next, a physical inventory to verify that the assembly locations contain the serial numbers
specified in the database may be performed. This can be done with an underwater camera.
The event tree does not to explicitly model this activity for several reasons: (1) it is not clear that
this check is always performed, (2) if it is performed, it is in conjunction with the fuel transfer and
thus is accounted for in the empirical data used for that step, and (3) certain types of errors
would not be caught by this verification.

Once the planning is complete, fuel handling personnel follow the plant's standard procedures
for moving fuel along with the fuel move sheet. This consists of verifying the grid location in the
pool to move the crane to, moving the crane there, confirming that the crane is in the intended
location in the pool, grappling the fuel, verifying the intended cask location, moving the crane
there, confirming that the crane is in the intended location in the cask, and, finally, placing the
fuel in the cask. This process uses three part communication, as in the following example:

Person 1: Headed to grid location bravo-7 to pick up #74824, over.
Person 2: I confirm grid location bravo-7 to pick up #74824, over.
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Person 1: Roger, out.

Once the cask is fully loaded, a supervisor, nuclear fuel engineer, or other appropriate plant
personnel will verify that the correct assemblies are loaded into the cask using an underwater
camera or some other means to check the cell locations and assembly serial numbers. This
process may be recorded. If a recording was taken, an independent, third-party review may be
performed. These reviews verify that the serial numbers of the assemblies loaded into the cask
match those chosen to be loaded. Errors in the selection process for assemblies chosen for
loading will not be caught in these reviews.

Figure 1. Dry cask loading activities

5.2 Event Tree Model

The cask loading process described in the previous section was modeled using event tree
methodology. An event tree is a systematic process for identifying all possible accident
sequences 2 that can result from an initiating event. The event tree consists of top level events
that are systems or activities relied on for the desired outcome. Generally, the up branch is a
success and the down branch is a failure of the top event. A fault tree can further break down
top events into basic events. Depending on the success or failure of the top events, analysts
can determine which sequences lead to a misload in the waste package and can quantify those
sequences. Although the probability of misload is calculated empirically in Section 7.2, the data
are limited. An event tree model can offer additional insights about how misloads occur and
what checks and reviews can help to avoid them.

The probabilities used for the top events in the event tree come from both empirical data and
the HEPs described in Section 3.2 and summarized in Table 2. Figure 2 shows the misload
event tree, and Figures 3 and 4 show the fault trees for top events 2 and 3. All other top events
are single event fault trees and are not shown.

2 A "sequence" is a series of successes and failures of top level events. It is a particular "path" through the event
tree.
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Figure 2. Misload event tree
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Incorrect Assemblies
are Selected to be

Loaded in the Cask:

CHOOSE-ASSEMBLIES-REVIEW CHOOSE-ASSEMBLIES- SELECT

Figure 3. CHOOSE-ASSEMBLIES fault tree

MOVE-SHEET-REVIEW

Figure 4. MOVE-SHEET fault tree
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5.3 Event Tree Top Events

Top Event 1: IE-CASK

The initiating event is the commencement of activities that lead to fully loading a cask with
assemblies.

Top Event 2: CHOOSE-ASSEMBLIES

This top event represents choosing which assemblies will be loaded into the cask. As shown in
the fault tree in Figure 3, failure of this top event occurs when assemblies are improperly chosen
and the mistake is not caught in review. Failure could stem from errors in the spent fuel pool
database, procedures, the engineer making a logic error, and so forth. Subsequent reviews in
top events 5 and 6 do not review which assemblies are chosen and will not catch an error in this
top event. Based on historical evidence, errors at this point in the planning process are likely to
lead to multiple misloads. The HEP used for the basic events CHOOSE-ASSEMBLIES-
SELECT and CHOOSE-ASSEMBLIES-REVIEW are items 1 and 3 from Table 2.

Top Event 3: MOVE-SHEET

This top event includes transferring the selected assembly data to the standard fuel move sheet
and reviewing the move sheet (Figure 4). This activity is reviewed in top events 5 and 6.
Sequences including failure of this top event are assumed to lead to single assembly misloads.
The HEPs used for MOVE-SHEET-SELECTION and MOVE-SHEET-REVIEW are items 1 and 3
from Table 2.

Top Event 4: FUEL-TRANSFER

This top event represents individually transferring fuel assemblies from the spent fuel pool to the
correct cask position. The probability of this top event is based on historical evidence described
in Section 4.1. In the data it is unclear what caused the errors and how they were identified.
The model assumes that the errors occurred during fuel transfer and were discovered during
review. The fuel transfer error calculation (Section 5.5 of this report) describes the estimation of
the HEP based on the Bayesian approach. The calculation uses Jeffreys' non-informative prior
distribution updated with evidence of 327 misload errors out of a total of 1,199,000 fuel transfers
to arrive at a mean HEP value of 2.73x10-4/transfer and 8.7xl0-3/cask in a 32 assembly cask.

Top Event 5: FINAL-REVIEW

This top event represents the review of fuel movements against the assemblies chosen to be
loaded. It can catch errors in generating the fuel move sheet and transferring fuel (top events 3
and 4). The HEP used for this top event is Item 2 from Table 2.

Top Event 6: INDEPENDENT-REVIEW

If the final review was recorded, an independent review may be performed. This top event
represents independent verification and review of the video recording and verifies the serial
numbers and locations of fuel assemblies within the cask against the assemblies chosen for
cask loading. This activity reviews the fuel move sheet (top event 3) but not which assemblies
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were chosen for loading (top event 2). The HEP is item 2 of Table 2. For plants that do not
have an independent review the probability of failure for this top event should be set to 1.

Table 2. Estimates of HEP
Item Description Median Mean Error Reference:

Probability Probability1  Factor 2  Swain and
Guttmann
(Ref. 11)

1 Nominal HEP for error of 3.0x10.3  4.84x10-3  5 Nominal value,
commission when no other not in a table.
*human error can be found

2 Checker fails to detect error 1.Ox10.2 1.61xl 0-2 5 Table 20-22,
by others - checking that Item 4
involves active participation

3 Checker fails to detect 1.0x10-1 1.61x10-1 5 Table 20-22,
errors made by other Item 1
checking routine tasks,
checker using written
materials

Use this equation to calculate the mean probability from the median probability and error factor (Ref. 12)

mean = p = median * exp( I-) and or= -n(EF)
2 1.645

2 The error factor for a lognormal distribution is defined as the ratio of the 9 5 th percentile to the median or
equivalently, the ratio of the median to the 5 th percentile. Error factor is the uncertainty bound around
lognormal distribution.

5.4 Misload Event Tree End States and Sequences

The misload event tree has three possible end states. "OK" means that the assemblies loaded
in the cask are consistent with the certificate of compliance. If a misload occurred, it was caught
and corrected during the normal review process. "MISLOAD-SINGLE" means that an assembly
has been misloaded, and the error was not identified during the review process. "MISLOAD-
MULTIPLE" means that an error in choosing assemblies has occurred, resulting in multiple
misloads. Historically, choosing assemblies to load into the cask appears to be the source of
multiple misloads.

A verbal description of each sequence from the event tree in Figure 2 is given below:

* Sequence 1: Assemblies were correctly chosen, the move sheet was properly generated,
and all assemblies were correctly loaded.

* Sequence 2: Assemblies were correctly chosen and the move sheet was properly
generated, but a fuel transfer error led to an incorrect fuel assembly being loaded into the
cask. The error was identified in the final review.
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" Sequence 3: Assemblies were correctly chosen and the move sheet was properly
generated, but a fuel transfer error led to an incorrect fuel assembly being loaded into the
cask. The error was identified in the independent review.

* Sequence 4: Assemblies were correctly chosen and the move sheet was properly
generated, but a fuel transfer error led to an incorrect fuel assembly being loaded into the
cask. The error was not identified in the final review or the independent review. A single
assembly was misloaded.

* Sequence 5: Assemblies were correctly chosen, but an error in the move sheet led to an
incorrect assembly being loaded. The error was identified in the final review.

* Sequence 6: Assemblies were correctly chosen, but an error in the move sheet led to an
incorrect assembly being loaded. The error was identified in the independent review.

* Sequence 7: Assemblies were correctly chosen, but an error in the move sheet led to an
incorrect assembly being loaded. The error was not identified in the final review or the
independent review. A single assembly was misloaded.

" Sequence 8: Assemblies were incorrectly chosen. Multiple assemblies were misloaded.

Sequences with end states "MISLOAD-SINGLE" and "MISLOAD-MULTIPLE" denote sequences
where fuel assemblies were misloaded. Only these sequences are quantified for this analysis.

5.5 Fuel Transfer Error Calculation

To calculate the probability of an error occurring during fuel transfer, the staff used the Bayesian
approach. Bayesian estimation consists of updating the analyst's belief about the value of a
parameter (embodied in the prior distribution) with observed information (quantified in a
likelihood function) to obtain a posterior distribution. In other words, it is a systematic statistical
process for updating a belief when given new information. A simple form is given in the
equation below (Ref. 12).

f(p x) 0c f(p)f(xlp)

where:
p is the probability parameter
f(p) is the prior probability distribution
f(xlp) is the likelihood function
f(plx) is the posterior distribution of p given data x

The prior probability distribution (also simply called a "prior") reflects the analyst's belief about
what the distribution should look like, before the data are considered. The type of distribution
used depends on the phenomena being modeled, and the input parameters are chosen to
produce the desired mean and uncertainty.

Success/failure activities such as fuel movement can be modeled with a Binomial distribution.
This distribution will be used with the observed data to construct a likelihood function f(xjp). The
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likelihood function is the probability of the observed data, written as a function of the parameter.
of interest.

The Binomial distribution used to model the process is given by the following:

Pr(x) (n~l;pX(1 -P),,-_

where

x x! (n - x)!

p is the probability (the wrong fuel assembly is moved)
n is the number of trials (number of fuel assemblies that a specific cask can hold)
x is the number of failures (misplaced fuel assemblies)

When the product of n and p is small, the equation for one misplaced fuel assembly can be
approximated by multiplying the probability, p, to the number of fuel assemblies, n. Therefore

,p = np

The beta distribution is the common choice for a prior when fitting data that follow a binomial
sampling process. This is because it is a conjugate prior for binomial data and will lead to
mathematically convenient results, including the posterior also being a beta distribution.
Jeffreys' non-informative prior distribution was chosen to minimize the impact of the prior
distribution on the posterior distribution. This will allow the data to have the greatest effect on
the posterior.

In general, a beta distribution 3 for parameter p has the following density:

f (p, a, 18) = F(a + 18) (1 _ p),6-1 pa•-1

F(a)F(/8)

with the mean given by the following:
a

a+,8

In this case, Jeffreys non-informative prior distribution is a beta distribution with a = = 0.5:

f(p) Oc [p(l - p)]-,/ 2  (0 < p < 1)

Substituting this prior and the binomial likelihood function into Bayes' Theorem, the posterior
distribution can be calculated as follows:

= F(n + 1) p ,.+1/2)-1(1 - p) ..... /2)-l (0 < p < 1)
f(PlX) - F(x + 0.5)F(n - x + 0.5)

3 The beta distribution is a family of continuous probability distributions defined on the interval (0, 1) and
parameterized by two positive shape parameters, typically denoted by a and /3.
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where:
The front matter consisting of gamma (/) functions is a normalizing constant
n is the total number of fuel assembly movements (1,199,000)
x is the total number of fuel assembly misplacements (327)

The mean probability of fuel transfer error is the following:

x + 0.5 327+0.5,u- = = 2.73xl 0-

n+1 1,199,000 +1

Using the approximation for the mean of a Binomial distribution as discussed above, with p =
2.73x10 4 , and n = 32 (assemblies loaded in the cask), the fuel transfer error (top event FUEL-
TRANSFER) is the following:

2.73xi0-4 * 32 = 8.7x10-3

Based on the equations above, the mean fuel assembly transfer error that is input into
SAPHIRE is 8.7x103 per (32 assembly) cask. The beta probability distribution input into
SAPHIRE for uncertainty analysis is Beta(x+0.5, n+1).

5.6 Quantification of Event Tree and Uncertainty Analysis

The HEPs listed in Section 5.3, Table 2 and the fuel transfer error probability calculated in
Section 5.5 that were input into SAPHIRE for quantification are listed in Table 3 (values assume
a cask with a capacity of 32 assemblies).

Table 3. Summary of Event Probabilities
Basic Event Name Mean Probability
CHOOSE-ASSEMBLIES-SELECT 4.84x10-3
CHOOSE-ASSEMBLIES-REVIEW 1.61x10-1

MOVE-SHEET-SELECT 4.84x10-3

MOVE-SHEET-REVIEW 1.61x10-1

FUEL-TRANSFER 8.70x10.3

FINAL-REVIEW 1.61x10-2

INDEPENDENT-REVIEW 1.61xl 0-2

All of the sequences that lead to end states defined as "MISLOAD-SINGLE" or "MISLOAD-
MULTIPLE" in the event tree are generated in SAPHIRE. Once the code executes the
sequence quantification process, all of the sequences are summed together to get the overall
misload probability. That is to say, the mean probabilities listed in Table 3 denote the likelihood
of failing to perform each individual step within the loading process. Combining the failures to
perform each of these steps yields the likelihood of misloading one or multiple assemblies within
a cask. Table 4 shows the probability of each misload sequence in the event tree used in this
analysis (Figure 2). Table 5 provides the uncertainty results.
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Table 4. Individual Sequences and Overall Results (Base Case)
End State Sequence # Probability
MISLOAD-SINGLE 4 2.26x10 6

MISLOAD-SINGLE 7 2.02x10-7

MISLOAD-MULTIPLE 8 7.79x10-4
Point Estimate Total 7.82x10 4

Table 5. Uncertainty Results (Base Case)
Point Estimate 7.82xa0-4
Mean 7.24xl F0
5% 3.30x10. 5

95% 2.74x10'

5.7 Sensitivity Calculations

Multiple sensitivity calculations are performed to calculate the probability of misloading a fuel
assembly under varying circumstances. The sensitivity calculations range from modifying the
fuel assembly transfer probability to modifying which reviews are performed. Each sensitivity
calculation is discussed individually below.

Sensitivity Calculation 1: This sensitivity analysis is done by increasing the fuel transfer error
probability (FUEL-TRANSFER =1.0x`101). This significantly increases the probability of
sequence 4 which describes an operator loading an incorrect assembly into the cask without the
error being identified in subsequent reviews. However, multiple misloads, a consequence of
programmatic issues in the selection process (sequence 8), continue to dominate the total
probability. Table 6 shows the results of this sensitivity analysis.

Table 6. Individual Sequence and Overall Results (Sensitivity-Fuel Transfer)
End State Sequence Probability
MISLOAD-SINGLE 4 2.59x10-5

MISLOAD-SINGLE 7 2.02x10-7

MISLOAD-MULTIPLE 8 7.79x10-4

Point Estimate Total 8.05x10-4

Sensitivity Calculation 2: Because the independent review is not always performed, this
sensitivity analysis is performed to assess the impact of assuming that no independent review is
conducted (INDEPENDENT-REVIEW =1.0). As a result, the probability of sequences 4 and 7,
which represent single misloads, increases. However, this change does not affect the likelihood
of multiple misloads (sequence 8). Despite increasing the overall likelihood of single misload
events occurring, multiple misloads are still predicted by the event tree model to have a higher
likelihood of occurrence than single misloads.

Table 7. Individual Sequence and Overall Results (Sensitivity-Independent Review)
End State Sequence Probability
MISLOAD-SINGLE 4 1.40x10-4

MISLOAD-SINGLE 7 1.26x10 5

MISLOAD-MULTIPLE 8 7.79x10-4

Point Estimate Total 9.32x104
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Sensitivity Calculation 3: An additional review is added that is capable of catching errors in the
CHOOSE-ASSEMBLIES top event that leads to multiple misloads. This review could represent
burnup measurements, taking inventory of the spent fuel pool, or anything else that could catch
multiple misloads. Only sequence 8 is affected. Item 3 from Table 2 is used as the HEP. Table
8 gives the results.

Table 8. Individual Sequence and Overall Results (Sensitivity-Multiple Misload Review)
End State Sequence Probability
MISLOAD-SINGLE 4 2.26x10-6

MISLOAD-SINGLE 7 2.02x10-7

MISLOAD-MULTIPLE 8 1.26xl 0-4

Point Estimate Total 1.28x10.4

These sensitivity cases demonstrate that based on the event tree model, a review that can
significantly decrease the probability of multiple misloads (sequence 8) is the most effective way
to achieve a lower overall misload probability.

6 Single versus Multiple Misloads

If it is assumed that misloads are independent events and that multiple misloads occur through
multiple fuel transfer errors, rather than through errors in choosing fuel assemblies, the
probability of multiple misloads can be obtained using the binomial equation given in Section
5.5. Again, the binomial gives us the probability of x misloads in n trials given a misload
probability p. The single fuel movement transfer error probability of 2.73x10-4 gives an error
probability of 8.7x10-3 per cask in a 32 assembly cask as is seen in Table 3. Table 9 gives the
probabilities for one to five independent misloads from fuel transfer errors without a final review,
with a final review, and with a final review and an independent review.

Table 9. Probability of ndependent Multiple Misloads _

Number of Misloads from 1 2 3 4 5
Fuel Transfer Errors
Without Final Review 8.66x103 3.67x10-- 1.00x10-7  1.98x10-1° 3.03x10 1 3

With Final Review T139xK10- 5.91X10- 1.61x10-9  3.19x10 11  4.88x10-
With Both Reviews 2.25x10 6  9.50x10 9 2.60x10 1  5.14x10-14 7.86x100-7

Under the assumption of independence, increasing numbers of misloads quickly become
incredibly improbable. This implies that multiple independent errors are not likely to produce
enough misloads to create a potentially critical configuration.4

4 Previous studies have indicated that one or two misloads are unlikely to cause a criticality concern unless the
misloaded assemblies are severely underburned.
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7 Actual Cask Misload Events

7.1 Event Descriptions

RES and SFST have discovered five events in which one or more casks were misloaded or
nearly misloaded. The first occurred in 1999 (discovered in 2000) at Palisades Nuclear Plant.
Eleven assemblies with insufficient cooling time (cooled for four years instead of five) were
loaded into five casks. The cause was attributed to an error in the recorded core discharge
dates. Cooling times were calculated for the planned loading date, but then the loading date
changed (Refs. 2-5).

The second event happened at McGuire in 2005 and involved a single assembly. Fuel handlers
intended to pick up an assembly from pool location PP-34 but inadvertently picked up the
assembly in location RR-34. A camera operator noticed that the serial number did not match
the one specified in the loading procedures. Because the error was identified during routine
checks and reviews, this event does not meet the definition of a misload given in Section 3 (Ref.
6).

Two misload events stemming from the same error occurred at Surry and North Anna between
2007 and 2009. A somewhat novel Nutech Horizontal Modular Storage (NUHOMS) cask design
allowed for asymmetrical decay heat limits for fuel assemblies in a specific orientation. The
instructions for this requirement were somewhat ambiguous and, although the personnel
involved in the initial cask loading were familiar with the requirement, those tasked with creating
the procedure for future loadings were not. Because the error was solidified in a procedure, it
led to multiple assembly and cask misloads. At North Anna, 13 assemblies were misloaded into
7 casks. Four casks were affected at Surry with one or two assemblies misloaded per cask.
The error was discovered during a review of Surry loading certification documents (Refs. 7 and
8).

The final identified misload event occurred at Grand Gulf in 2008. Thirty-four assemblies
exceeding the maximum allowed decay heat per fuel storage location limit and/or the fuel
burnup limit were misloaded into four casks. The event was attributed to an error in the cask
loader database and was caught during a data update of the database. The assemblies were
chosen using a database that only had information for the first 10 cycles. Cycle 10 was
selected as a cutoff point to ensure that assemblies had experienced sufficient decay time.
However, it was not taken into account that some assemblies in the database were used in
subsequent cycles as well, leading to underestimation of the exposure. At the time, standard
procedures did not exist for the development of the database (Refs. 3, 9 and 5).

The five misload and near misload events all occurred because of errors in procedures and
spent fuel databases. Of the five events, four involved multiple assemblies and casks. Though
it is unclear that any of the errors could have led to the loading of underburned assemblies, they
demonstrate that errors affecting multiple assemblies and casks do occur during the planning
process.
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7.2 Empirical Misload Probability

In addition to calculating the misload probability through an event tree model as in Section 5, the
staff used empirical data to calculate the probability of misload on a per assembly, and per cask
basis. In other words, it calculated the probability that any particular assembly will be
misloaded, and the probability that any particular cask contains one or more misloaded
assemblies. Data showing the total number of assemblies and casks loaded and misloaded
(Section 4) were used to produce the empirical probabilities shown in Table 10. Cask misloads
can be modeled using a binomial distribution, which is used to model success/failure processes.
Although a binomial distribution assumes that each trial is independent, the data indicate that
misload events did not occur independently, leading to an unquantified uncertainty in this
approximation. The mean, and the 5% percent and 95% confidence intervals of the distribution
were calculated by performing a Bayesian update of a Jeffreys' non-informative prior distribution
as described in Section 5.5. The McGuire event is considered to be a near misload because it
was discovered as part of the review process and, therefore, is not included in the calculation.
For the four misloaded casks at Surry, it is only known that one or two assemblies were
misloaded per cask. The staff used an average and assumed that a total of six assemblies
were misloaded for the calculation in Table 10.

Table 10. Empirical Misload Calculations
Assembly Cask

# of assemblies or casks 0 0
involved in single misload
event
# of assemblies or casks 64 20
involved in multiple
misload event
Total # of assemblies or 52,000 1,200
casks loaded

5% Mean 95% 5% Mean 95%
Single misload probability 3.8x10 8  9.6x10 6  3.7x10-5 1.6x10 6  4.2x10 4  1.6x10 3

Multiple misload probability 1.0x10 3  1.2x10-3 1.5x10 3  1.1x10 2  1.7x10 2  2.4x10 2

Total misload probability 1.0x10 3  1.2x10-3 1.5x10 3  1.1x10 2  1.7x10 2  2.4x10 2

The empirical data indicate that the probability of having single misloads of an assembly or a
cask is low, but credible, which is consistent with the event tree model. However, four misload
events occurred that affected multiple assemblies and casks and were the result of single
errors. This seems to imply that casks with multiple misloads are much more likely to occur as
a result of systematic problems.

8 Bayesian Update of Estimation of Misload Probability

Using plant specific fuel loading data, analysts can perform a Bayesian update of the fuel
transfer error probability. For example, assume that a plant loads 1,000 fuel assemblies without
any misloads.
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Table 11. Bayesian Update
Non-informative Prior Data Observed Posterior

Misload 327

Fuel Assembly 1,199,000
a= 0.5 x= 0 a'= 0.5
lib= 1,851 n= 1,000 lib'= 2851
95th 1.0x10-3  95th 6.7x10-4

Mean 2.7x10-4  Mean 1.8x10 t4
median 1.2x10-4  median 8.0x10-5

5th 1.1x10. 6  5th 6.9x10-7

The mean of gamma distribution is 1.8x10.4 from above. For a 40 fuel assembly cask, this
results in the following:

FUEL-TRANSFER (Fuel Transfer Error Probability) = 40*1.8x1O-4= 7.2x10-3

Loading these data into the SAPHIRE code gives the results shown in Tables 12 and 13.

Table 12. Individual Sequence and Overall Results
End State Sequence Probability
MISLOAD-SINGLE 4 1.87x10-6
MISLOAD-SINGLE 7 2.02x10-7

MISLOAD-MULTIPLE 8 7.79x10-4

Point Estimate Total 7.81xl0.4

Table 13. Uncertainty Results
Point Estimate 7.81x10-4

Mean 7.05x10.4

5% 3.12x10 5

95% 2.59x 10.

9 Misload Probability as a Function of Burnup for a Specific Plant

In addition to knowing the probability that a misload will occur, it is useful to have some idea of
how much excess reactivity it adds. To determine the probability of a misload adding a certain
amount of reactivity, one approach would be to separate the loading curve into regions of
excess reactivity (e.g. slightly underburned, moderately underburned, and severely
underburned). The conditional probability of erroneously selecting an assembly from each
region could be calculated by dividing the number of assemblies in the region, by the total
number of assemblies in the pool. This calculation would assume that (1) the probability of
misloading an assembly is independent of that assembly's burnup and (2) there is no correlation
between the burnups of misloaded assemblies. Section 9.1 includes an example of this
calculation.

As previous studies have found, if the misloaded assemblies are only slightly underburned it
takes many misloads to approach a potentially critical condition (Ref. 13). Conversely, a single
assembly can put the cask in a potentially critical configuration if the assembly is severely
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underburned. For pools that contain high numbers of severely underburned assemblies, the
conditional probability that a misload will be a severely underburned assembly will be higher.

This calculation would be informative in identifying which spent fuel pools are more likely to
have misloads with a significant reactivity increase. The calculation could include fresh fuel
assemblies in the pool, although misloading a fresh fuel assembly is generally considered to be
unlikely given their significantly different appearance from used fuel assemblies.

9.1 Example Loading Curve

The mathematical formula to determine the minimum burnup as a function of initial enrichment
(the loading curve) depends on many aspects of the assemblies and cask involved in the
loading. For one particular loading campaign, the equation is given by:

B 1.6733X 3 -18.72X 2 + 80.5967X - 88.3

where,
B = minimum assembly average burnup in gigawatt-days per metric ton of uranium
(GWD/MTU).
X = maximum assembly average enrichment in weight percent uranium-235.

The assembly enrichment and burnup data are extracted from a database maintained by the
Energy Information Administration. Figure 5 displays the spent fuel pool assembly data, along
with lines depicting the minimum required burnup, as well as 75%, and 50% of the required
burnup. As described in the previous section, the underburned assemblies have been divided
into slightly underburned, moderately underburned and severely underburned. Of the 1,186
assemblies in the pool, 330 are slightly underburned, 8 are moderately underburned and 1 is
severely underburned. Given the population of this pool, a misloaded assembly would have a
27.8% (330 divided by 1,186) probability of being slightly underburned, a 0.67% (8 divided by
1,186) probability of being moderately underburned and a 0.08% (1 divided by 1,186) probability
of being severely underburned.
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10 Probability of Criticality

A primary concern for dry casks is a major release of radioactivity from a criticality event
involving a misloaded cask. One such sequence would require the following to happen:

" One or more assemblies in the cask are misloaded.

* The misload(s) adds enough reactivity such that the cask is capable of becoming critical in
the presence of a moderator.

* The cask is involved in an accident (during transportation).

" The accident occurs in the presence of water.

* The accident damages the cask severely enough to allow water ingress.

• The moderator density and geometry are such that the cask achieves criticality.

In equation form, multiplying these terms gives the probability of a criticality event per cask for
this sequence:

p(criticality event) = p(misload) * p(sufficient reactivity addedlmisload)5 * p(accident) *
p(water presentl accident) * p(cask severely damagedl accident) * p(criticalityl water
ingress)

This repoft estimates p(misload) and gives an example of estimating p(sufficient reactivity
addedlmisload) in Section 9. Estimates for the remaining terms would be needed to calculate
the probability of a criticality event.

11 Results and Conclusions

First, RES was asked to determine the probability of a single or multiple assembly misload in a
spent fuel transportation package. The event tree analysis yielded an overall misload
probability of 8x1 04 per cask with 5% and 95% confidence interval of 3x1 05 and 3x1 03. If the
independent review is not performed, as in the second sensitivity case, the misload probability
increases to 9x10-4. Assuming that misloads are independent events yields a probability of
lx1i08 for two misloads and quickly decreasing probabilities for greater numbers of misloads
(Table 9).

Empirically, misload events have a higher probability of occurring, most of which have been
multiple misloads. All four identified misload events involved multiple assemblies and casks.
The misload probability is empirically estimated to be 4x1 04 per cask for single misloads and
2x10-2 per cask for multiple misloads. Again, the empirical results stated here only include
misloads that were caught at some point after the loading process and therefore are not directly
comparable to the event tree results which calculate the probability of an undetected misload.

5 p(alb) denotes "the probability that a will occur, given b occurred."
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Further, the event tree model's results are driven by the HEPs used for the top events as
described in Section 3.2.

Second, RES evaluated the possibility of determining the misload probability for ranges in
burnup values. The staff does not expect the probability of a misload to vary as a function of
burnup with the exception of fresh fuel assemblies which are visibly different from burned
assemblies. The misload probability for a particular range in burnups will only depend on the
number of those assemblies present in the particular spent fuel pool. Section 9.1 includes an
example calculation.

Lastly, RES reviewed misload events to determine the underlying cause of each event and to
identify common failure modes. All identified misloaded assemblies have been the result of
database or procedure errors, each of which has led to multiple assemblies being misloaded
into multiple casks. Both the event tree model and the empirical data suggest that the
probability of a single, random misload is low but credible and that multiple misloads are more
likely to arise from an error in the planning process (likely in the procedures) or the fuel
database. Any administrative controls that seek to lower the probability of a cask criticality
event should focus on methods that could discover systematic problems, including those that
could potentially affect the integrity of the spent fuel pool database or the cask loading
procedures. The errors leading to multiple misloads were detected during post-load
administrative reviews, which highlights the need for continued and ongoing reviews of spent
fuel status.

Although an estimate of the number of assemblies of higher reactivity is beyond the scope of
this report, Section 9.1 gives an example of how to use these data for a particular spent fuel
pool. This information can be useful in determining how many assemblies with significant
amounts of excess reactivity (significantly underburned relative to the cask loading curve) are
available for misload in the cask and informs the likelihood that misloads will be severe enough
to lead to a potentially critical configuration.

To estimate the probability that the cask could become critical, the misload probability would
have to be combined with an estimation of how underburned the misloaded assemblies are
likely to be (using pool specific data), as well as several other factors. Estimates of these terms
are beyond the scope of this study.
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